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2ASTRACT
Some fundamental questions are posed concerning the teaching
and learning of geometry in primary schools. How can geometry
be made more interesting, vital and relevant; and how can it be
related to other subject areas? How may critical learning ex-
periences be identified which can provide a conceptual framework
and an intellectual clarity within a primary school curriculum?
Specific aspects of projective geometry are formulated to
resolve the problem of disparate emphases in topological and
euclidean approaches, thereby linking them both logically and
psychologically; and enabling the learning of key concepts to be
integrated with other subjects such as geography and art.
Implications for teaching are considered, especially those
inherent in the historical development of geometry, the relation-
ship between projective geometry and perspective, the influence
of the secondary school curriculum on primary, geometry, and the
development of children's perceptions through projective experiences.
The study investigates ways in which children interpret and use
line drawings. In addition, it is shown that children have strong
preferences f or projective rather than euclidean. transformations.
A description is given of a projective geometry curriculum
together with an account of its application in a primary school
where it was evaluated in a variety of ways. Modes of geometrical
thinking are suggested, the significances of these for teachers
and learners are considered, and possible avenues for further
research are discussed.
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An Examination of oblems in Primary School Geometry
It is the opinion of this investigator that much of primary school
geometry today is lacking in intellectual and conceptual clarity. There
is no integrated framework and no overall perceivable structure, that
is, no available system of interconnected relationships between the
various elements of the subject. Many parts are relevant and interesting
as isolated topics, but do not provide an integrated and vital conceptual
background for the child which is necessary if meaningful learning is to
occur.
This lack of clarity may be formulated by listing the following funda-
mental questions: (a) How can geometry in the primary school be made
more interesting, more vital, more relevant, more related to other
subject areas, and thus more worthy of study by the child? (b) Why is
geometry taught in schools so disjointed and unsystematic and how can
the critical geometrical learning experiences be identified which will
provide a cognitive and conceptual framework impinging more directly with
the child's immediate environment? (c) Above all, within the available
resources, how can geometry be given the necessary clarity without a big
increase in time allocation in what is often considered an overburdened
curriculum?
The Main Theme of this Study
This study attempts to resolve these issues by organising geometry
into well integrated themes with a perceived structure which can take
its place in the primary school curriculum. By presenting selected
aspects of projective geometry provision is made for the development of
a unique feature in the chiid's spatial-ercep;ual understaniings
affecting and influencing other aspects of their education.
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The means may thus be supplied by which the relationships inherent
within geometry can 'be perceived by the child and cognitive structures
organised. A structured study of geometry may provide key concepts,
(integrating related concepts in other subjects such as geography, science,
and art) enabling fertile understandings in unexpected contexts and
situations to develop.
A Definition of Projective Geometry
What is projective geometry and its relationship with primary geometry?
For a mathematician, projective geometry is an often neglected part of
classical geometry, popular in the past but of only marginal interest
at the present time. In the context of the primary school, projective
geometry may be defined as the study of perspective and line drawings,
that is, two dimensional representations of three dimensional objects
which includes the properties of straight lines and figures formed from
them.
A Confusion in Present Day Prima Geometry
Where it is taught seriously, geometry in the primary school has two
distinct emphases - namely euclidean and topological. The euclidean
approach may be briefly described as the "usual geometry of shape and
size". It deals with, for example, lengths and areas, angles and rota-
tions, symmetry and reflections, shapes and scale models, properties of
straight lines and associated figures. It is here that children often
acquire skills with ruler and compasses, constructing triangles, measuring
angles, fitting tessellations, and making elementary scale drawings.
Euclidean geometry is a subset of a wider geometry called topology.
Topology is the study of continuous lines, of order along a connected
line, and spatial relationships which are not necessarily as specific as
those in euclidean geometry. Thus a topological vocabulary includes such
words as inside, near, joined to, and between.
1Lf
It is the investigator's belief that teachers perceive little connection
between these two aspects of geometry and that they, and consequently the
children, fail to see that euclidean concepts are contained within wider
topological ones; that projective geometrical experiences can be used to
link these aspects together both logically and psychologically. The
topological, projective and euclidean approaches then proceed inter-
dependently as a unified experience.
Increasing Geometric Relevance across the Curriculum
Primary geometry, as it is usually presented may often appear to be
both irrelevant and confusing. Why should it be important, it may be
asked, to learn such things as constructing triangles and measuring
their angles, deciding whether something is inside a boundary or not,
finding tessellation patterns or constructing circles? With some
justification, such exercises may not appear to impinge on the everyday
life of children. Indeed some teachers may teach geometry mainly to give
some relief in the monotonous diet of sums and yet more sums.
Teachers, with some care and thought, may make these exercises more
relevant and interesting. For example, the study of perspective in line
drawings can lead, on the one hand, to a consideration of views from
above and in front, arid hence to plans, maps, and elevations or on the
other to an increased understanding of sketches, drawings, and photographs.
Such experiences and learnings taught systematically within a partly
hierarchical geometry then becomes an integral part of a perception of
the environment contributing a distinctive element to children's cognitive
maps.
A Pro ecve ometry Curriculum
The investigation and experimental work of this study is the production
and ea:ci .f a programme of units in projective geometry which may
be ird into a primary school curriculum. However, in order to
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proceed it is first necessary to seek some answers to a number of
further questions in addition to those posed earlier in this chapter.
These are: What are the teaching implications inherent in the historical
development of geometry, especially non euclidean geometry? What is
the relation between projective geometry and. perspective? What do
studies in the development of perception contribute to primary geometry?
How does projective geometry relate to geography, science and art in
the primary school? How does the child interpret line drawings within
the child's existing cognitive structures? Do children prefer projective
rather than other geometric transformations? What influences should
the secondary school curriculum have on primary geometry? 	 How does
this investigation compare with other related research?
Outline of the Thesis
After the introductory chapter the second considers geometry in
education. The aspects reviewed are the nature and historical development
of geometry; an assessment of the interrelationship between primary and
secondary school geometry as mathematical approaches to the subject
itself change; a review of recent research in the area on two broad
fronts, where the work of Piaget and Inhelder is studied in relation
to other contributors supporting and contradicting their conclusions;
relevant research in geography, art, science and perception; and finally
the chapter concludes with theoretical and practical considerations of
developing a curriculum in projective geometry.
Chapter three investigates line drawings and children's interpretations
of projective geometrical ideas and perspective; children's preferences
for projective and other geometric transformations are then researched;
with a conclusion that children have a strong preference for rojective
transformations and that this has classroom implications.
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Chapter four deals with the implementation of the study. As there
were few precedents or directly relevant guidelines, the investigational
procedures were necessarily very tentative. Firstly, piij.ot tests were
constructed to try to ascertain appropriateness for age groups. Secondly
the main, research followed. This could not be designed to evolve along
the lines of the pure classical evaluation experiment. Thirdly, questions
arose which required further study of other research findings and
modifications to the curriculum were built in to the development of a
conceptual structural approach as the research proceeded. Evaluation
processes included pre-test post-test assessments, reflection on teaching
experiences and discussion with teachers and children.
Chapter five discusses implications derived from the research. Modes
of geometrical thinking are hypothesised and the significance for teachers
and learners considered. A curriculum package is examined and possible




Geometry : Its Nature and Historical Develotment
Geometry as useful. Mathematicians have differing ideas on the nature
of geometry and its relation to other branches of mathematics. At its
most elementary level it may be considered as the exploration of space.
This is the "useful" geometry needed by travellers, surveyors, architects,
builders, map-makers, and others. Dienes and Golding (1967) make this
point as does Sawyer (1977). The ancient origins of "useful" geometry
are well documented. The early Egyptians are conventionally put into
the category o± those concerned with applied geometry.
Geometry as an abstraction. Geometry can be studied in purely abstract
terms within the mind, formulating and projecting its own internal logical
properties, rules, and procedures without relevance to anything else.
Geometry then becomes the study of position, location and later is the
study of the properties of geometrical figures. Copeland (197 1+), Courant
and Robins (i96i), Euclid (Heath 1956), and Wilson (1977) make this
clear in their resoective books — though obviously from very different
viewpoints. Geometry becomes a picture in the mind, a picture drawn from
the real physical world but is not a picture of that real world. A
degree of abstraction is realised. A view exists that the true essence
of geometrical ideas has an independence from the real life situation
from which it has been developed. Geometry is then a set of mental
pictures and the study of the relationships that exist between different
entities in these pictures.
Geometry as a logical structure. This viewpoint is expressed in the
analyses of Coxeter (1969), Bishop (1980), Hardy (1925), Euclid (Heath
1956), Choquet (1969), Kline (1972) and in the N.F.E.R. Visualising
Test "Q". The basic proposition is that geometrical ideas can better
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be considered as a structured collection of logical and mathematical
structures. These structures become geometry or separate geometries
according to the ways in which they are organised. These organisations
are directed. by topological, projective and various metric laws. (Piaget
and Inhelder, 1956; Bell, 1976; Gans, 1 973; and Burn, 1975). They are
implicit in Nuffield Foundation Teaching Project publications, Shape and
Size (1967) and Environmental Geometry (1969). Thus a common strand of
geometry as a logical structure may be identified in books which start
from very different bases of understanding and with different purposes
in mind.
Geometry as a study of relationshi. Piaget and Inhelder (1956)
suggest that the child sees geometrical relationships by classifying
experiences and by ordering activities. The relationships could, for
example, involve correspondences and be dichotomic, asymmetric or
ordered. Geometric relations are used by Escher (1967) and are commented
upon by Vernon (1962) and Bruner (1960). Further relationships are
proximity, separation, enclosure, continuity, straightness, parallelism
shape, proportion, size, length, distance, and others. (Cox, 1977;
Dienes, 1966b; Kagan & Lemkin, 1961). Authors generally aee that the
child is led, by a slow process, often with faulty thought processes
and misconceptions towards some form of geometrical thinking. (Beard,
1957; Skemp, 1963; Vygotsky, 1962; Baker, 192'+).
Geometry as exhibited by ehaviouraJ. changes. Gagne (1970) makes the
point that geometrical thinking is demonstrated through behavioural changes
and others, Russell (1973), Cassirer (1957), and Bruner (1960) assert
that this has transfer value in dealing with non geometrical situations.
Macfarlane Smith (i96+), Vernon (1962) and Hebb (199) make the point
that the child's geometrical or spatial abilities may be capable o
measurement. These geometrical abilities, whether actually measured or
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not, may be used on occasions to solve a variety of problems - some of
these problems may be of a mainly geometrical nature but some may not.
(Bell, 1976; Dienes, 1966b; Matthews and Matthews, 1978).
A further consideration is the use and role of language and verbalization
and. how these may help or hinder in the problem solving exercise. Thompson
(1959), Gattegno (1971), Jones (1912), Bruner (1960), Steffe and Smock
(1975) provide a variety of analyses in this area.
Geometry as a Process. Geometrical learning may be considered as a
process leading to the formation of cognitive structures which contain
specific sets of laws and relationships with particular modes of thinking.
This process, to be successful, leads from an accumulation of mental
pictures to an interlocking network of concepts, (called cognitive maps
by some authors) with an associated language for communication which has
the capacity to enrich the child's life. (Freudenthal, 1971; Choat, 1975;
Bell, 1976; Wilmore, 1970).
A great name in the history of Reometry : Euclid. Euclid systematised
geometrical thinking in his Elements which consisted of thirteen books.
It is likely that there were more which have been lost. They were all
lost to the West until rediscovered via the Arabs in the Middle Ages.
The scope and approach in Euclid's compilation was so comprehensive that
it appeared unlikely that any further significant advances could. be made.
Euclid was geometry. In 1 LF82 the first printed edition of his work was
published and was, for many years, the only geometry studied and taught.
The situation is very different today. These developments are set
out in a history of geometrical ideas as classified by Smith (1923) into
four periods: (a) The synthetic geometry of the Greeks, including
Euclid's work, work by Appolonius and others. The names of Pythagoras,
Archimedes, Thales ae associated with this period. (b) The birth of
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analytic geometry. The work of Desargues, Kepler and others merged into
the co-ordinate geometry of Descartes and Fermat. (c) The application
of calcuJ.us to geometry. Cd) The renaissance of pure geometry including
the projective geometry of Poncelet, the work of Steiner, the non auclidean
hypotheses of Lobachevaky, Bolyai, Gauss, and Rieman, the foundations of
geometry by Hilbert.
This is, of course, an oversimplification, for example some ideas on
co-ordinates were used before the time of Descartes and Euclid may have
had some intuitive ideas that his work was not the completed story of
geometry.
Euclid's postulates : The fifth postulate. Little is known about the
life of Euclid. This is rather surprising as his treatise overshadowed
all other work in Geometry. He was the great compiler. He took the
results of other mathematicians and treated them in a systematic manner.
ifl. particular he took the ideas of 3.ristotle and applied them to geometry.
This proved to be his greatest achievement and although some geometrical
work was developed in later classical times by mathematicians such as
Eudoxus, Ptolemy, Menelaus and Pappus such was his eminence that it was
some two thousand years or so before any major shifts occurred.
Euclid used a series of axioms, postulates and definitions as
ingredients of a logical hierarchy. The definitions used ideal points,
lines, circles and so on to set up the building blocks of the system.
The axioms, of which there are nine, were assumptions which are sell-
evident truths called common notions. These are not geometrical in
nature. An example is "the whole is greater than the part". The
postulates were assumptions which are geometrical in nature and are
listed as follows.
Let the following be postuLated: (a) :o iraw a straight line from
any point to any point. (b) To produce a finite straight line
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continuously in a straight line. (c) To describe a circle with any centre
and any length of radius. (d) That all right angles are equal to one
another. Ce) That, if a straight line falling on two straight lines
(in the same plane) makes the interior angles on the same side less than
two right angles, the two straight lines, if produced indefinitely, meet
on that side on which the angles are less than the two right angles.
The rather distinctive nature of the last one, Euclid's fifth postulate,
has excited the interest of mathematicians through the ages. Consequences
of the fifth postulate include, with some results about parallel lines,
the theorem of Pythagoras and the uniqueness of a circle through three
non collinear points. The fifth postulate hence has important consequences
in geometry and is a special postulate being rather different from the
others. Attempts have been made to prove the fifth postulate from the
other four. Proofs which have appeared have been erroneous and alternative
postulates were put forward by others to replace the fifth postulate by
another not so distinctive one. It now seems possible that Euclid knew
of some of the difficulties in this postulate and wrote it in this form
so that its distinctive nature was made more apparent.
Some of the substitutes for the fifth postulate are listed below:
(a) Through a point not on a line there passes not more than one parallel
to the line. (Playfair's Axiom). (b) Two lines that are parallel to
the same lire are parallel to each other. (c) A line that meets one of
two parallels meets the other. (d) If two parallels are cut by a trans-
versal the alternate interior angles are equal. (e) There exists at
least one triangle with an angle sum of two right angles. (f) For
parallel lines all perpendicular distances from either line to the other
are equal. (g) Similar triangles exist which are not congruent.
Mathematicians who have worked on the astulates include: Zeno (1st
century B.C.); Posidonius (1st century B.C.); Ptolemy (2nd century A.D.);
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Proclus Cc. 460); Al-Tusi Cc. 1200); Wallis Cc. 1600); Saccheri (c. 1773);
Lambert (c. 1766); Legendre (c. i79); Playf air Cc. 1795). The work of
these and others led to the rapid development of pure geometry in the
nineteenth century.
It is interesting that Dubbey (1970) gives Euclid's postulate in the
form of Playf air's Axiom. He makes amends, however, by pointing out the
special nature of the second postulate also, as both the second and the
fifth postulate are concerned with the indefinite extension of a line and
cannot for this reason be verified empirically.
Other early geometrical develooments. The relationship of astronomy
to mathematics was the incentive for much study in the ancient world.
Hawkins (1970) makes out a convincing case for considering Stonehenge and
other sites as astronomical observatories and is supported by Thom (1967)
and later by Wood (1978) who both see geometrical implications in the
siting of relationships between the stone structures. Thus there appears
to be a parallel synthetic geometry associated with lines of sight in
astronomy.
Renaissance art. In a very different field, attempts were made during
the Renaissance to depict a real world rather than use symbolism. An
attempt was made to introduce perspective into drawings and. paintings by
Italians such as Brunelleschi (1377_1 LI.k6), Uccello (1397-1+75), Alberti
(1kO4_1 L.72). Alberti imagined rays of light coming from the scene to
the eye and hence ideas were developed about projections and sections.
Durer (1k71-1528) went much further mathematically. Leonardo da Vinci
(152-1519) adapted these ideas in the fields of art and science adding
his own unique contribution to the attempt to depict the real three
dimensional world on a two dimensional canvas.
Non euclidean eorr.etr'. The next major de7elopmerit came from Girard
Desargues (1591-1661) generally recognised as the forerunner of projective
23
geometry.
The renaissance of pure geometry came largely as a reaction against
the analytic geometry which held sway. Carnot (1755-1823) wished to free
geometry from the hieroglyphics of analysis and Study (1862-1922) called
the algebraic processes of co-ordinate geometry "the clatter of the co-
ordinate mill". Monge (17+6-1818) showed how to project a three-
dimensional object onto a horizontal and a vertical plane and Poncelet
(1788-1867) then developed some projective ideas and was the first
mathematician to realise that projective geometry was a new branch of
mathematics.
Thus began the notion that geometry was not merely the study of Euclid's
Elements but a base which could be expanded into new branches. Nany
elegant and interesting theorems were developed in the new study of
projective geometry. Some of these will be mentioned later. Gauss,
Lobatchevesky and Bolyai realised that the eucj.idean fifth postulate
could not be proved from the others arid the axioms?and that the fifth
postulate or an equivalent statement was needed for euclidean geometry.
Lobatchevsky rejected the postulate and replaced it by the following
(a figure at last).
Figure 1. Lobatcheveky's Postulate.
2Let AB be a line and let C be a point not on P.B then a line through
C falls into one of two sets, namely the set of lines which meet AB and
the set of lines which do not. The set of lines which do not meet AB
have two lines CD and CE which are the boundary between the two sets.
CD and CE are said to be parallel to AB and accordingly any line through
C between CD and CE is one of the set not meeting AB and is, therefore,
a parallel line to AB.
Although Lobatchevsky did not prove that this new set of axioms and
postulates was self consistent and contained no internal self contra-.
diction, he nevertheless believed that this was the case and on the
strength of this belief can be credited with producing a non-..euclidean
geometry. Bolyai caine to the same conclusion at about the same time and
both obtained some of their ideas from Gauss. This modification of the
fifth postulate produces a geometry now called hyperbolic geometry. If,
on the other hand, the fifth postulate is changed to suggest that no
lines can be drawn parallel to a given line then, again, a consistent
geometry is produced. This was presented by Riemann (1826-1866) and is
now called elliptic geometry.
The names elliptic, hyperbolic, and parabolic or euclidean were given
by Klein. Elliptic geometry was also separated into double elliptic
geometry and single elliptic geometry as detailed in. Gans (1973) and
Kline (1972). When it became accepted that there existed more than one
geometry then the place of a particular geometry in the set of geometries
needed to be considered.
It was Felix Klein (18Li.91925) in the tcErlangen Program1' who pointed
out that different geometries were distinguished by the kinds of one to
one transformations they allow. Then a geometry beaaxne the study of the
complete sets of irwariant.s under tranzfcrations allowed in the geometry.






Single Elliptic Double Elliptic Hyperbolic
Figure 2. A classification of geometries.
The geometrical hierarchy of transormationz may à.lso be made more
specific by stating the properties which are preserved in general
transformations within those allowable in the geometry.
In a more detailed study of the development of non euclidean geometry
it is interesting to note that the resurgence of significant creative
activity in geometry lagged behind that in algebra. Apart from the
creation of the mathematical system of perspective and the incidental.
geometrical work of the Renaissance artists, very little of consequence
was done in geometry from the time of Pappus to about i600. What was
needed, and did arise to direct the minds of mathematicians into new
channels, were new problems. One problem had already been raised by
Alberti namely, what geometrical properties do two sections of the same
projection of an actual figure have in common? A real scene is viewed
by the eye regarded as a point. The lines of light from various points
of the scene to the eye are said to constitute a projection. According
to the system, the painting itself must contain a section of that
projection, the section being mathematically what a plane passing through
the projection would contain. Now suppose the eye at 0 looks at the
horizontal rectangle from above as shown in figure 3, as
Figure 3. Projection from a
C
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ABCD. The lines from 0 to the points on the four sides of this rectangle
constitute a projection of which OA, eB, OC arid CD are typical lines. If
a plane is now interposed between the eye and the rectangle, the lines of
the projection will cut through the plane and mark out on it the quadrangle
A'B'C'D'. Since the section, namely A'B'C'D', creates the same impression
on the eye as does the original rectangle, it is reasonable to ask, as
Alberti did, what geometrical properties do the section and the original
rectangle have in common? It is intuitively apparent that the original
figure and the section will be neither congruent, nor similar; nor will
they contain the same area. In fact the section need not be a rectangle.
There is an extension of this problem: Suppose two different sections
of this same projection are made by two different planes that cut the
projection at any angle. 1hat properties wouj.d the two sections have in
common? The problem may be further extended. Suppose a rectangle ABCD
is viewed from two different locations 0' and 0". Then there are two
projections, one determined by 0' and the rectangle and the second
determined by 0" and the rectangle. If a section is made of each pro-
jertion, then, in view of the fact that each section should have some
geometrical properties in common with the rectangle, the two sections
27
should have some common geometrical properties.
I,0
Figure k. Projections from two points.
Some of the seventeenth-centtry geometers undertook to answer these
questions. They viewed the methods and results they obtained as part of
euclidean geometry. However, these methods and results, while indeed
contributing much to that subject, proved to be the beginning of a new
branch of geometry, which in the nineteenth century became known as
proj ective geometry.
Desaagues and others. The man who first took up directly the problems
just sketched was the self-educated Girard Desargues, who was an army
officer and later became an engineer and architecit. Desargues knew the
work of Appilonius and thought that he could introduce new methods for
proving theorems about conics. He did, and, indeed, was fully aware of
the power of these methods. Desargues' main theorem on triangles and
other theorems of his were published in i6Li8.
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Poncelet was the first mathematician to appreciate fully that projective
geometry was a new branch of mathematics with methods and goals of its own.
Whereas the seventeenth-century projective geometers had dealt with specific
problems, Poncelet entertained the general problem of seeking all properties
of geometrical figures that were common to all sections of any projection
of a figure, that is, remain unaltered by projection and section. This is
the theme that he and his successors took up. Because distances and angles
are altered by projection and section Poncelet selected and developed the
theory of involution and of harmonic sets of points but not the concept
of cross ratio. Monge had used parallel projection in his work; like
Desargues, Pascal, Newton, and Lambert, Poncelet used central projection,
that is, projection from a point. This concept Poncelet elevated into a
method of approach to geometric problems. Poncelet also considered pro..
jective transformation from one space figure to another, of course in
purely geometric form. This should not suggest that projective ideas began
after 1000 A.D. Some fundamental results in projective geometry date f'om
the time of the Greeks.
Projections and cross ratios. Pappus discovered the cross ratio property
and, of course, his famous theorem. These tended to be isolated results
standing outside the euclidean development and the framework of thought
used in their description was euclidean.
The cross ratio property of projections is a property associated with
distances between a set of four points and their transformations. A




The ratio of ratios
AD
DC
Figure 5. Cross ratio property,
that is cross ratio is
invariant under projective
transformations.
Later developments in projective geometry as an extension of euclidean
geometry tend to be an1ytic and numerical and beyond that needed here
for this study. The concept of cross ratio, for example, will not be part
of the study of child.rens' geometry up to the age of ten or so, involving
as it does the concept of length which is a congruent invartant. Gans
(1973) makes it clear that the phrase "Non euclidean" geometry is usually
taken to refer to a study of those geometries mentioned previously.
The geometrical hierarchy of transformations may also be made more
specific by stating the properties which are preserved in general trans-
formations within those allowable in the geometry. The sets of allowable
transformations in most cases form a group; that is the set is closed,
associative, has an identity transformation and each transformation has
an inverse.
The projective affine similarity and isometry groups can be classified
according to their effects n lengths: (a) Isometry group, ler..gth in
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any direction is invariant. (b) Siciilarity group, length ratio in any
direction is invariant. Cc) Affine group, length ratio in a given
direction is invariant. (ci) Projective group, ratio of length ratio
(cross ratio) in any direction is invariant with each subgroup possessing
the invariant properties of the overall group. Thus cross ratio is
preserved in (a), (b) and (c) as well as (ci). 	 An explanatory figure
is given in appendix 2.
	 Klein's cassification of geometries
put the geometries into perspective 50 to speak and suggested new
developments.
Differences between Projective Geometry and Perspective. These
differences need to be considered briefly. Generally the differences are
not made clear or else appear to be overlooked altogether. They are
mentioned here as possible avenues for further study but do not appear
to be of crucial concern. Basically projective geometry preserves straight
lines (and other invariants such as cross ratio) but it appears that
perspective does not do so. This is perhaps best explained by an example.
Consider an observer in a static balloon directly above a straight
railway track. Directly below' the observer he will see a pair of parallel
lines. Away towards the horizon he will see a pair of c1erging straight
lines (according to projective transformations) and away towards the
horizon in the opposite direction he will again see a pair of converging
straight lines; yet the rails do not appear to have any sudden changes
of direction. So the converging "straight" lines cannot be straight but
must curve in some way. Hence, seeing straight lines in perspective must
involve some curving of these lines and so perspective transformations,
depending as they do on the curvature of the earth, are not projective
transformations (which preserve straightness). Without the curvature
of the earth the straight lines would not ha1e a horizon upon which to
converge. Thus projective transformations of scenes, preserving straight
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lines, are only approximations of the scene in true perspective - rather
like a flat map only being an approximation to the curved surface of the
earth it is representing. In fact, in the original example the railway
lines were actually not straight but circles on the surface of the earth
- and incidentally at the most one of them could be part of a great
circle. Perspective and perception are inter-related. Wiirnan (1966)
observes that a perspective drawing is geometrically correct only if it
is capable of giving rise to the same retinal pattern as the three
dimensional scene it purports to represent. Even this appears, however,
to be an oversimplification and in view of these problems and as the
main concern of this study is geometrical; further considerations of
perspective have been left. Projective transformations will be taken by
the investigator as being sufficiently accurate for most purposes.
Topoloj and F.ilbert. Topolo r is the study of properties invariant
under one to one transformation continuous both ways. It began with
problems such as the four colour problem and that of the famous Konigsberg
Bridges and led into general topolo, concerned with concepts such as
connectedness, betweennesz, and continuity. Hilbert supplied some axioms
to betweenness which Euclid omitted in his list; an example is "to any
two points A and B on a line there is at least one point C on the line
AB such that B lies between A and C". These were needed as extra axioms
to prevent ilJ.ogicalities in geometrical proofs and can be seen against
a background of increasing geometric awareness.
A simplified version of the hierarchy of groups of transformations,
showing some of the invariants, is given. This has been modified from
Mansfield and Harris, 1968 Year 2, Autumn Term, p. 82. (Appendix 2).
Primary and Secondary School Geometry Changing Arnroaches
Difficulties in an analysis of school geometry. It is inherent in the
nature of the task that it is difficult to generalise about geometrical
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education. Nearly every generalisation will have some limitations and
exceptions. In spite of the constraining effects of the public examin-
ation system, geometric experiences given to children vary considerably.
A major problem is that of the various interpretations which may be
given to the meaning of the word geometry. For this reason questiciaires
and personal dialogues are open to misinterpretations. Neither do school
texts, by themselves, of necessity give a good indication of geometrical
activities in the schools. The individual school, the individual teacher
and the individual pupil, to varying degrees, have freedom of a sort to
follow an individualistic route through or around geometrical activities.
Some books for teachers sometimes give impressions of what teachers could
be doing and others reflect what is generally happening in the schools.
These are not good guides to general geometric expectations.
Teachers may also hide their deficiencies in their responses to
questions about their geometrical teaching and even their own levels of
attainments may leave much to be desired. It is only by sifting through
as much evidence as possible that a picture of geometrical teaching
begins to emerge. Thus it is valuable to consider commentaries by
interested individuals or groups, suggestions for innovations, consider-
ation of school texts, discussions with educators within and outside the
schools, official and unofficial publications, school texts, work with
children in schools, research data and a review of research in the area.
From the historical survey it may be seen that geometry has been studied
from early times - that it has generally been considered as worthy of
study and has been seen as having a beauty and a logic which is quite
distinctive and applications which are far from trivial.
Euclidean geometry in the secondary school. Geometry up to the 1950s
is perhaps typified by C. V. urre?l (1925). Although the aroaches in
the earlier years of the century were considerably different nevertheless
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the general aims and the specific content were unashamedly euclidean.
The emphasis may well have been different in different classes but the
euclidean nature of the content was fairly constant.
From the viewpoint of the present day it appears that everything up
to the 1950s was so clear cut for the secondary teacher of geometry, it
was taken f or granted that children should learn geometry, that a
geometrical education should begin at secondary school, that it should
be taught in a way that would be approved by the Greeks, that logic
should be the basis of learning, that geometrical constructions should
be of limited concern used mainly to back up the logical approach, that
it was not very respectable to use either arithmetic or algebra to help
in geometry as somehow this made the subject less elegant and not so
worthy. There was also a hint that the subject was at its best, at its
purest, when it had no practical applications, that even the act of
representing geometrical ideas by drawings somehow tainted the purity
of geometry with a 'mundane' or 'wordly' contamination.
Conmarison with classics as a discipline. The rationale for teaching
secondary school geometry seemed to be the same as that for teaching
the classics - perhaps in their different ways both geometry and the
classics have withered and all but faded into insignificance. It is
rather surprising that geometry should have been, and still is, on
occasions, taught this way when the next step at Advanced level is so
often co-ordinate geometry where the algebra and geometry are inextricably
mixed. Yet even here approval tends to be given more for a purely
geometric proof than an algebraic one "the clatter of the co-ordinate
mill". Perhaps both pre and post 0 level geometry was taught that way
because that was what was expected? As the teaching of the classics,
with one or two minor modifications, fell into decline, other pressures
have ensured that the teaching of geometry has not suffered the same
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fate. There are several reasons for this. Of r aramount importance is
the obvious application of geometrical ideas in industry and science
and technology. Another reason may be the hih regard in. .hich mathe-
matics appears to be held by society. There are pressures on children
to succeed in this subject. There are pressures on teachers to go on
to new work before the previous work is sufficiently well understood.
There are conceptual difficulties in a sequential study and many children
learn to dislike a subject in which they feel they cannot succeed. It
is easy to make the subject difficult, arid, irrelevant, and distasteful.
Neverthe_ess it is generally felt that mathematics is important, of value
both to society and to the individual; together with a strong, but silent,
agreement that mathematicians are the ones most likely to know the sort
of mathematics that should be taught. Industrialists may, occasionally
quite rightly, complain about standards, but they do not often complain
abott content. This is an area where they fee.... unsure of themselves.
Another reason why geometry did not disappear from the curriculum was
the pressure, most evident about the 195Cs for unification, in Britain,
of the different strands of mathematics - with arithmetical, algebraic
and geometrical ideas being used whenever a ppropriate in any part of
mathematics. This was reflected or produced by the 0 level examination
paters which were no longer separated into arithmetical, algebraic and
geometrical assessments. without this silent revolution having taken
place, almost by default, geometry would have been under considerably
more pressure to survive in the secondary school, though the reasons for
the unification were more honourable, more pressing and more justifiable
than that of preserving the place of geometry in schools. Breaking down
the mostly artificial barriers between the various subjects within. mathe-
matics was intended to make them more reevant and more readily acceptable
to school children.
A eriod of transition : emphasis on the linear man. In the 19603
and 1970s the introduction of so called modern mathematics into schools
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and colleges had a major effect on the teaching of geometry. The approach
to geometry was no longer euclidean and this in itself was a major concern
to teachers with a euclidean background. This may be seen in the way that
Courant and Pobins (1965) develop the idea of geometry and geometries.
They begin from a euclidean base with geometry defined as dealing with
the properties of figures in the plane or in space. Then they build towards
a transformational, Erlangen view by asking whether the concept of magnitude
is essential to geometry. Geometrical figures may, they state, have even
deeper properties which are not destroyed by transformations more drastic
than rigid motions. A collection of theorems dealing with those deeper
properties will be the geometry associated with the corresponding c?aass
of transformations.
The emphasis was placed much more on the concept of a linear map; that
is, a linear transformation from a vector space to a vector space effected
suite often by the use of a matrix to represent such a linear transform-.
ation.
Such an approach through linear maps emphasises affine geometry and
omits topology and projective geometry, leaving a subset of the Erlangen
programme with all me geometry as the most general geometry. Choquet
(1969) suggests that children would still benefit from an approach to
geometry based, like Euclid's, on concepts drawn from the physical. world.
But, at the same time, that the powerful and flexible tools of algebra
should be at our disposal. He has affine gecmetry as his most general
geometry, as he advocates the use of a vectorial approach. He avoids
projective geometry altogether electing to present the concept of
direction from the start. Choquet's modern setting thus tends to be
algebraic rather than transformational.
A revealing comment whic. has implications in the whole level of
approach to geometry is given by Budden and .1ormell (i96+) who state that
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the real issue is not between a. recently achieved self-styled progress
and a tradition, but between a syllabus based on algebra and one based
on geometry. It seems to the authors that geometry had been relegated
to being a branch of algebra.
It is the investigator's opinion that it is unfortunate that elegant
results about circles and spheres, for example, tend to be ignored and
projective geometry is relegated to a page or two of a school text and
not related to the rest of geometry. Some texts also contain topologicai.
ideas, but again as isolated topics separated from the main stream
linear map apuroach. "Will anyone dare to produce a (secondary) school
course which includes theorems of people like Pappus, Desargues, Pascal,
Brianchon, Ceva, Menelaus, Ptolemy, ...... all could be understood and
'Idisoo'cieped" (although not proved) by secondary school pupils. If we
do not save something now from pure geometry soon, the day will come
when no one knows (or cares) about some of the most elegant mathematics
we have and mathematics will be a poorer subject as a result". Cornelius
(1980) p. 19. Willson (1977) also suggests some experiments to bridge
the gap between intuitive and formal topological notions.
Geometry in the secondary school has, on the whole, survived into
the 1980s, but in a very different form from that which it had in the
earlier years of the century (even though some schools hardly accept
that changes have or should have taken place). The position of geometry
in the secondary school is still a matter of debate with many different
opinions and shades of opinions being advocated on its value.
Primary geometry. There is little tradition of teaching geometry in
primary schools. Historically this is probably due to the emphasis on
basic skills mainly in the three Rs. Not unnaturally, the efforts of
teachers were concentrated in teaching to compute numbers and measures.
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This was what was expected of them in the competitive 11+ selective
examination. With the advent of comprehensive schooling some pressures
were lifted and many went through a new phase of a liberated curriculum
on PJ.owden lines. But old attitudes change slowly and generally work
outside the three Pa is not accountable to the pubic in the same way.
Nevertheless there was more freedom for teachers to select topics and,
it should be noted, to avoid others. It appears that much of the work
inspired and encouraged by interested parties such as H.M.I.s and
advisers in such subjects as art, physical education, dance, drama,
science, music and others has resulted in a climate of opinion in which
it is reasonable to spend time and resources in these areas.
Primary teachers are, then, unaer pressure to broaden the educational
base, possibly thereby, some would argue, weakening progress in basic
subjects. The balance is fine and there is little time for frills. The
primary curriculum is best seen as a number of areas of knowledge
competing with each other for timetable space. Inevitably there are
casualties. Primary teachers often attempt to find a solution by corn-
bining subjects under a topic heading. Thus geometrical ideas may be
used to develop number concepts and spatial ideas only mentioned, perhaps,
in art. One might expect geometry to be a feature of primary mathematics
but there is only a fleeting mention of geometry in some text books,
often at the end of a chapter. These may not be taken seriously by some
teachers because of the difficulty of testing of geometrical concepts
compared with the ease in which arithmetic algorithmic skills may be
assessed.
The need for putting elementary ideas into the primary school was
emphasised by the Nuffield Foundation Mathematics Teaching Project (1967).
'Share' and 'Size' were 'ised to deal with notions of similarity and
congruence. It would have been useful to include other geometrical
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activities. I would have preferred "The world we live in, pictures and
photographs, maps, shape and size". Though not so concise it would
have given a better Erlangen and environmental view of geometry using
topological, projective, and affirte experiences as well as euclidean.
This emphasis has been taken up by later primary texts which have firmly
had a geometrical emphasis. Williams and. Shuard. (1970), Thyer and Magge
(i9er ), Glenn (1979) all establish geometry in the early years of
schooling.
Ward - ( 1979) in his review of what is taking place in primary school
mathematics highlights some of the problems. No topological or projective
topics are noted in his review and a bare mention of shears is made.
There are, it may be seen, difficulties for the non specialist teacher
to operate confidently within an Erlangen framework with an exclusively
euclidean background.
This is not helped by the Department of Education and Science Handbook
of Suggestions; Mathematics 5-11 (1979). This eniphasises shape prior to
considerations of a topological nature and is, I believe, a depressing
document for anyone interested in the teaching of geometry.
There is an opposing view as expressed by Sauvy and Sauvy (1974-).
They set the topological scene for young children well. The development
of the child's intelligence is considered and the usual topological
invarianta in two and three dimensions are discussed and introduced in
some depth. The final chapter on point set topology seems quaintly out
of place in such a book and is unlikely to be of much use to the practicing
teacher but there is a useful point which comments that the child's
thinking may not be as straightforward as Piaget originally suggested.
"However, after experiments carried out under the aegis of Piaget and by
the Montreal research group, dealing in particular with the way in which
children orient themselves and with the distinction they make between
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left and right, show that, from the age of four or five, projective space
and euclidean space begin to be sketched in against a background of
topological space . . . In conclusion, even if, after the age of two or
three, children pass from sensory motor space towards a representational
space, the latter is, in essence, no more than topological; the projective
relationships (straight lines and perspective) and Euclidean relationships
(metric) are present only in the form of a rough sketch" (p. 25).
Prolective geometry in school : texts and suggestions. There is little
explicit teaching of projective geometry in schools. A notable exception
is a two page introduction inkSchoo]. Mathematics Project, (1965-1970)
but it appears that these pages are considered as optional by many teachers
presumably because they are difficult to test.
In my limited experience as a teacher and lecturer these ideas are
either ignored altogether or tackled as a topic quite independently of
topological or affine ideas. It seems to follow that children obtain
their ideas about projective geometry or perspective either in a very
unstructured and haphazard way or not at all. On the whole the learning
of projective geometries appears to be more or less neglected. The
questions then arise as to what projective ideas children acquire,
whether these develop during maturation, and whether ideas of projective
geometry have a developmentaJ. aspect.
These questions can probably best be answered by experimental procedures
designed to monitor children's activities and an examination of answers
to questions which entail a projective viewpoint. It is this investigator's
belief that projective geometry has the content, materials, activities,
and ideas which can be contained in a conceptual framework which will
make it a fascinating subject for study by all children.
Unfortunately the climate of opinion may well be against attempting
experiences in projective geometry, at least until the later years of
0schooling. The Conference on the Teaching of Geometry at Carbondale,
Illinois in March 1970 relegated projective geometry to older children.
(Kaufman, 1971.) Furthermore it was suggested that long range objectives
for a geometry programme for the 5 to 19 year olds present numerous
problems. A rather lengthy list of topics was drawn up as follows:
(a) Introduction of geometry in the early grades: Topological, aspects,
spatial geometry before plane geometry, experimental attitude towards
geometry; motion geometry; symmetries. (b) Geometry for intermediate
grades: Role of affine geometry; transition from an experimental to a
theoretical. - deductive attitude, the role of mathematicatian, order and
orientation; concept of angle; geometry and number (algebraization);
group theoretical aspects of geometry; congruence; similarity; measures
such as length, angle measure, area, volume.
Projective ideas are briefly considered in Nuffield Foundation
Mathematics Teaching Project (1969). The use of these ideas is quite
attraótiv but is left in. a rather inconclusive state. Affine transform-
ations are hinted at with a figure containing a brick and congruent straw
and paper skeleton models. But again this is given as a suitable activity
for children without the mention of the underlying structural ideas.
There have been other attempts to consider projective activities for
children. One of the most notable is by Dienes and GoJ.ding, (1967).
The main emphasis is on a set of activities given on work cards. The
learning of mathematical. structures through apparatus is suggested. It
contains, for example, a photograph of a child holding a rectangular
larnina in such a way that the shadow fits on a rhombus. The basic pattern
used is the Erlangen programme of transformational geometry turned into
activities for children. In spite of their emphasis on mathematical
structures they do not, in their series of cards, follow a hierarchical
structural approach. The cards suggest the use o± sun shadows (leading
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to affine and congruence transformations) before the use of point light
sources (leading to projective and similarity transformations). There
is, moreover, only one card exclusively on point light shadows. It may
be argued that it is easier to use the sun than a lamp. A lamp tends
to produce a rather fuzzy edged shadow whereas the sun does sh*.ne from
time to time giving sharp and distinct shadows. It may be that the
practical considerations involved in doing the experiments justify a
change in the Erlangeri order.
A different approach, yet again, has been taken by Bishop, (1980).
He considers problems in perspective and in affine mappings of three
dimensional figures into two dimensions. A mixture of these two may
give rise to some interesting work with children. Finally, Copeland
(197k) has a chapter headed Pro jective Geometry. He starts with a brief
introduction to the Erlangen Programme explaining that in projective
geometry, an object or idea such as a straight line is not considered
by itself or in isolation, but in relation to how it looks from a
particular point of view. Linear perspective (straightness) is then
considered in relation to perception and reconstruction. Piaget's
telephone pole experiment is described, emphasis given to straightness
as obtained by line of sight, and shadow projections suggested.
A Peview of Pesearch in Learniri Geometry with an Emhasis on Protective
Ideas
Piaget, Inhelder, and Szeminska. A factor in the teaching of geometry
which is slowly having an effect is the research by mathematical educat-
ionalists into how children learn geometry. It is being increasingly
realised that such teaching and learning is not easy and that many factors
have to be taken into account such as levels of maturation, previous
learnings, ordering and sequencixg of content, pacing, reinforcement,
relationships of concrete materials to abstractions, variety of instances
to ensure generalisation and so on. The hierarchical nature of much of
geometry may entail a cumulative sequencing of learning experiences which
leads to concept formation with frequent assessments to check progress.
Piaget (1969), Piaget and Inhelder (1956), and Piaget, Inhe].der, and
Szeminaka (1960) have had a considerable influence on the teaching and
learning of geometries. Confusion can exist because of their use of the
words "geometry" and "space". "Geometry" to them is basically euclideazi
with "space" being a more general term.
A general understanding of topological ideas and an attempt to get to
grips verbally with an Erlangen accommodation are evident in Piaget and
Ixthelder (1956) where it is suggested that primitive, topological space
is purely internal to the particular figure whose intrinsic properties
it expresses. Moreover the only relation between two or more figures
topologically is that of simple one-one bicontinuous correspondence.
They are not without critics who believe that their ideas were sometimes
confused. A major concern was that of explaining the Erlangen programme
to readers operating within a euclidean paradigm.
General spatial aoility. Piaget and Inhelder (1956) suggest that
spatial activities may be of several forms of which three are (a)
topological, (b) projective, and (C) transitional from projective to
euclidean.
"The teaching of geometry could hardly fail to profit from keeping to
the natural pattern of development of geometrical thought, especially
as the process is, to our way of thinking, in much closer conformity
with the logic of mathematical construction than are more of the so-
called "elementary" textbooks." (p. vii).
They suggest five aspects of spatiality, namely: (a) general, (b)
pictorial through spontaneous drawing, and (c) pictorial through copying
figures, (d) perspective through apparent shapes and shadows, and (e)
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perspective co-ordination. Essentially these aspects have three stages:
(a) topological, (b) projective and euclidean, including topological,
and (c) operational. The model has variations depending on the aspect
under consideration but the following figure 6 is a reasonable fit to
their categories.	 -
According to Piaget and. Inhelder, the child's conception of space
develops through various stages from perceptual space through represent-
ational space to operational space. Perceptual space is the knowledge
of objects which comes from direct contact with them. This contact may
be visual or tactile or both. This spatial construction requires the
presence of the object under consideration. A transformation is effected,
mapping the object itself to its image in the child's perceptual space.
This mapping may be of different forms depending on the child's previous
çxperiences and learnings. Initially the visual and tactile transform-
ations are not related, but gradually become more so as elementary
topological concepts such as proximity, separation, order (spatial
succession), enclosure and continuity are successively encountered.
The child's understanding of perceptual space is changing as further
visual and tactile experiences are met leading to a greater relationship
between the two and greater awareness of the topological constructions
although projective and euclidean constructions (straightness, shape or
size constancy) are not yet perceived. The child then develops an
understanding of representational space. An object may now be considered
in its absence and projective transformations may be made. The object
is considered to be the "same" when seen, or recalled, from different
viewpoints. Intuitive ideas of shape and length develop though there
will be topological constructions and recourse to direct contact with
the objects or figures being considered. The development is not as
orderly as this account may suggest. Nevertheless, the mental recall of
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Figure 6. A schematic out.Line of the spatial ideas of Fiaget and Inhel4er (1956).
5an object when no longer present takes into account in gradually increasing
ways; object constancy, (different projective views of an object are recog-
nised as being of the same object); shape constancy, (different similar
views of an object are recognised); and size constancy.
A later psychological stage was also suggested. In this stage objects
are considered in relation to one other. If a displacement takes place
(whether visually, tactually or mentally) the child is able (with increasing
ability) to reverse this displacement to give the initial configuration.
This leads to systematic exploration and to reversible mental manipulations.
This stage is denoted by the authors as operational co-ordination.
Perceptual space then leads into representational space as contradictions
between the two become apparent and are resolved by interaction. Then
representational space leads into systematic, reversible or operational
space.
Pictorial soace, spontaneous and cooying exercises. Piaget and Inhelder
next considered pictorial Space (the construction of an image). They
investigated Spontaneous Drawing and then the Copying of Specific Figures
("the drawing of geometrical figures"). They used Luquet's three stages
of spontaneous drawing, viz, synthetic incapacity, intellectual realism
and visual realism.
In the first stage of synthetic incapacity, the child attempts to show
topological relationships. If the figure is complicated some of the
relationships may break down. To deal with proximity, for example, the
child may possibLy ignore aspects of continuity or order. Projective and
euclidean relationships are lacking and only begin to develop in the second
stage, intellectual realism. Logical constructs are used to show hidden
but actual details - transparency or a multiplicity of irreconcilable
points of view.
About the age of 8 or 9 the type of spontaneous drawing takes on visual
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realism. Perspective, proportions, lengths are taken into account in
various ways, though these not only develop slowly but also surprisingly
side by side interdependently rather than one preceding another.
It is in the area of the copying of specific figures that Piaget &
i.zthelder's idea.s are open to criticism. Four stages of development, zero
to three are put forward. Stages 1, 2 and 3 reflect in copying figures
the perceptual, representation and operational aspects of the previous
chapter.
(a) Stage zero is pure scribble with little attempt at copying. (b)
Stage One is mainly topological (corresponding largely with perceptual
space). IA open and closed curves tend to be distinguished. lB other
topological relationships are considered and to varying degrees the drawings
snow proximity, separation, order, enclosure, continuity and so on. Ici
Between Stage One and Stage Two attempts are made to distinguish straight-
ness frog non straightness - an essential projective aspect. (d) Stage
Two is increasingly euclidean (corresponding with representational space).
hA length and distance are considered. IIB elementary euclidean differences
are increasingly distinguished. (e) Stage Three is increasingly "opera-
tional" (corresponding to operational space), that is, the relationships
are dealt with more abstractly and flexibly with mental reversibility as
specified in the previous chapter in operational space.
In Stage lilA these interdependent approaches are only seen partially
but are complete in Stage IIIB when the exploration is systematic, organised
and reversible. "It will be noticed that some of the models emphasise
topological relationships while others are simple euc].idean shapes" (p. 53).
Here the implication is that shapes are sppa.rated into disjoint topological
and eucliclean sets. In spite of their understanding of the Erlangen
;rograme the authors lapse here into a euclidean viewpoint - that is
considering properties of figures rather than the transformations from a
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figure to its image. It is the tranfoimation and not the figure itself
which is topological or euclidean in nature. This point is developed in
more detail in the account of the research of Martin (1976 a, b, c) later
in the study.
PersDective ability. A nice example of the child's conception of space
is provided by the straight line. Perceptually the child is able to
distinguish straight from non straight towards the end of Stage I but does
not have the ability to construct the straight line. This is a represen-
tational. activity. In Stage hA the ., straight line may be constructed
parallel to the straight table edge but it is not until Stage IIB that
consideration of multiple points of view gradually leads towards con-
structing a straight line oblique to the straight table edge. Straight
lines may be imagined or constructed using (a) a projective approach -
that of aiming or sighting along the line - this does not use a euclidean
approach. Two euclidean approaches are (b) the shortest distance between
two points and Cc) the line which does not change direction (a line which
maintains its shape when rotated about its own axis - formed by folding
a piece of paper in two). These three approaches tend to be psychologically
interdependent as has been seen operationally in Stage III previously.
Consideration of straightness leads to ideas of perspective - the power
to imagine straight lines facing in any direction. Piaget and Inhelder
used isolated objects, such as a needle, and by using a variety of view-
points, considered perspective changes. Later, shadows of a figure using
a lamp were also used. They concluded that there is little sign of
perspective thought at the level of perceptual ability and that the
representational level tends to be without perspective ideas (though
increasingly slight attempts are made to take account of perspective).
Only at the operational co-ordination, visual realism, stage is the need
for perspective seen for example the need to made receding lines converge.
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At Stage IIIB visual realism is tackled more systematically with perspective
adequately co-ordinated.
A further more formal perspective activity is needed to deal with the
added complication.s of the shadows of more complex objects, such as a single
or double cone where a co-ordination of perspectives seems to be required.
Co-ordination of perspectives is examined at great length by Piaget and
Inhelder (1956). Any broad generalisation must fail to do justice to the
many fine points which they made. At the early stages children, they
claimed, have a "synthetic incapacity" to co-ordinate perspectives. Later
at Stage hA they are only able to represent or reproduce their own point
of view. Distinguishing between different viewpoints is first attempted
(Stage I) then made genuinely but incompletely (Stage lilA) is mainly
mastered in Stage 1113.
Piaget and Inhelder also put forward arguments that the ability to de-
centre, to see other viewpoints than their own, develops late. Donaldson
(1978) claim otherwise. This point is also taken further later in the
study.
Views supoorting Piaget's research findings. Thirion (1969) looks at
the drawing of geometric forms by children to see if topological or euclidean
properties are preserved. He concludes that the sequence of development
established by Piaget and Inhelder is confirmed but takes place earlier.
An intercultural investigation carried out by Jahoda, Deregowaki and
Sinha (197k) highlights the lack of research in the area of spatial con-
siderations. They considered whether spatial-perceptual difficulties
experienced in some cultures could be partly accounted for in terms of a
persistence of predominately topological functioning. They found that
their initial expectations had greatly underestimated the complexities of
the issues and that there appears to be a considerable need for further
research in associated areas.
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Cohen (1978) examines the Scaling of Six Topological Piagetian groupings
and comes to the following perhaps unsupported conclusionso Low rate8 of
success on tests
"might be overcome by providing greater opportunities for the children
to have concrete experiences with objects as opposed to vicarious modes
of learning. Many children spend little time with objects due to such
other things as television. Many educators and psychologists have
voiced their concern with respect to the possible negative effects on
children of such endeavours. It is proposed that since children have
less opportunity to manipulate objects, they have less chance of
developing spatial concepts. Consequently, a child's formal educational
experience should make efforts to provide occasions to compensate for
these lost opportunities. Children should be encouraged to observe
and draw many and varied types of things - should be encouraged to
manipulate all sorts of objects, both of a familiar nature and. also of
a strictly geometric nature - not only to feel them, but also to observe
them from a variety of perspectives and try to imagine what the object
or group of objects would look like from many viewpoints".
Whilst some of these statements are a little oversimplified I believe
the general remarks need. emphasising. Laurendeau and Pinard (1970), Peel
(1959), Dodwell (1963) and, Lovell (1961) also, in a variety of ways support
the Piagetian viewpoint.
Views auestioning Piaget's research findine's. Perspective ability has
also been considered by Cox (1977). He looks at the abilities necessary
to imagine or represent how objects would appear relative to each other
from another person's point of view. He concludes that feeding back
information to a child about another's point of view whilst he remains in
his own place is rcre effective than the physical occupation of the other's
place. This is contrary to Piaget and Irthelder's contention, though there
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appear to be occasions on which visual feedback is not less effective
than verbal. Again, in the opinion of the investigator, there appears
to be the need for further investigation.
A test of Piaget's hypothesis that a four year old child's perception
of representational space is predominantly topological in nature was
made by Martin (1976 a, b). He emphasizes especially that the topological
properties of a figure form a subset of the euclidean properties and that
it is meaningless to talk of a given figure as being a topological figure
or a euclidean figure. It is not a figure which is topological or
euclidean but a transformation from one figure to another. There is
considerable confusion on this point, its implications are important.
Martin points out that mere replication of Piagetian tasks such as Lovell
(1961), Dodwell (1963), Laurendeau and Pinard (1970) and. Peel (1959) lead
to results similar to Piaget's. Martin's results, however, do not support
the theory that topological concepts develop prior to projective and
euclidean in the child's representational space. He points out that in
his experiment not one four year old made a drawing that preserved only
topological properties. He claims .that a theory such as Piaget's,
because of possible implications (for the elementary mathamaticaJ.
curriculum) should be considered more thoroughly from mathematical as
well as psychological viewpoints. Martin also delves deeper into Piaget's
classification of shapes. He points out that Piaget uses phrases like
"topological figure" and "euclidean figure" with the implication that
figures are seen as being topological if they possess topological prop-
erties.
Martin shows that the classification into disjoint topological and
euclidean figures is untenable. Hence, though it appears likely that
Piaget's tests are very useful guides to children's spatial thinking,
nevertheless his conclusions need to be interpreted with care. It also
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appears that some topological concepts develop before some euclidean but
others develop afterwards. The whole place of projective transformational
ideas in relation to other geometrical transformations appears to be very
confused.
Geeslin and Shar (1979) consider a similar problem using a rather
unusual approach. They used a battery of questions each of which con-
tained. a diagram above a line and two alternates underneath. Each child
was asked to view the top figure and then to pick one of the two variants
underneath "that was most like" the top figure.
Each of the ten items had one figure underneath which was not topo-
logically equivalent but was "geometrically related" to the top one
whilst the other is topologically equivalent but not congruent. A device,
using a lattice grid, was evolved to give a measure for the amount of
distortion necessary to change the top figure into either of the variants.
The hypothesis was made that the figure with the least distortion would
be the one chosen. With one exception the test items chosen appeared to
support the hypothesis. It can then be argued that children do not look
for topological equivalence but for some idea of how little the figure
is modified.
Now there are problems with this approach. The measure of distortjon
depends on the idea of distance which is a notion in congruence. Hence,
the measurement of distortion is not a topological measure.. Nevertheless,
the experiment takes a big step forward - a similar sort of process is
used later in this study to measure distortions of a projective sort.
It would be possible to compare figures which are projectively equivalent
with those which are geometrically related or geometrically equivalent
in a variety of ways.
Donaldson (1978) does not explicitly mention eomet:ical or spatial
considerations as such. Nevertheless, spatial considerations are inherent
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in some of the experiments and could serve as a guide for similar work
in perspective. The chapter headed "The ability to decentre" is of
particular interest as it contains an account of a relook at Piaget's
three mountains experiment. The conclusion is drawn that children have
an ability to decentre - to appreciate someone else's point of view -
greater than that maintained by Piaget, supporting Cox (1977) mentioned
earlier.
Perception. It seems useful to consider projective geometry in
relation to perception. The Piagetian view of perception is that it
begins with the knowledge of objects resulting from experiential contact.
It becomes representational when objects are known in their absence.
Several aspects of perception seem worthy in this study of further
consideration.
Perhaps the problems in perception are highlighted by seeing the
difficulties some children have with the perception of pictorial depth.
There is a large body of experimental evidence which suggests that some
children who are not used to seeing pictures ("pictorially relatively
unsophisticated subjects") who find it difficult to interpi'et cues which
indicate depth in pictures and line drawings. (Deregowski, 197k').
Deregouski suggests that giving experience of stereoscopic pictures
may ease some of these difficulties. As children who are more pictorially
sophisticated also have, in the main, to pick up these ideas of depth
without specific teaching it is not perhaps surprising that depth cues
are sometimes misinterpreted.
Perkins (1972) presents line drawings of parallelopipeds, (unfortunately
using an affine transformation rather than a projective one, so that
parallel edges are drawn parallel in the drawing rather than converging
on a vanishing point). Subjects were asked to judge whether the drawings
represented three dimensional rectangular boxes (cuboid). Now as angle
is not an invariant in affine (or projective) geometry, none of the
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angles need be right angles and their probability of being so is presumably
very small. On the basis of projective geometry, half the set of drawings
could (but may not be) projections of a rectangular solid and the rest
could not. Subjects tended strongly to judge as rectangular boxes only
the drawings which could have been rectangular boxes. Thus the subjects
perception seemed to impose perpendicularity on their angles.
The same conclusion in two dimensions was found by this investigator
when presenting children with a perspective view of a chess board,
(chapter 3). They did not see anything unusual in interpreting a general
quadrilateral as a square or in being asked to find the centre of the
square - whereas the centre of a general quadrilateral is a more ambiguous
idea. Perkins states that a rectangular organization is accomplished as
far as possible short of conflicting with the rules of projective geometry.
He suggests that the impetus towards reading right angles into pictures
functions in co-ordination with other orgaziising principles, such as depth
cues;.
Perkins also makes a plea for the exorcism of the word "illusion" from
the vocabulary of perception as it convers the unfortunate connotation
of magic and deception. He suggests the use of the words "pattern anomalies"
which do not, I feel, quite present the same ideas - perhaps visual
paradoxes, visual surprises, or pattern confusions would be a better
description.
Problems about visual illusions are not properly the concern of this
study except in the way they impinge on projective ideas. Robinson (1972)
contains a comprehensive collection of classifications of visual illusions
and the research literature in this area is vast. Theories of geometrical
optical illusions are not fully understood and some are contradictory,
hence aly conclusions drawn are rather tentative. However, although all
photographs, aerial maps and many line drawings will be in perspective and an
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essential skill required of us all is the ability to interpret them.
They are two dimensional images of three dimensional objects or views
and, as such, are liable to misinterpretation.
Of interest, if marginally, is the study of Smith and Schroeder (1979).
They suggest that nine year olds who had received instruction in spatial
visualisation, outperformed those who had received no instruction. They
also showed that among the slightly older, early adolescent children,
only the boys significantly improved as a result of instruction. This
suggests a point of critical learning and that there are important
consequences in the timing of instruction in spatial ability. They also
point out that it may be that spatial ability is important in mathematics
and science and that the problem is complicated in that spatial ability
is a cluster of skills.
A similar sort of conclusion could also be drawn from the study of
geometric embedded figures. Ayers, Cannella and Search (1978) suggest
that children in the early years of schooling were able to identify with
relative ease embedded shapes, squares, rectangles and overlapping circles
whereas others have found that children find embedded triangles more
difficult. They conclude that it might be better to introduce early
into the curriculum some other geometric shapes such as rectangles,
circles and squares, and delay the introduction of the study of triangles.
Although the study of triangles is an integral part of any geometric
curriculum, their study tends to indicate that it might be a more
difficult shape for children to understand. They make the sensible point
that consideration should be given to the development of a geometrical
curriculum co-ordinated for children of different ages as is instruction
in number.
It would appear from these findings that children are able to cope
with some euclidean ideas in their early years. This would, however,
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be an oversimplification. It is the investigator's view that the shapes
chosen were somewhat arbitrary. There is an obvious need for further
research into, for example, the perception of embedded parallelograms
and quadrilaterals as opposed to squares and rectangles and embedded
equilateral and isosceles and right angled triangles as well as more
genera]. ones.
Problems in perception may also be considered by looking at different
interpretations of the word "size". The word "size" when used in
descriptions of line drawings is very vague. These allow for different
answers depending on the interpretations which may be made. Thus, the
size of an object may be the actual size it has rather than the size in
the drawing. This is usually referred to as the "physical size". Of
lesser importance is the size as it occurs on the retina - the "retinal
size" though it is unlikely that this would be referred to specifically
in children's projective views. There is also a distinction between
the "perceived size" and the "judged size" - the judged size being that
which is given in response to a question, such a response might be "this
seems bigger". The perceived size is the unobservable size which is
related to the world of experience of judging apparent sizes against a
background. A distant figure is seen small but might be perceived as a
six foot man.
These meanings of the word "size" - which could be lengths, areas,
and volumes presumably - highlight the problems of using the language
of perception and the problems of interpreting of children's verbal
responses. it is only too easy to draw incorrect conclusions. In a
perspective view of a football field, for example, the question "Are the
goal posts the same size?" is ambiguous. This investigator found (see
Chapter 3) that some children, when asced, replied that the goal posts
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were not the same size because one was farther away than the other, that
is, the drawing sizes were different (because presumably the physical
sizes were equal). Other children replied that the goal posts were the
same size because one was farther away than the other, that is, the
physical sizes were equal (and, hence, the drawing sizes were different).
Both answers to the question, yes and no, can be correct or incorrect
depending on the way the wording is interpreted both by the questioner
and by the one responding.
This brief review of research literature in projective geometrical
learning highlights the complexity of the vast array of aspects to be
considered - some of which conflict with others. The standpoints of
the researchers are very different and they sometimes come to differing
conclusions. The Piagetian research has led to a deeper understanding
of the nature of some of the problems the child has in acquiring spatial-
perceptual concepts. A great deal needs to be done before an overall
co-ordinated projective instruction is available for the teacher in the
classroom.
Proective Geometry : Its Relationshiis with other selected Curriculum
Areas in the Primary School
Science. It has been observed previously that there is little trad-
ition of science in most primary schools. In the last few years there
has, however, been a great emphasis placed on the need for scientific
learning for young children. The Schools Council Science 5 to 13 Project
(1973) provides collections of different activities appropriate for
particular age ranges. The publication of such material does not, of
course, ensure its immediate adoption in schools. The project material
has been translated into appropriate series of lessons. For example,
Ambrose and Baker (1920); Ambrose, Baker and Salisbury (1921); Ambrose,
Baker, Denny and Salisbury (1931) contain series of lesson plans which
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were produced, tried in classes with teachers present, and intended to
enable teachers with a poor background in science to use them effectively.
Much of the work in science can involve interpretations of line drawings.
Science 5 to 13 is full of such drawings, as are some of the Nuffield texts
in science. Many of the diagrams are affine, the usual 300 isometric view,
but perspective views are also used. Sometimes a drawing or a plan is given
and sometimes a front or side elevation. In one text an isometric view of a
test board in physics is given with realistic batteries, lamps, and connections
drawn. One of the exercises is for children to draw a conventional plan type
circuit using iconic and symbolic representations of the parts of the circuit.
The transformation from one diagram to the other involves considerable changes
though the topological properties are usually preserved. Such transformations
requfre a greater degree of care which they do not always receive. Going
up or down a dimension is also involved in interpreting drawings of chemical
apparatus. Diagrams are drawn in perspective on occasions and in others
as a conventionalised front elevation. Some exercises expect the construction
of a three dimensional structure from written instructions and a front
elevation drawn to scale. Perhaps a perspective line drawing would have
given additional information for the child, and the teacher, of what the
final structure should look like. Even this, however, is not always
effective in providing sufficient information. Satterley (i96) makes this
point in relation to maps. This is discussed further in the next section
on geography.
Children's interpretations of diagrams given to them is not the only
problem. A more acute problem occurs when children are asked to make their
own drawings in science. Children may, reasonably, be expected to write
up their experiments, either individually or as a group activity. They
may be expected to report what they have seen, what conslusions they have
drawn and the process could profitably involve drawings which could be
more informative than a purely verbal account. It is reasonable to ask
whether the drawings should be plans or front and side elevations, that
is, two dimensional drawings, or whether they should be essentially an
attempt to represent the three dimensional state of affairs by using
either an affine (e.g. isometric or axonometric) or a prthjective drawing?
Whatever is expected of them it seems only fair to give children some
help. They are more likely to be satisfied with their drawings and use
them more effectively to communicate information if they feel their
diagrams are worth while. It seems that careful reflection on the sort
of diagrams they might draw should be useful. (See a later section on
Art).
It is remarked by Ambrose (1979) that children can often have diff-
iculties with problems in science which are essentially three dimensional
in nature. He suggests that those pupils who are reluctant to draw a
sketch are the ones who make errors and find physics difficult. The use
of plans, front elevations and more importantly, perspective diagrams
at an earlier age might help. For example the problems of drawing front
elevations of chemical apparatus such as test tubes, bunsen burners,
flasks and so on could be considered when a perspective view is given
originally. Part of the recording process in some biological or nature
study could involve drawings or paintings of the children's collections,
for example, of twigs and leaves. In such cases a deliberate use of a
paper picture frame might be empl9yed.
The interpretation of perspective drawings and of isometric drawings
appears to be a very useful, if not essential skill in primary science
activities. Equally the interpretation and construction of plans and
.elevations may illuminate ideas in physical science in particular.
Later in this study a rjectiveiy 'cased curriculum is outiined. After
considerable thought it was decided not to deal explicitly with scientific
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notions because the proposed materials might be rejected as irrelevant
in a school where science is given a low priority. It is probably true
to say that the need for interpreting drawing and constructing perspective1
isometric and euclidea.n views is more likely to arise as the child reaches
secondary school. Because my concern is with a projectively based
curriculum for primary children, the selected activities are designed
to be general enough to help with scientific activities but riot to require
extra curriculum time for science as such.
Geography. Perspective ideas and the use of maps have always been
the concern of geographical educationalists. Most of these people have
tended to work outside an Erlangen approach as the idea of the plurality
of geometries is not generally available outside mathematics literature.
Nevertheless, those who are concerned with the child's conception of
space and of maps are nsw looking more towards Piagetian ideas than
hitherto.
The use of aerial views was suggested as early as 1950, and it is
recognised that map work causes children problems. Sandford (1973)
suggests that very complex perceptual problems are presented to a child
by a map. The superposition of lettering, embedded figures and various
symbols may cause perceptual overload. This strains the immediate
memory and hinders visual searching for information required from the
map.
The phrase "cognitive map" is used by Catling (1978) and other
geographical educators to mean an image in the mind of an area or region.
Other psychologists use the term in a wider sense. Catling suggests that
such cognitive or mental maps of areas, be they the layout of, for
example, a house, a school, street, district or village, are images of
areas which it is impossible to perceive from a single earthbound vantage
point. Freehand drawings of an area might show in part the mental image
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which a child may have of an area. Such drawings change as the child's
mental maps develop. He believes that there is a sequence of four stages
of cognitive map representation: (a) Topological, (egocentric and
unco-ordinated; (b) Projective 1, (quasi-egocentric, routes in plan
form, buildings iconic, little perspective); Cc) Projective 2, (quasi-
abstract, routes continuous, some buildings symbolic, better perspectiite);
and Cd) Euclidean, (true map, routes and scale roughly accurate, few
icons, highly symbolic). In a paper presented to the Geographical
Association Annual Meeting in 1979 he suggests that teachers should
foster map ability and that map reading, map drawing, the relationship
between them, and the importance of psychological factors should be
researched.
Gibson (1950) believes that three dimensional vision is primary and
that two dimensional vision is acquired only with training and. by adopting
a special attitude. This has been taken further by Barufaldi and Dietz
(1975) considering the effects of solid objects and two dimensional
representation (both photographs and drawings) of the objects on visual
observation. They obtained some significant results which were, however,
rather inconclusive. They suggest, as a result, that children should
be given greater opportunities to utilize photographs and drawings in
the development of scientific skills because two-dimensional represen-
tations are basic to educational materials such as books, films, and
displ&ys.
Children!s reactions to maps and aerial (direct) photogrphs were
studied by Dale (1971). An investigation of the accuracy with which
children recognised images on a map as against a direct aerial photograph
showed that more features were correctly identified on the latter.
Children's responses were strongly influenced by their previous ex-
per i enc es.
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"It was also significant that those children who appeared to have the
clearest mental maps and went beyond the questions asked to point out
other features in the village, were those who spent much of their time
roaming around" (p. 176).
Having perceptual constancy, an ability to recognise an object out of its
original context or from a different viewpoint, this group were able to
read the map from any angle.
Satterley (196k) points out the great difficulties inherent in corre-
lating oblique photographs and maps. Using maps in the field requires
the ability to recognise land forms, to profit from spatial arrangement
clues, and to co-ordinate two different viewpoints. He casts doubt on
the value of map work in primary school. Wiliman (1966), however, makes
the point that seeing is an active rather than a passive experience.
It appears that to many geographers a map means an Ordnance Survey
(0. S.) map, often full of unnecessary clutter for the immediate geo-
graphical purpose. Contours, footpaths, parish boundaries, or such
details are not always essential in finding the best road from one place
to another. Generally it would seem that geoaphicaJ. educationalists
have too limited a view of the child's cognitive map development. Even
the Department of Education and Science (1978) has ew topological or
projective goals a.lthcugh item N specifies vtvisualising a landscape
using photographs alongside a map".
Children draw different styles of maps depending on what they are
required to do or what they wish to convey. Such a map may be in one
style, topological, projective, af fine or euclidean; or it may more
likely be a mixture of these styles.
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k . The connections between art and geometry are problematical.
The two areas are viewed so differently and the aims associated with
work in the areas are so dissimilar that even obvioualy mutual relations
may be ignored. Art is, in the main, designed to evoke the feelings and
sensibilities of the beholder which has few guidelines of accepted rules
or procedures. Although geometry may on occasions appeal aesthetically,
unlike art it generates order and may be subject to proof. Few people
have expertise in both areas and those considering inter-relations
between art and geometry are likely to be mainly concerned with one
subject and are, perhaps advisedly, rather tentative in their conclusions
an affecting the other.
Nevertheless the representational aspects of art should not be ignored.
As part of their education children need to learn to express themselves
freely through a variety of media and on occasions they need to be able
to attempt representations of things in the world as they see them. To
a certain extent these reresentations may be of exclusive concern to
the child, but they may also contain a communicative aspect. Children
deprived of projective experiences may believe they cannot draw because
in their own eyes their attempts appear to fail to satisfy others.
Children develop a sensitivity towards other children's and adult's
criticisms. The use of line drawings, paintings, and sketches to
corrLmunicate ideas may be considered as a subset of the whole of artistic
experiences and is called transactional art in this study.
Transactional art requires skills inappropriate in more obviously free
expression activities. These skills may involve the drawing of objects,
that is, representations as they are seen by the child in such a way that
the drawings have the appearance of reality for drawer and viewer. To
achieve a level of success an understanding f rection coud be iore
than useful.
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An interesting approach is taken by Ivin.s (191+6) who shows that Greek
thinking in art and in geometry are shown in their writings, sculptures
and buildings. He defines perspective as the central projection of a
three dimensional space upon a plane; as the way of making a picture on
a flat surface so that it looks right from a single determined point of
view. (This is really projection rather than perspective). Ivins
conclu.des that the Greeks had little idea of perspective and that Alberti
and Desargues were instigators in freeing Western Europe from a Greek
tradition, providing a new logical and philosophical framework for thinking
in art.
One of the interesting aspects of childrens drawings is the information
they give about their thinking. Goodnow (1977) points out that the graphic
work that children create provides an insight into both their thinking
and ours. She makes a strong plea for an integration of experiences;
suggesting that drawing and thinking, the eye and the mind, the arts and
the sciences, the soft and hard sciences should be regarded as interrelated
rather than separate areas of experience. Graphic work is thinking made
visible and as such has an important academic place at the side of numeracy
and literacy. It can display thrift (that is, economy of effort and
resources) and principles of organisation which are essential features
cf problem solving, and as such, graphic work should be part and parcel
of the whole exerience of children's lives.
Graphic work may therefore be used to provide information for the
teacher about children's views and perceptions. Children who have some
experiences of projections and perspective may have a more satisfying
control over their drawings especially when these are intended to be
representational or transactional.
Curriculum Develonment in roiective Geometry : Theoretical Considerations,
Practical Problems, and Suggested Atroaches
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Theoretical imlicatioris of the relationships between children's
topolor and projective geometry. It is hardly possible to consider
projective geometry without looking at some topological aspects. Later
it will be argued that geometrical learning proceeds interdependently
on a variety of fronts and that such learning need not be mompletely
sequential and cumulative. Some topological ideas, however, may use-
fully have been met in some intuitive way prior to projective experiences.
The following list is probably too exhaustive but has, I believe, a
certain logic:
(a) The three dimensional nature of solids
(b) The two dimensional nature of surfaces
(c) A surface as a boundary separating two solids
(d) A surface as a partition of a solid into parts
(e) The one dimensional nature of curves (segments)
(f) A curve as a boundary separating two surfaces (regions)
I.g) A curve as a partition of a surlace into parts
(h) i curve as the intersection of two surfaces
(i,.) 'rhe zero dimensional nature of points (nodes)
t.) A point as a boundary separating two curves
(k) A point as a partition of a curve into parts
(1) A point as the intersection of two curves
(m) Positional aspects of points
(n) Continuity in solids, surfaces and curves
(o) Order of points on a continuous curve
It is probable that many of the ideas contained in this list would be
inaccessible to some young children. The list is not intended as a
teaching scheme, but as a focus on topological aspects which may arise
from &eometrical explorations of the environment.
These aspects will require a vocabulary e.g., solid, surface, region,
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boundary, separate, pa±tition, part, space, figure, inside, outside, in,
out, curve, segment, on, off, closed, open, loop, point, node, intersection,
position, place, continuous, break, join, next, between, connect, after,
and before.
A topological norm is a distance function; a qualitative measure of
distances between points. When a norm is added to a topology the idea
of size is incorporated into it. The vocabulary then extends to include:
big (bigger, biggest), small, long, short, tall, holds more (less),
covers more (less), high, low, near, far, and perhaps up, down, left
and right. Piaget suggests that speed comparisons are easier to compre-
hend than distance implying extra vocabulary such as fast (faster, fastest)
and slow, early (earlier) and late. The addition of the concept of a
norm takes topology a step nearer projective geometry.
It is not suggested, however, that the child's learning develops
through topology without, and then with, a norm to projective and
euclidean ideas. Young children can recognise that their fathers are
taller than they are without going through various topological stages
of developments Without the idea of a distance, it is difficult to lead
on to projective experiences. Again distance is a euclidean concept
rather than projective but without such it is difficult to explore the
children's projective thinking. To give an example of this, eight year
old children were asked to consider an oblique projective line d.anwing
of a football field. They were asked which of the two goalosts - one
near and one further away - is larger. Now this question is rather
naively ambiguous. Do we mean the real goal posts the drawing represents?
(the physical size). Do we mean the line representing the goal posts
on the piece of paper? (drawing size). Do we mean the size which the
child considers relating the size to his or her -world of exerience?
(perceived size). Nevertheless, the question enabled the children to
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focus on a relevant problem - one which could not be asked in purely
projective terms. The follow up question asked them to write a short
account of why they thought a goal post was larger than another and
here it was possible to see something of their interpretations of size
and their topological interpretations.
The distinctive nature of projections is that of mapping a three or
two dimensional picture onto a plane. For example, a child's drawing
of his journey from home to school may be considered as a model of the
real world journey that he takes. It is a two dimensional model of a
three dimensional situation. Mapping down a dimension from three to two
dimensions has problems. Technically such a mapping is many-one, that
is, many different points in space become the same point on the plane.
Such a mapping does not have an inverse (the reverse mapping is one-many)
and this is the reason why some visual illusions exist. This may be
explained using the visual illusion known as the Necker cube.
Figure 7. A Necker cube, with a and b as skew lines.
Here the representation of the cube preserves the parallelism of the
figure. The interpretation of the figure differs depending on whether
line a is taken as being in front of line b or behind it. The two skew
lines a and b, when represented on a plane (mapped down a dimension) have
a point of intersection. Two points (in fact a line of points) on the
cube become the same point on the line drawing. The problem is one of
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mapDing up a dimension: of interpreting a line drawing as a three dimensional
object, such a mapping is not unique. Further investigation of this illusion
is contained in the third chapter.
Projective transformations require the image set to be a plane or a
subset of a plane. From this a line is found as the intersection of two
planes. This may be shown in various ways: (a) By paper folding (whereby
two planes meet in a line and two planes are partitioned by the line),
(b) By line of sight (this is a concept of straightness which does not appear
to come from flatness but to be intrinsically one dimensional), (c) By
having a flexible curve and pulling it tight (a straight line being the
shortest distance between two points) - that is - relying on distance ideas
with the line not being considered as a subset of a plane).
Here I have raised two red herrings which do not need to be considered
in any great detail. One is that a taut string will actually form a very
shallow catenary due to the weight of the string which is of little
importance in this context. The other that in relativistic terms the
shortest distance definition is only a first approximation. Neither of
these considerations need bother us any further here.
To deal with projective geometry and its properties the invariance
of cross ratio is required. This is considerably more difficult than
the idea of a straight line. Cross ratio is usually defined in terms
of an invariant property of congruent geometry, that of lengbi. More
than this, it entails showing the invariance of a certain ratio of ratios
of lengths.
As stxaightness is a projective invariant so polygons remain polygons
under projective transformation. Hence, projective invariants include
triangle, quadrilateral, and n-gons in general. Projective activities
for children should include the experience and construction of pygons,
starting with simple cases and leading to more complicated ones.
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The main invariant in projective geometry is usually considered to
be that of straightness. This is, of course, a great distinguishing
feature between topological and projective transformations. This is,
however, not the whole story as the concept of a plane is absolutely
fundamental. The idea of a flat surface seems usually to be taken for
granted and it may well be that implicit teaching is sufficient. As
1a as I have been able to ascertain no one has investigated flatness
in the way that Piaget et a]. have investigated straightness. This is
probably due to the difficulty of setting up reasonable apparatus for
discussions about the whole idea of a plane surface.
There may be more of a problem here than might be supposed. One test
of flatness would be to have two surfaces, put them together, if possible,
and then arbitrarily move them in relation to each other. Only if they
remain in contact with each other everywhere will the surfaces be flat.
This test appears to have the difficulties of some of Euclid's postulates
and perhaps a few more. There are certainly problems about considering
an infinite number of points or an infinite number of rotations and
translations. But despite the theoretical difficulties there is a
readily understandable practical reference to glass papering to produce
a smooth flat surface. It might be called the "glass papering" test
for flatness. Another test, perhaps the more usual one, is using one
surface and one line and testing that the line lies in the surface in
all positions. The same sort of problems arise, however, as in the
previous test. This may be called the "carpenters test" (rule?) of
flatness. It seems to me that if it is proper to proceed down the
dimensions introducing solids before surfaces and these before curves
and then points, that it is better to introduce flatness prior to
straightness. (The three dimensional analogue presumably does not exist).
It should be mentioned that there are difficulties in using such a
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common word as "flat". It is like "big" :hich can mean different things
in different circumstances. A joke can "fall flat" and a statement may
allow no contradiction as in "I tell you flat". Children may "feel flat"
the day after a particula.ry exciting event took place or they may run
"flat out" across the bumpy field. They may live in a flat or meet
certain cuboids in the Dienes' MuJ.tibase Arithmetic Apparatus which they
are told to call "flats". They may consider that a wall is not flat
because it is vertical whereas flat means horizontal. A flat surface
in normal language means one which is not sloping or tilting more often
than one which is even or plane. The word "plane" also may be confused
with "plain". In reply to a verbal question a child may consider a wall
decorated with paper as pretty rather than plain. The ambiquity does
not need stressing. Problems of this kind occur in other subject areas.
An interesting sideline may be mentioned here. If children did learn
their geometry from topology to euclidean then similarity should preceed
congruence. The implication is that angle should be introduced as a
concept prior to length. Although geometrical learning may not be com-
pletely sequential it may be that an overemphasis on length measurement
in the presecondary school makes the acquisition of an angle concept
more difficult and that angle should be introduced before or even
simultaneously with lengths this is outside my brief however
Some other theoretical considerations are suggested by Burn (1975)
who develops a hierarchy of theorems about geometrical transformations
emphasising relationships between geometrical axioms and number systems.
Like Choquet (1969) his approach is essentially affine. He defines a
projective plane and shows that every affine plane may be embedded in a
projective one. He uses a finite, residue class approach which may be
applicable in the presecondary school in a modified form. Land (1960)
discusses Golden sections and other problis which are marginally projective.
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Morley's theorem, though euclidean, is interesting and may be used to
develop ruler and protractor skills. Eacher (1967) has some interesting
things to put forward about congruence and projections in his work. His
distortions of perspective to make nonsense pictures, such as water in
perpetual motion down hill, make interesting visual illusions.
Practical Problems
The role of the teacher of geometry in the primary school. In discussing
secondary education, Tammadge (1981) states that teaching is demanding
and calls for special qualities. In mathematics teaching this is
particulary true as the subject is intrinsically impersonal. The mathe-
matics teacher must contrive situations to establish interpersonal
relations, to spur curiosity, and to provoke controversy. It is b.is
investigator's opinion that the same holds in the primary school, perhaps
more so when many teachers feel themselves to be inadequate mathematically.
It is only in those primary schools in which there is a mathematical
presence, by which I mean that there is some member of staff who has a
particular interest or expertise in mathematics, that an attempt is likely
to be made to develop a comprehensive and organised set of mathematical
activities. To be effective, this mathematical presence has to influence
the teaching and learning of mathematics throughout the school. Unless
professional relationships are good, non mathematical teachers develop
strategies for ignoring mathematical innovations, or merely pay lip
service to proposed schemes and introduce them without enthusiasm or
understanding.
There is also the matter of parental demas to be considered. Parents
expect their children to learn and be skilful in the performance of
arithmetic algorithms. Teachers may well heed these pressures as they
see the parental views of mathematics as fitting their own views. leachers
may use children's performances in arithmetic algorithms as their only
measure of their skills as teachers of mathematics.
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The teachers may also have a euclidean view of geometry and see it
as irrelevant or, at best, as an unnecessary addition to the curriculum.
Many of them will have met geometrical ideas in a pseudological frame-
work as something irrelevant outside, or even inside, the classroom.
The secondary school emphasis on the operations of formal structures
which typifies geometry is seen, quite rightly, as inappropriate for
primary children. Teachers may also have found geometry to be a distasteful,
uninteresting, and difficult subject which they never felt they mastered.
In primary schools teachers tend to teach from strengths and often
geometry is not one of these.
It has been suggested by Skernp (1963) and others that children, (and
adults), can be separated into mainly visual or verbal thinkers. Some
children are able to understand better by visual encounters (I see and
I remember) and through tactile experiences (I do and I understand);
rather than through verbal instruction (I am talked to and I do not
retain) Primary school children are required to express their thinking
in verbal terms in their reading and writing as this is an essential
mode of communication. This emphasis on verbal communication might
cause many primary teachers to have a bias towards verbal, thinking and
hence have a tendency to neglect visual aspects of children's learning.
The primary teacher who is strong mathematically, has an Erlangen view-
point and is a visual thinker may be rare. Somehow the situation needs
to be changed. Teachers need to see primary geometry as essential,
exciting, and as providing many links with desirable activities in and
out of the classroom. They need to be encouraged to give their children
opportunities to be visualisers as well as verbalisers.
To present geometry in a purely euclidean form is to ignore recent
advances in geometrical thought. Mathematics did not stop at the end
of the classical Greek era or even at the end of the nineteenth century.
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2ecent advances in geometry, however, tend to be conceptually difficult
and unsuitable for children, as indeed are some euclidean ideas.
It seems more sensible to consider spatial concepts and to decide
which of them are suitable for teaching in the primary stage. Teachers
and children use spatial ideas in many areas of the curriculum and they
are involved in many of the general activities of young children. We
are three dimensional creatures living in a three dimensional world and
are often curious to explore our world tactually and visually. We need
to decide what is suitable for children at a particular stage of develop-
ment, of a particular age, in a particular class, in a particular environ-
ment. It is important to decide what spatial concepts the individual
has and should possess and to decide the most effective methods for
learning them. Children, with or without the help of their teachers,
are continually exposed to visual information which they are interpreting,
partially interpreting or misinterpreting. It is the contention here
that they need all the help they can get and that there is a need for
teachers to have a resource package of ideas and activities which are
projective].y based. It is very difficult in geometry to estimate the
level of experience, understanding and commitment that a child brings
to an activity, so perhaps the greater the variety of ctivities, the
greater will be the chance that some worthwhile learning may take place.
Diagnostic exercises are an essential element of my curriculum materials
and these should enable teachers to understand some of their children's
conceptual problems more effectively. Any work asked of children should
be such that they can begin the task with a reasonable prospect of
avoiding the frustration of failure and of being satisfied with their
achievements.
Surested a'roaches. From a siipliatic Erlangen view a prograome
would consist of: (a) Topological ideas (cognitive maps and drawings,
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the children perceiving the environment in topological terms); (b)
Projective ideas (flatness, straightness, polygons, and ruler skills);
Cc) Affine ideas (isometric diaams and visual illusions); (d) Euclidean
ideas (a tessellation approach to similarity and congruence i.e., shape
and size).
A variation of this is given in appendix 3 which is a discussion docu-
ment which emphasises a spfra3. approach to the learning of geometrical
concepts. It hints at a looser sequencing of geometrical learning. It
is a recurring theme in the following chapters that geometrical learning
should proceed interdependently on a variety of fronts.
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CHAPTER THREE
Children's Prolective Geometric Abilities
An Exploratory Phase of the Research
Straightness as a concept. As a starting point it was decided that,
to obtain experience in investigations, children's concept of straightness
was a suitable topic. Some of the pitfalls in investigating children's
ideas are well documented. Barber (1979) makes the point that it is
easy for an investigator to work within his own paradigm with the result
that the questions, answers, and responses are contained within his pre-
conceived ideas. Another danger is that imprecise instructions may
intentionally or unintentionally lead to suspect conclusions.
With the above in mind, a tráal investigation was set up to explore
problems in setting up and classifying data using a modification of the
telephone experiment of Piaget and In.helder (1956, p.156). The
modification enabled teachers to conduct the experiment with a class or
group rather than an individual. The experiment involved children in
placing two cuisenaire rods upright on two prescribed outline squares
on a sheet of paper and then placing three more rods on the page so that
all of them were in the same straight line. The experiment was repeated
using a different border as outlined on the paper: on one sheet there
was a heavy rectangular border, on the other a heavy irregular curved
loop. Teachers who were to implement the investigation met and discussion
took place to examine possible pitfalls. Concern was expressed about
the ambiguous nature of the brief written instructions as given in figure
8. Poor readers also might need special consideration. The results
that were obtained were, unlike those of Piaget and Inhelder, quantified.
A score, for each individual child's response, was obtained by finding
the deviation from an exactly straight position or the rods. This was































rra1ntnes3 experiment uin	 a rectan'ar orer
and (b) a curved border
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of the three rods and. summing them. For example, if a rod were out of
line by 3.1 cm this would be scored as seven (that is, six half-centimetres
and a further one for the extra 0.1 cm). Thus, if all the three rods were
perfectly lined up a score of zero would be recorded, but a slight
deviation would result in a score of three, one for each rod. A score
of three or less implies straightness.
Only twenty seven children were tested, a few from several classes, in age
ranging from years 3 months to 9 years 11 months.
Several problems were exposed. It was evident that some children
misunderstood the instructions as they merely placed their rods in a
straight line (thus exhibiting a knowledge of straightness) but ignored
the line determined by the two original rods. The results ere as given
in Table 1.
Table I
Straightness scores for (a) Rectangular Border and (b) Curved Border
Experiments
Age	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 TOTAL
Total
deviation
inO.5cma b a b a b a b a b a b a b
batches




0 0 2 0 0 0 1





0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
20-29
	
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
10-19
	
1 k 2 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 8
straight
placing	 0-9	 + 1 66223322221916
TOTAL	 5	 10	 3	 2	 3	 27
As may be seen from the table, the results were somewhat unexpected.
Bearing in mind that the sample of children was small, the younger children,
contrary to norial expectations, performed better than the older. The
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effect of the two different borders appears to be minimal. The inferences
which may be drawn from this experiment are slight. There is a possible
suggestion that the concept of straightness is formed earlier than might
be expected. The chief value in the exercise was the experience gained
by the investigator in dealing with experimental evidence.
Interpretations of line drawings. As part of the exploratory phase
in this research it was decided to try out some projective materials in
school. The school selected was a city school with mixed ability parallel
classes from a varied social background. This provided flexibility as
a variety of optiors were a+ailable in selecting children for testing
at varying stages of the research as might prove necessary. Available
information about children's projective abilities made the exploration
very tentative. The little information that was available seemed to
suggest that eight year old children would be most likely to produce the
most useful data, but the possibility of using older children was always
kept in mind. One class of eight year olds was chosen. Although in her
probationary year the class teacher was an excellent teacher, a previous
student of mine, and aware of my general approaches to mathematical
education. For most of the exploratory research we worked closely
together within the research framework. A teacher of initiative and
resource she continued the work in my absence and on many occasions made
her own distinctive contributions.
The activities required children's responses in writing and by drawing
on prepared work sheets. The instructions were put on the sheets and
read to the class as well. The work sheets are in figures 11 to 17. The
numbering was made deliberately intermittent to allow for additions to be
made if this was necessary. To avoid the work being seen by the children
as an additional atheatical burden each worksheet was given the neutral
heading "some questions". It houJ.d be noted that A1 Li. and A15 were not
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acme Quistions	 MS Al.
Name
AJ_	 B/G	 ABCD
"Rere is a view of a football field.
The view is fros behir.d one goal" Repeat.
1_ Mark one of the corners of the fieLd with an X.
2. Draw on the diagram one corner post with its ljttl flag.
3. Put a letter A on th near crossbar.
+. Put a letter S on the far crossnar.
5. Are tue two goa..s the same Size? Put yes or no in the ox
here.
6. Write why you thnk that is so ___________________________
Figure 9	 A football pitch (Al)
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Some Questions	 JS A2.
Name
AJ_	 ABCD
is a drawing of a football field.
It is being looked at from behind a goal.
l• Draw in the corner posts with the.r flaws.
2. Put a cross X at the cencre, the middle, of the field.
.3. Draw in the centre circle.
-. Draw in the goal posts at the far end of the field;
Figure 10	 A football pitch (A2)
C
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Some Question$	 MS A5.
Name
A_/_	 ABCD
Here ia a picture of some field-s seen from a helicopter.
Figure 11	 Some fields (A5)
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Some Questions	 75 A5 instructions.
Name
A_/_	 BIG	 ABCD
Rere is a picture of sam. fields seen from the air.
1. Put the letter A in the square nearest the helicopter.
2. Put a letter M in the middle square.
3. Are aU the squares the same size? Answer yes or no in the
box on the paper.
4. Say why you have sa..14 that.
Write your answer along the line on your paper.
. Draw in an extra row of squares along the edg. marked with
a thick Line - this thick line baa G.W. written on it.
Figure 11	 Continued
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Sone uestiona	 P.JS A6.
Name
BIG	 ABCD




Some more fields (A)
design like this one here.
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Some uestjons	 MS A6 instructions.
Mane
WG	 ABCD
1. Put the letter H on the horizon away in the distance.
2. Shade in the siddle square.
3. Now shade in the squares round it just like a chessboard
i. Mark on the picture the square marked. I..
5. Put an X at the middle of this square.
Figure 12	 Continued
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Sone Quetionz	 MS All.
Name
A_/_	 BIG	 ABCD
Figure 13 continued	 An airfied (All)
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Some uestiorts	 MS £10, 11 instructions.
Name
A.BCD
A pilot Ia flying a helicopter over a large airfield and he sees
a letter painted on the ground.
Look at these two pictiree and write on them which letter is
painted on the ground.
Now you have two pictures. On. looks right and one does not
look quite right.
Put a tick in the box on the one which looks right, it looks




gei•. La a helicopter.
8?
Some Queetiona	 MS A14.
Name
B/G	 ABCD
Away in the distance is the horizon.
I • Put a letter G where the near goal. post should be.
2. Put a letter M right in the aiddle of the field where the
bafl, is put to start the catch.
Figure 14	 Another football pitch (A14)
ere i.e a sq
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Socie Qaestions	 MS A15.
Name
1G	 ABCD
It is being looked at fros a helicopter in the aix.
1. Put the lecter H on the horizon at the top of th. picture.
2. Put the letter N on the nearest corner of the field.
Here i.e the field seen fros directly above.
3. It has been divided iato four small eua.l squares.
L4 Divide the square on the picture into four small squares and
shade tio of them sa in the diaam below.
Figure 15
	
A square field (A15)
Here is a
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Some Questions	 MS Ai6.
Name
B/G	 ABCD
it is being looked at from a helicopter in th. air.
This first square has three other
squares placed round it. They
A	 are sarked A, B and. C.
F. t	 Draw these three squares on the
Sqare	 diagram at the top of the page.
Figure 15 continued	 A sqare fied (AlE)
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Some Queetions	 ..IS A20 instructiona.
Name
B/G	 ABCD
Here is an unusual game of noughte and crosses.
You can only use the ten big dots marked on the diagram.
The game is played just like nought a and. crosses.
You take it in turns to put your neughts and your partner puts
his crosses.
A player wins if he gets TWO rows of noughta or TWO rows of
O?058e5.
Figure 16 Desargues' noughts and crosses (A20)
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Some ueation.5	 MS A23.
Name
BIG	 A3CD
An airplane is coming in to land on the rnnway. By the side is
a large letter. Write this letter in the box.
The letter is
Draw a pictire tO 5OW
the letter would look





Some Queationa	 MS A26.
Name
A_/_	 ABCD
Het. is a picture of a tiled floor.
Draw a picture to show what the floor would look like to someone
standing on the place marked with a cross - use the sheet marked
AS? for your diagram.
Figure 18	 Tiled floors (A26)
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Some Queationa	 AJ	 A29
Name
A-,'-	 BIG	 ACD
Kere is a pictur. of a tiled floor..
Cm sheet A30, draw a picture as though you were
looking at the tiled fl.00r from the place marked
w.th a !.




The tiled floor seen frog Y looks l.ke this
Figurei8 continued	 Tiled floors (A30)
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used and that P20 was amended before use. Prior to the start of the
investigation, the children were categorized by the teacher into four
ability bands, on the general abilities displayed by children in other
school work. These are labelled A for the top quarter, B, the next
quarter, C, the next quarter, and D, the bottom quarter of the range in
the class.
The results of the investigation are given in a	 Li- with J implying
a correct response or a response close enough to be considered correct.
In some questions such a decision is automatic but in others it is only
possible to be more sub3ective. On occasions the decision was so difficult
that it was not made and a ? given instead.
Al. Question 1 (29), twenty nine correct responses from thirty one
children, question 2 (28), question 3 (24) and question 4 (23) gave most
children a good start. Question 5 (not scored) and question 6 (i6) should
be considered together. The problem of the use of the word size is
discussed in some detail in chapter 2.
P2. Question 1 (29) was an easy start. Question 2 (4) proved too
difficult for eight year olds most of whom put the centre too close to
the near side of the field. Not one child managed to make a reasonable
attempt at drawing the centre circle. Question 4 (16) gave interesting
results including drawing the far side posts upside down 'to keep them
on the pitch'? Over half, however, made an attempt which could be called
correct.
A5. Questions 1 (30) and 2 (27) were well answered but Questions 3
(not scored) and 4 (14) caused the expected problems as exhibited in Al.
Question 5 () resulted in the ma3ority of cases in a?PiagetianWresponse,
very reminiscent of the ink bottle test. The attempt was usually made
it	 yr
to draw a square face on and they try to draw it flat on the paper in
perspective. The result was in many cases to make the new squares appear
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to be on a hillside somewhere between the flat view requ..red and the face
on view which is the usual one for a square. Not one subject continued
the edges of the squares straight on to help produce the next row of
squares.
A6. Question 1 (7) shows that the idea of a horizon is not usually
present at this age. 5y observing the children at the tasks, here the
shading is partly topological or effected by an intuitive co-ordinate
system,. for example, children counted one square along and then one
square up and shaded this square.
AlO and II. This questi. n was badly constructed. The diaams were
too similar to each other. The resoonses did. not correlate closely with
ability (see appendix 14), and it apnears that the responses were quite
random. Question 6. A16. Questions 1 (0) and 2 (0) proved too dfficult
an exercise.
A20. is a proectively based game. It appears to oe a game depending
mostly on logic. It was thought important to introduce an element of
play into the exploratory research. A longer account of this exercise
and some useful modifications is contained in Sa.lisoury (1982).
A23 and A26 to A30 involve the ablity to decezitre in a very abstract
situation and. most children had, as wou.ld be expected, consderable
difficulty. Chilcren tried to draw lines perceived as parallel in
reality as actually parallel on the paper. An interesting point is the
extra difficulty imposed oy the boundary in A28 (1) cozrpared with A27 (14).
As the investigatcn proessed and the information from the c.ildren's
rescorises was analysed, interesting as t ias, it did ot g.7e me all
the data was seeking. This was cxuefly due to the exploratory nature
of the exercise. It .as decided to proceed on two broad fronts. A
tentative curriculum was being assembled as a result of the researozi
findings and tne resoozises to the exploratory investigation as a second
phase in the research. An account of this is contained in Chapter 4.
The other broad front was research nto children's preferences rather
:an :.eir	 raionz	 .e
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Research into Children's Pro.iective Preferences
Outline of research background. The wide divergence of views on children's
geometrical learning is considered in Chapter 2. It is difficult to reconcile
the views of Piaget and. Inhelder (1956), Martixt (1976 a, b), and Geeslin and
Shar (1979). The investigator's attention was focused on the 'topological'
and 'euclidean' figures of Piaget and Inhelder (p. 5+). Their emphasis appears
to be placed on considering the figures as an assemblage of lines and curves
rather than their inherent 'shape'. Geeslin and Shar also ernphasise the
boundaries from which their figures are derived rather than the interiors.
Closed figures, in particular, may also be considered in terms of their
interior, the 'shape' or'area' that they have rather than the way the
boundary is constructed.
The research design. It was decided to have several polygonal figures
and to transform them in a variety of ways. Children would then be given
a figure and asked to decide on a preference from alternative transformations
of the original. A pro3ective transformation was used and compared with
six other transformatior Six different figures were used giving thirty six
preference choices. The six figures were asymmetrical, reasonably dissimilar
to each other and neutral; that is, they are not easily described by reference
to another more familiar figure. The two least neutral were the "backward F"
and the "flag". 'with the exception of the "flag" they were all composed of
unit squares. These were included to give the exercise some interest for
children, otherwise the whole exercise might have been seen as quite meaningless.
(None of the children dd, in the event, give up before the end or rush to get
the exercise over as quicily as possible). The figures wre chosen as shown
in figure 20.
Each of the six figures is transformed in seven ways altogether. The first
transformation is a oroectve one ihch leaes the Qrientatlon unchanged.
The base of the figure remains horizontal and the top appears to recede.
This is the basic transformation against which the other transformations
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were tested. It was cã.11ed the standard pro3ective equivalent. (S.P.E.)
The six other transformations were: (a) An oblique proective equivalent
(from a different viewpoint). (b) An affine equivalent (a shear to the
left giving the verticals a gradient of5). Cc) A similar (a linear
mginfication of 1.5). (d) A reflective equivalent (in a vertical axis).
(e) A rotational equivalent (through a right angle axiticlockwise). (f)
A "piecewise congruent" (translating one part of the figure relative to
the other). As in Geeslin and Shar's study a figure was presented and
the child asked to say which o the alternatives was most like it. Iii
each case the standard projective equivalent was one of the choices. In
all, this entailed thirty six selections using six figures P through to
U for each of the six transformations (a) through to (f). A Latin square
arrangement was chosen 1 isomorphic to the isometrics of an equilateral
triangle, as in figure 19.
(a)	 (b)	 Cc)	 Cd)	 (e)	 (1)
P	 Q	 R	 S	 T	 U
Q	 P	 U	 T	 S	 R
R	 T	 P	 U	 Q	 S
S	 U	 T	 P	 R	 Q
T	 R	 S	 Q	 U	 P
U	 S	 Q	 R	 P	 T
Figure 19. Randomisation of preference alternatives using a latin square
arrangement.
In some items the standard pro3ective equivalent (S.P.E.) was on the
left and in others on the right. The choice of these was ranom.1y deter-
mined by tossing a coin - heads for left, tails for right. Two additional
items were chosen to ensure that the children understood the instructions
and ten these were inserted oust over halfway through. In the event
these were not really needed. All the children seemed to understand the
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Figtzre 20
	 Six closed shapes used in
preference alternative research
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801€ QUESTIONS	 AJS	 A O
N.m.	 Date
B/G	 A B C D
In each box you wiU find three figures. One at the top and two
below. Decid. which of the two below is moat like the one above.
Put a tick .. by this figure.






Figure 21	 Forty alternative preferences (items i-k)
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SOME QUTIONS	 MS	 A i
Date
A-I-	 B/G	 A B C D
In each box you will find three figures. One at th, top and two
below. Decide which of the two below is aoet like the one above.







Figure 21 continued	 (items 5-8)
lOLf
SO) QUZSTIONS	 MS	 A +2
Name	 Date
A-,-	 3/G	 A 3 C D
In each box you will find three figuree. On. at the top and two
below. Decide whi.ch of the two below ie moet lik, the one above.
Put a tick / by thia figure.
S PE
	 SPE





Figure 21 continued	 (its 9-12)
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SO) QTIONS	 AJS	 A e3
Name	 Datø
A
-f-	 WG	 A B C D
I each box you will find three figures. One at the top and two
below. Decide which of the two below is eoat lik, the one above.









flgure 21 coritinuea	 (items 13-ic)
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SO) QUTIONS	 AIlS	 A 4A4
Naii.	 Date
B/G	 A 3 C D
In each box you wifl find three figures. On. at the top aM two
below. Decide which of the two below is noat like the one above.
Put a tick	 by this figure.
LU
C






ure 21 cor,tnue	 .;ern
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SOI QULSTIONS	 MS	 A k5
Name	 Date
A-,'-	 BIG	 LB CD
In each box 70U Will, find three figuree. One at the top and ti'io
below. Decide which of the two below in moat lik, the one above.









Figure 21 continued	 (items 21-2+)
io8
SO? QTITIONS	 MS	 A 1+6
Nsa.	 Date
WG	 A B C D
In each box you will find three figuree. On. at the top and two
below. Dec3.de which of the two below ic toet Like the one above.








Figure 21 continued	 (iteis 25-28)
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SOME QUZSTIONS	 MS	 A k7
Date
B/a	 A B C D
In each box you will find three figures. On. at the top and two
below. Decide which of the two below i. moat lik. the one aboye.
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Nsme	 Date
A
-f-	 3/3	 A B C D
In each box you will find three figures. One at the top and two
below. Decide whch of the two below is nost like the one above.
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In each box you vii]. find three figures. One at the top and two
below. Decide which of the two below is most lik. the one aboy..












idea of choosing one or the other without the need for repetition of the
instructions.
It follows then that the test of 40 questions consists of 4 questions
put there to help prevent a misunderstanding in the instructions and
that the remaining 36 separate into 6 each of (a) through to (e), there
being P(a), Q(a), R(a), 2(a), T(a) and U(a) in some order and similarly
for (b) (c) (d) (e) and (f). These are given in AkO to A49; figures
20-29. The figures P through to U and the transformations are labelled
for convenience but these labels were absent when the test was administered.
As each of (a) to (f) has six questions each child has six scores (a)
to (r) each of which is wkinteger 0 to 6 inclusive. A score of 6 shows
a complete preference for the standard projective equiva.leut and a score
of zero shows a coznplete preference for the alternative. A score of 3.0
ahois no preference either way.
It should be mentioned that I interviewed all the children on
an individual basis and that there was little chance of one child talking
to another and hence influencing his choice. The forty questions were
answered quite quickly by the children and it was unlikely that they
would be able to remember or explain their methods of dealing with the
choices.
A very eat effort was made to be neutral. I did all I could to
ensure that I did not influence children's choices which I accepted
without change of voice or any signs,visua3. or verbalof approval or
disapproval. On occasions some children were asked to say why they had
made a particular choice. On no occasion did I then change the choice
which had already been made - even when one child said that she really
meant the other choice.
Some children were quite incapable of saying why they had made a
particular decision - but nevertheless appeared sure in their minds that
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the decision they had taken was the one they intended. Others would
indicate that the one they had chosen was because it was "more like"
the original - thus emphasising that they did understand and follow the
original instructions. Still others indicated that they made their
choices, at least on occasions, by a negative process. They mentioned
particular aspects of a figure that prevented it from being a choice.
Such phrases as "it's too large", "this part's been moved", "this bit's
too low",	 been turned", "it's thicker here and thinner here", "it's
back to front" and so on were used to justify choosing the other figure
which did not have these undesirable characteristics.
There were also some indications that each frame was considered on
its merits independent of the previous ones.
A null hypothesis was chosen that there is no bias towards or away
from the standard proective equivalent. The null hypothesis H0:
was chosen. Using a t test at the 1% level the null hypothesis H 0 was
replaced by 14, :
	
> 3o, that is there is a bias towards the standard




Results of Preference Choices
Alternative
Equivalent
to S.P.E.	 S	 rejected?
Oblique
Pro jective
Equivalent (a) 27 5.37 0.87 0.88k 1k5 799 13.9	 rejected
Affine	 not
Equivalent	 (b)	 27 3.52 1.62 i.6 L19	 95 k05	 1.6k	 rejected
Similar	 (c)	 27 k.62	 1.06	 1.079 125 609	 7.80 rejected
Reflective
Equivalent (d) 27 5.22 1.09 1.121	 i4i 769 10.29 rejected
RotationaJ.
Equivalent (e) 27	 .67 0.72 0.73k 126 602 11.82 rejected
Piecewise
Congruent	 Cr)	 27 3.93 0.66 0.675 106 k28	 7.16 rejected
With 26 degrees of freedom the 1% level t statistic is 2.779
Thus	 H0 is rejected in all cases except (b) where t = i.6k in the
afuine case
These results bear out the suggestions made by Geeslin and Shar (1979)
that rotations and dilatioris (similarity) should be considered as more
complex distortions. Piecewise congruent distortions and reflections
also appear to fall in the same category.
The (a) experiments showed a very strong preference for the standard
projective equivalent when compared with the oblique projective equivalent.
This is not at all surprising. The idea of a different viewpoint is one
that Piaget suggests is very difficult to handle. This will be especially
the case when the problem of the viewpoint was implicit rather than
explicit. A mean of over 5 is to be expected.
The lack of bias one way or the other and the acceptance of the null
hypothesis in the affine case needs further consideration. There is a
"sameness" about the two figures which can be attributed to their having
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very similar amounts of distortion from the original, both are orientated
the same way, so again the research findings of Geeslin and Shar are not
irrelevant. But of course there are essential differences between the
two figures. One of the questions that arises is whether the children
took any notice of the parallelity of the lines in the affine case. It
appears that children were not seeing the parallelity as being "more
like" the parallelity of the original figures. Although it is not properly
part of this present study the introduction to the concept of parallel
lines is worthy of some consideration.
A further experiment. Some concern was felt that each pair of alternatives
contained a direct pro3ective transformation and that such a presence in
each choice may have contributed to the preference for the proective
choice. To determine whether this was the case or not, a further set
of eight choices was made. Here a rotational transformation was given
against two each of af fine, piecewise continuous, similar and direct
pro3ective. It was thought that the rotational figure was the one most
likely to produce a mental set. The figures used were the figures already
met labelled P, Q, P and T. S was omitted as being rather unlike the
others being easily recognised and labelled as a flag and U was omitted
to prevent the experiment being too long for the children. The laft or
right positions of the rotation were again chosen by the toss of a coin.
The eight choices are given in figure 12.
In the analysis of these data given in table 3, two scores were made
for each child. (i) the number of times a rotational choice was made
on the first six and then (ii) the number of times a rotational choice
was made on the last two.
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SOME QtJTI0NS	 MS	 A 50
Najie	 Date
A-f-	 3/3	 A B C D
In each box you will find three figures. One at the top end two
below. Decide which of the two below is scat like the one Ibove.






Figure 22 Eight further alternative preferences (items 1+1-4k)
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SOME QUESTIONS	 AJS	 A 51
N&e	 Date
A-/-	 3/a	 A 3 C D
In each box you wiU find three figures. On. at the top and two
below. Decide which of the two below is eost like the one above.

















































These figures show that the children were being quite consistent. On
the last two every child chose either both rotational equivalents (one
being on the left and the other on the right) or both standard projective
equivalents. No child chose one of one and one of the other. Those
children chosing5 or 6 rotations]. choices on the first six (eight of
them) were from the top three quarters of the ability range. Hence there
is a tendency having chosen a rotation to do so when there is a projeccive
alternative. There i.s also a tendency very obviously working in the other
direction. Not having chosen the rotation on the first six they, on the
whole, continued not to do so. As mentioned previously the children
appeared to be treating each frame on its merits regardless of what had
happened previously. A few of the children's comments made at the time
suggest that this Was so.
what can be stated quite conclusively is that the presence of the
rotational choice in every frame did not of itself lead towards it being
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the selected choice. In spite of the common element of a rotational
equivalent two thirds of the children rejected tins choice when a
standard perspective equivalent was available. It may then be asserted
that the mere presence of the standard proective equivalent in the
original test of thirty six items would not have contributed much to
its selection in these cases either. Neither would it explain the
acceptance of the null hypothesis in the affine equivalent case. It may
be stated that children have a strong preference for a projective trans-
formation rather than certain euclidean transformations; but this Strong




The Develptrrient of a Proective Geometry Curriculum in the
Primary School
Setting up the Research
Introduction. This chapter describes how a hunch was turned into
a reality. I have, for many years, held a belief that Dro3ective
geometrical concepts could prove valuable in primary schools. A
hypothesis providing a basis for this study is that children who
have experienced implicit or explicit learning activities in proective
geometry will have developed a better facility in.. dealing with line
drawings, being able to produce, use, and interpret line drawings
in a variety of contexts. Productive learning activities provide
opportunities for development of logical and psychological structures,
which in turn allow for intellectual and conceptual clarity as a
basis for acquiring concepts in primary geometry. They also integrate,
it is suggested, with other subject areas making geometry more
relevant and vital to children.
'1ius the main aim 15 to provide valuable and interesting oppor-
tunities for children to be actively involved in implicit and explicit
projective experiences.
Further aims are to make proective links with other sub3ect areas
and to provide teachers with a conceptual framework which will enable
them to operate effectively and with confidence.
The main function of the materials is to equip teachers with a
curriculum resources package which will detail projective activities
in such a way as to allow their use in a variety of circumstances.
Another function is to provide feedback information for the teacher
about eacn individua chi.ci's thoughts in perception and visualisation.
Initially it was conceived that the target audience was seven to
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nine year olds, but as the study developed it was extended up to
eleven, and some of the exercises, it may be suggested, are not
inappropriate for the lower secondary school.
The work extended over six school terms. Normally it involved
a visit to the school once a week for a period of two hours,
although variations did occur from time to time.
As the investigation was opening up new fields procedures used
in the implementation of the study were to some extent tentative
and speculative. For example, in the pro3ective area there are
few examples of children's work which are suitable for use in
primary schools, and so there are few directly relevant indications
of appropriate methods of operation.
Some pilot tests were constructed for use in the age range seven
to nine years old. From a review of research literature it would
seem that this was a reasonable age for a trial scheme. An eval-
uation of the pilot tests is given later in this chapter. The
experience gained in administering the pilot tests provided pointers
to a further delving into research literature in areas which had
not been expected to be directly relevant. Such a reading of
further literature determined further tests of a pilot nature -
with more questions being posed than answered - and with a greater
degree of classroom observation being required than was orginally
envisaged. It was found, that tbe-maority of-the' rsercbers
in other but connected areas of interest, professed or exhibited
little knowledge of mathematical implications of pure projective
geometry. Often a euclidean paradigm was evident and so it was
difficult to interpret the results within a modern framework such
as that provided by the Eriangen programme or a Piagetian version
of it. Findings tend also to show that patterns of children's
iaa
thinking are complicated and. confused.
It soon became evident that the research design would not be
amenable to a classical evaluation. During the main research, the
scope of the study expanded and there were constant changes which
affected the evaluation procedures which were both formative and
summative.
The initial pilot tests. The.se were discussed in chapter tkiree.
The very early attempts to modify a Piagetiazi teat and to quantify
the results is documented as are the pilot tests on interpretations
of line drawings. Such results were used to modify the curriculum
package in proective ideas.
The pilot teat had its origins in a previous study as a require-
ment of an M. P4 degree. A series of projective activities in a
work card format was produced by the investigator in.1977. This
followed the lines of Dienes and Golding, (1967), though they were
considerably modified to eaiphasise pro 3ective rather than affine
or topological ideas. The work cards provided a starting point
but it soon became evident that the programme was inadequate.
Part of the problem was the ineffectiveness of a simplistic
Erlangen approach.
Further researchers, Martin (1976a, b) in particular, stress
the need for more research in the area as it is probable that
topological, projective, af fine, and euclidean concepts may all be
suitable at various and different stages of development.
Giles (1979) uses isometric dotty paper for affine transformations
to and from three dimensional solids and their two dimensional
representations. This suggests that there could be a similar
pro3ective activity using projective dotty paper.
It seems that, from the literature which is available about
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primary geometry, there is much turmoil and confusion about children's
thinking.
At one time in the research, in fact, the investigator was coming
to the conclusion that children learn geometry in very personalised
and idiosyncratic ways with very little perceivable structure. This
was especially reinforced by Donaldson (1978).
Hence with little or no structural preconceptions, the original
series of simplistic Erlangen work cards in projective ideas were
modified and expanded. The work cards so formed were essentially
experimental, combining ideas from a variety of sources including
other subjects. Originally the series was introduced rather ten-
tatively in some teachers' notes which allowed a "pick and mix"
approach in the selection of appropriate work for children. There
was an implication that children were probably best able to choose
activities which they found intrinsically interesting. Nevertheless
some of the cards were sequenced where ciznulative learning was
necessary. This was especially true of the straightness activities
where concepts had to be developed in a hierarchical order. As the
study progressed an attempt was made to introduce some rationale
into an approach to the activities by the use of modes of geometrical
learning. These are considered in detail in chapter five.
The Main Pesearch Aspects of Summative Evaluation
Changes in the research design. The initial pilot tests detailed
in chapter three had a substantial influence on the development of
the research and indeed on the research design as well. Not the
least of these was the effect of the pilot scheme on the class which
was used for it. It was evident from discussions with the class
teacher and with cnildren that they were beginning to switch on to
my (pro3ective) wave length. This caused doubts to arise about the
12k
validity of the suminative evaluation, a pretest and post-test with
a proposed experimental and control group. Due to syllabus constraints,
the class teacher of the pilot class had begun work on maps prior
to my production of a pro3ective approach to the same subject. Thus
it became obvious that the pilot scheme class could not be used in
the main research except for pilot trials with new research materials.
Partly in response to this dilemma and partly to use a teacher
who could come to the research programme with no previous experience
of my thinking, it was decided to use a different class for the main
research. From the experience gained with the pilot scheme class
it was clear that a greater amount of informative feedback should
be forthcoming with an older age range. In consultation with the
teacher and the headmistress, an experimental group, class S con-
sisting of 36 mixed ability ten year old children was chosen. By
this time a good proportion, about two thirds, of the projective
activities were in a form ready to give to a teacher. It was
decided initially that the teaching should be carried out by the
class teacher rather than the investigator.
Two parallel classes to the experimental class (class s) were
available as controls. Class T with 35 children which was chosen
as the control and class U with 36 children, which was not.
Suznxnative evaluation. Before the main teaching began, four
classes were given a pretest. These were the pilot class B and
its control class A, the experimental class S and its control class
T. The pretest consisted of a subset of the, as yet, incomplete
set of activities. These were chosen for a variety of reasons.
The overriding concern was to ensure that the control classes, in
particular, did not have an unnecessarily long test session. Other
points taken into consideration were the need: (a) to complement
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the initial, pilot tests; (b) to give opportunties for children to
respond in a variety of ways such as multichoice selection, free
drawing, structured drawing, responses to visual illusion; and (c)
to contain some activities which eight year olds could manage - a
device used to help prevent some children giving up early on the
test and thereby giving a minimal response to later items. It was
realised at the time that this may make parts of the pretest rather
trivial for ten year olds. To ensure reliability the test was
administered to each of the four classes A, B, S, T, by the invest-
igator. Each instruction was read and re-read once and efforts
made to use exactly the same form of words with each class. Each
class took approximately forty-five minutes to complete the test
- though some children were anxious to have extra time, which was
not allowed, to complete their free and structured drawings.
The pretest and post-test assignments (items 1 to 27) are given
in figure 23.	 They are reduced to 75% of their original
size. These are immediately followed by table which is a tab-

































































Pretest and Post-test Instructions
Item	 Instructions
No.
I	 Put a cross on the one which looks most like
a house.
2	 Put a cross on the one which looks most like
a table.
3	 Put a cross on the one which looks most like
a car.
Put a cross on the one which looks most like
an orange with two knitting need.les through it.
5	 Put a cross on the one which looks most like
a windmill.
6	 Draw a straight line in each of the five square
boxes: one line in each box. Make all your
straight lines different.
7	 Draw a straight line in each of the five circles:
one line in each box. Make al]. your straight
lines different.
8	 Here are some letters and shapes. Use a felt
tip or a crayon to colour parts which are straight.
Do not colour the curved parts.
9	 In the box draw a triangle different from this
one. In the next box draw a quadilatera3. (a
shape with four sides) which is unusual.
In the next box draw a quadrilateral (a shape









Divide the next box into seven regions using
three straight line8.




One of the drawings in A is of a different sort
of object. Put a cross on this drawing.
In B, decide which of the drawings is the odd
one out. Which one is a drawing of a different
object? Put a cross on this drawing. Do the
same for C, for D, for E.
11
	
Here is a drawing made from milk straws. Put
a cross on the drawing below which is a drawing
on the same model.
12	 Ci) Here are three dots. Which dot is nearer
the middle dot? The dot on the left or the dot
on the right? Put a tick by the word left if
you think the left one is nearer. Put a tick
by the word right if you think the right one
is nearer. Put a tick by the word same if you
think they are the same distance from the middle
dot.
13	 (ii) Decide which is longer. Put a tick by
a if you think a is longer, a tick by if you
think b is longer, by the same if you think they
are the same length.










(iv) Here are three distances between dots.
You can see the dots at the points of the arrows.
Write down what you think about the distances




Here is a drawing of three tafl buildings (trees)
on a flat area.










(i) Draw a picture of a cup and saucer as it










Here is a drawing of a large factory. There
are rows of windows along the front but they
are not drawn in. Draw in about six windows so




There is a road in front of the factory going
along by the factory and by the trees further
along the road. Draw in the road. Put a cross




There should be lamp-posts along the edge of the
road. Draw in three of these. A helicopter is





22	 helicopter you can see.
23	 Imagine you are the pilot of a Concorde just
coming in to land on a runw&y. Draw a picture
2	 of the runway and the airport buildings as they
would look like from the aeroplane.
25	 Imagine you are a toy soldier on the edge of an
empty chessboard. Draw a picture of what the
chessboard looks like from there.
26	 Put a letter £ on the plan (the view from above)
of the house, ... of the table, ... of the car,
of the two knitting needles through an orange
of the windmill.
27	 Put a letter e on the front or side elevation
(the view from the front or the side of the




Pretest markinR scheme. Art attempt was made to produce a satis-
factory marking scheme which would be objective for all the items
in the pretest. Such a marking scheme has several advantages. It
entailed classifying the responses in a structured way enabling
children to be compared quantitatively. It also had the merit of
making the marking rather less subjective. Each item, except number
2k, was scored by an integer from zero to ten inclusive. This 	 -
allowed comparison between items as well as between children and
enabled some statistical data to be accumulated. Objections can
be raised about the employment of this procedure. It could be argued
that such a grading scheme is arbitrary. The investigator is of
the opinion that, in spite of the extra work involved, such an
exercise is worthwhile and throws up points of interest which are
otherwise likely to be overlooked.
Such quantifying marking schemes seem to Imply an underlying




Pretest and Post-test Marking Scheme
Item
	 Marking Scheme	 T 10 (ten)
No.
1
	 (C) 2; (A) 3; (D) 5; (E) 9; (B) T.
2
	 (B) 2; (C) 3; (A) 5; CE) 9; CD) T.
3
	 (D) 2; (A) 3; CE) 5; (B) 8; (C) T.
L.	 (E) 2; (B) 3; (C) 5; (B) T; (D) T.
5
	
CE) 2; (B) 3; CD) 5; (A) 9; (C) T.
6) Some curved lines used, 2; Four straight lines
)
7) with some repetitions, k; Four straight lines
all different, 6; Five straight lines with




AU straight lines correctly shaded, T; For
each incorrect response -1 down to zero.
9
	
For each of the five items 0 incorrect response
1 for partially correct, 2 for correct.
10
	
Each correct response 2; Each incorrect 0.
11
	
Octagon, 2; square, k; pyramid, 6; figure with
one missing line, 8; correct,T.
12
	
Left, 3; right, 7; the same, T.
13	 a, 3; b, 7; the same, T.
1k
	
b, 3; a, 7; the same, T.
15
	
a or c longest, 3; a)b and c>b, 5; b is smallest,
6; a=c and a>b, 7; all equal T.
16
	
Tallest: right, 3; all equal, 6; middle, 7;
left, T.
17






18	 An attempt to draw- an elevation, 1; a circle
on its own, 2; cup drawn but no saucer, 6;
plan but cup has no handle, 7; plan but cup
has poor handle, 8; a reasonable plan, 9; a
good plan, T.
19	 Both television set and table are logical
constructs, 1 or 2; both elevations, 3; onlr
one plan, Lir; T.V. plan and table as elevation,
5; T.V. plan and table with legs showing, 7;
a reasonable plan, 9; a good plan, T.
20	 Windows: conuent windows with the top and
bottom drawn parallel (depending on the amount
of perspective attempted), 3 or or 5; receding
lines used (depending on amount of perspective),
8 or 9 or T.
21 Street: curved and not converging, 3; straight
with parallel edges, 5; curved and converging,
6; straight slightly converging but not enough,
8; straight converging almost enough, 9; straight
converging exactly, T.
22	 Lamp-posts: leaning, 2; upright, Li. ; Distances
approximately correct, an additional 3; smallest
lamp-post is on the left, another additional 3.
23	 Runway: poor attempt, 1 or 2; straight and
parallel, 5; roughly converging, 6 or 7 or 8;






2'+	 Buildings: sideways on or an elevation laid flat,
1; front elevation correctly oriented, 2; reasonable
perspective, +; good perspective, 5. (For this
minor item a maximum of ten seemed inappropriate).
	
25	 No perspective, 1 or 2 or 3; poor perspective,
k; slightly better perspective or front elevation,
5 or 6; reasonably good perspective, B or 9;
good perspective, T.
	
26	 Each correct response, 2.
	
a?	 Each correct response, 2.
End of table 5
Pretest and post-test results. The results of the test in the pilot
class, class B, are given in appendix 6. The test was administered to
the corresponding control class, class A, but it was decided that little
extra information would be gained by inlyaing the results for this class.
It may be seen that the results of class B on the pretest are worth
considering in some detail. Items I to 5 scored high means as was
intended as were items 6 to 11. It is evident that some eight year old
children could cope adequately with these questions and that ten year
olcis would be likely to do as well.
The rest of the items fell into rather different categories.
Item 17 proved ridiculously easy due to a fault in the design of
the item. Item 26 was found easy by the pilot class, due partly to
plans being dealt with very thoroughly by the class teacher
immediately prior to the pretest. It is likely that other eight
1Lf5
year old classes would find this more difficult.
This may also be true for items 18 and 19. The rest of the items,
namely 12, 13, 1, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 25, 2Lf, 25, and 27 give means
between Lf and 8 (except for item 2 scored out of 5). These seem
to be of a standard difficult enough for eight year olds.
Variations in the responses were highlighted by calculating the
standard deviations for each item. Item 16 was scored consistently
and incorrectly but greater standard deviations were found for most
of the other items.
The pretest showed quite similar results in the two ten year old
classes, see appendix 6. • Both the means and standard deviations
on items 1 to 11 show very little variation in all three classes,
with most scores being quite high suggesting that these tests were
well within the capacity of these eight and ten year olds.
For the rest of the items, although there are occasions in which
one class scores higher than the others, the marks are remarkably
consistent. Sometimes one class scored better, sometimes another
with no obvious pattern emerging. It was decided, in the light of
these results, to set the post-test on substantially the same lines
using only the later items, numbers 18 to 27, and to be concerned
only with the ten year old classes S and T, the experimental class
S being the only class to be given the curriculum in a form resembling
its final version.
In the event, the post-test administration and the teaching of
the curriculum materials was complicated by arrangements made within
the school between one academic year and the next. The year containing
the experiments.], class S had two parallel classes, the control class
T, and another class ti. These were divided into four classes by the
extraction of some of the more able children from each class. The
I k6
post-test, therefore was given to those children who were in class
S and class T but for comparison purposes only those left when the
brighter children were removed were available for testing purposes.
Thus the pretest, post-test evaluation was administered to
children of average and below average ability in an inner city
school. The results of the post-test on the residue of classes S
and T (labelled class L and M respectively) are given in appendix 6
also • The post-test was administered four terms after the pretest.
For each item each child's pretest and post-test scores were
taken as a matched pair and a t statistic produced for the items
18 to 27 inclusive. Table 6 lists the items used in the post-test
and table 7 gives the results.
Table 6
Items analysed in Pretest, Post-test comparison
Item	 Description
18	 Freehand drawing of a cup and saucer.
19	 Freehand drawing of a table and a television set.
20	 Drawing in missing windows on a building.
21	 Drawing in a missing street in front of a building.
22	 Drawing in missing lamp-posts along a street.
23
	
Freehand drawing of a airport runway.
2k
	
Freehand drawing of airport buildings (max 5).
25
	
Freehand drawing of a chessboard.
26
	
Selecting plans from various drawings.
2?	 Selecting elevations from various drawings.
Copies of children's work on these activities may be obtained on








Pretest, post-test t statistics for matched pairs for the
experimental and control group
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Of the ten items the experimental group scores improved for eight of
them significantly (p 0.1). One of which was highly significant (p <0.01)
and a further four were very highly signiicant (p <.0.001). The conclusion
is that these improvements were unlikely to happen by chance, neither did
they occur due to the increased maturity of the children. This was shown
by the t values for the control group. The experimental group which had
been given explicit and implicit projective activities improved significantly
in the accuracy of their structured and unstructured drawings arid in their
perspective selections on the post-test.
Sometimes an improvement may take place in the absence of a projective
curriculum as is evidenced by items 22 and 23, though even here the t
scores of the experimental group are appreciably higher than those of
the control. Why this should be so in the case of these items is far
from obvious, especially as similar exercises did not show the same
results. Perhaps some form of transfer of learning was responsible.
The results of items 25 and 27 pose questions. The pretest in item 27
was presumably too high to allow for much improvement and the freehand
drawing of a chessboard in item 25 appears too difficult. It seems
likely that the unnatural posture required to squint along a chessboard
ensures that this experience is uncommon and that the convergence of the
lL8
receding lines is not very obvious and difficult to internalise because
of the limited length of the board compared with, say, a straight road
or an airport runway where the convergence may be more easily "seen".
It may be concluded that the test instructions were not often mis-
interpreted, in spite of the need for them to be brief and concise.
The children responded in ways which generally vindicated the marking
scheme; not only did it prove possible to use the prescribed scheme,
but the results were meaningful and capable of sensible statistical
manipulation.
The Main Research : Classification of Children's Responses
The main prograe. The teaching of a curriculum in projective geometry
took place over a period of just over three terms. Some of this initially
was in the experimental class, (class S); and then later with a residue
of class S, (class L), with the more able children extracted to become
part of class P. The opportunity was also taken to use the same material
with class P though the ideas were fresh to the majority of the children.
The teaching mostly took the form of providing individual work sheets
which were then collected for analysis. An aim was to provide a common
content whilst enabling individual responses to be made by the children.
A few activities involved group work and fewer still, work for particular
individuals.
It needs to be stressed that the investigation was throughout at the
exploratory stage. Assignment sheets were constructed and reconstructed
in the light of the children's responses and as further avenues of research
were newly considered starting from the known Erlangen classification
the activities were reclassified over a period into the final form
specified in the figth chapter on geometrical thinking modes.
Children's responses were considered thematicaiy in four ways:
(a) Geometrically, making judgemnents about geometrical structures and
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geometrical thin1ing; (b) Psychologically, considering children's conceptual
problems, probing along specified dimensions, and classifying understandings;
(c) Pedagogically, attempting to identify possible citica3. phases in the
timing of activities, analysing the complexities of diagrams, and considering
the need for prerequisite skills; (d) Managerially, adjusting the instructions
for class use, modifying the organisation of the scheme, and specifying
particular skills required for certain exercies. With hindsight the
approach used at the beginning was rather simplistic. A series of disjoint
sets of activities on the themes were .na1ysed described as: (a) topological;
(b) projetive; Cc) affine; (d) similar; and (e) congruent. An analysis
of these themes and children's responses to the associated activities
are given below. The first appendix contains all the activities in their
final form.
A topological theme. It was originally envisaged that the usual sort
of topological activities would provide a useful background for children,
considering such things as order along a continuous curve, being inside
or outside a closed two dimensional or three dimensional apace, prior
to some explicitly projective exercises. Research in the geographical
area as outlined in chapter two suggested that a consideration of children's
cognitive maps would provide greater opportunities for investigation and
interpretation. It was hoped such activities would give greater insights
into children's thinking in this area and have at the same time potential
links with a theme in similarity through the idea of an elementary map.
The four assignments given in the appendix under the title (A):
Perception of the Environment are: (a) My way to school (Al); (b) My home
(A2); Cc) Where are things? (A3); and (d) What can you see? (Ak). These
activities are very different from each other. They provide a variety
of opportunities for the child to show differing perceptions of the
environment and for the teacher to become aware of children's interpretations
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and understandings.
Children's responses to My way to school were as follows: one child
out of 28 used a purely topological approach (1/28); one vaguely projective
(1/28); too poor to classify (1/28); a mixture of plans, elevations and
iconic symbols (15/28); a mixture of elevations and a topological approach
(10/28). To My home the responses were: elevation only (5/29); plan
only (6/29); plan and elevation (5/29); a logical construct with all four
walls showing or at least two opposite ones ('#129); unclassifiable (1/29);
poor perspective (2/29); and. reasonable perspective (6/29).
The activity What can you see? was used by the class teacher using
a structured writing exercise requiring answers to set questions. This
writing was well done by the majority (18/22; reasonably well done (3/22);
incomplete (1/22). Only a few children responded to the challenge of
drawing a picture from another view but perhaps surprisingly most of these
made a reasonable attempt (7/9); an elevation was drawn by one (1/9);
and a building climbing into the sky by another (1/9). The pilot class
B also tried this exercise using the drawing of a farmyard. They were
asked to draw the view from a bedroom in the farmhouse. They were also
asked to write about the view. They responded as follows: plan with
icons (1k/37); slight perspective (11/37); better perspective (6/37);
unclassified (6/37). All the children were able to catalogue objects
which could be seen from the window. When asked to draw a plan of the
farmyard class B produced: a well co-ordinated plan (6/29); a poorly
co-ordinated plan (9/29); some aspects of elevations (6/29); and a poor
attempt (8/29).
Geometrical analysis suggested that the children used whichever type
of geometrical transformation seemed to be most appropriate for the purpose
in hand. Visual
	 involving topological or perspective ideas,
plans and elevations are used as seem most fitting.
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The assignments proved very variable in difficulty. The intention
was to yield in!orniation about their thinking, but the conceptual challenge
proved too great for many of the children. Conceptually the logical
problem of transporting themsalves in their imagination within a perspective
view and to visualise looking out was too great. It may be possible to
structure the exercise by giving a window frame, curtains and hand.les
and ask for a drawing of the view through the glass. In this respect
the Piagetian view of co-ordination of views seems correct in. spite of
Donaldson's misgivings. It should be noted, however, that the children
appear quite resilient - perhaps they are used to impossible demands -
very few gave up though many of them expressed or showed dissatisfaction
with their attempts.
Pedagogically few changes were made. The general plan enables children
to "show what they can do and how they are thinking" and this remains
as the main purpose of the exercise. The pictures are a resource for
the teacher which may well be used f or other, possibly more suitable,
purposes. It should be noted in passing, that although the tasks might
be assumed by the children or the teacher to be "busy" work, the children
greatly enjoyed and took trouble in colouring in the perspective view
of the bungalow, for example, and this may be a useful exercise to be
used to farniiarise themselves with the essential features of the drawing,
prior to the introduction of the main exercise.
Managerially, a few adjustments were made to organise the worksheets.
The headings: aim; process; materials; what to do; motivation; learning;
display. discussion; vocabulary; enrichment; minimum expected of children;
evaluation; were finalized here by suitably modifying Larkin (1981) though
not all assignment sheets used all the headings.
A poective theme. For some time it has seemed to the investigator
that a euclidean approach to straight lines is conceptually complicated.
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This theme was developed at length in chapter two. The projective approach
to straightness makes more sense in terms of geometrical structures with
projective geometries being the most general in which straightness is a
concept, uncluttered by notions of parallels, angles and lengths.
The assignments here are closest to a structured sequence of learning
activities where succeeding items build on to the previous ones. For
this reason the activities start with very easy ideas, develop through
notions of flatness and paper folding to the construction of polygons
and the outlining of competitive two person games. Further it was in
the nature of the exercise that children should take part in discussions,
experiment with torn newspaper, and play games which are difficult to
record. The topics covered were basically: (a) Straightness; (b) Flatness;
(c) Regions; Cd) Triangles and other polygons; Ce) Constructions using
Pappus' Theorem; and (f) Games using Desargues' Theorem. Straightness
did not cause many problems for the eight year oJ.ds. The discussion of
flatness and other meanings of the word "flat" was lively and sensible.
The ruler skills required for Pappus' Theorem were found by many to be
too diffigult, but they were somewhat intrigued by the result especially
when the six original points lie on a circle.
These exercises are reproduced in the first appendix under the title
(B): Straightness and Polygons. Which Dath? (Bi) was tried by the
investigator with two individuals. It was found to be rather trivial
for these less able eight year olds but was retained for two reasons;
it is useful for a teacher to know that children can do this exercise,
and the exercises at the end tend to highlight small problems the
children may have when a line is partly straight and partly curved.
This problem was also the subject of Which parts are straight? (B3)
(item 3 on the pretest exercise) where a mean of 7.2 with the pilot
class of eight year olds implied some children may have problems. There
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is also a link with Straight (B2) (Pretest item 7). Geometrically children
should be encouraged to see a straight line as "the shortest distance
between two points" and as "the line with constant direction", although
neither of these is a projective approach to the concept.
The activities Joining points (B5) and Joining more points (B7) use
a projective approach and caused some problems. Children found it
difficult to fold a piece of paper so that both marked points were on
the fold. It seemed useful to persevere a little and give children a
chance to perform this skill adequately. Children here should also be
encouraged to see a straight line as "the intersection of two plane&!,
as "the line given by a stretched string", and as "a line of sight".
Pedagogically and geometrically the consideration of straightness
and flatness progresses to regions - one fold leads on to two and then
onto polygons when three or more eolds are used. The freedom to
experiment and throw away failures literally into the waste paper basket
was an unusual aspect of these activities. Regions (B8), Triangles (B9),
Triangles and quadrilaterals (Blo), More triangles, quadrilaterals (Bil)
(Pretest item 9), More regions (B12) and Yet more regions (B13) were used
with class B.
Originally too many activities were allocated to individual assignments
and these were broken up into smaller, more manageable, items for easier
use in the classroom. The children particularly enjoyed constructing
and colouring regions formed by folding lines and these made an attractive
display. Later Constructing quadrilaterals (B1) and Drawing straight
lines (B15) were added but not tested in the classroom as these are
normal items in a mathematics curriculum, a difference here being the
projective approach to the activities rather than a more usual euclidean,
though it is unlikely that children would be aware of this distinction
Pappus theorem was used in New lines from old (Bi6) and More new lines
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from old (BI?) to enable children to practice ruler skills. With some
emphasis on the care needed to ensure the constructed lines are in the
correct place, it is possible for eight year olds to get the new straight
line joining points 7, 8, and 9. The result is rather more unexpected
when the six points initially lie on a circle; one of the main problems
here is to ensure that children have a good circle at the start. A
handout of appropriately drawn and marked circles is better than children
constructing their own by drawing round the edge of a circular object.
An approach through games was used in Special noughts and crosses (B18)
and Special line noughts and crosses (319). These have been described
elsewhere in Salisbury (1982) and a copy included in the appendix 7.
Although the exercises on straightness are generally brief, a large
number of them tend, unfortunately, to emphasise a two dimensional approach.
Other activities in projective viewing were designed to counterbalance
this emphasis. They involve considerations of two dimensional represen-
tations of three dimensional objects. A set of them which are in the
first appendix under the title Projective Viewing (C) involve selection
processes, namely: Which is the shine? (Ci) (Pretest item ii), Which are
drawings of the same? (C2), Odd ones out (C3) (Pretest item 10), More
odd ones out (C'+), Which is the tallest building? (do) (Pretest items
16 and 17), and Which is the tallest? (cii) (Post-test items 6 and 17).
The previous section of this chapter contains an analysis of the pretest
items which generally were well done.
Others were produced on a similar theme requiring group or individual
work. These were not given to the experimental group as it was considered
better to give to a group of selected children and deal with them separately.
An account of this is given in the next section of this chapter. They
are mainly environrintal in approach namely: Shadows from a lamp (C5),
More and yet more shadows from a lamp (c6 and C7), Skeleton drawings (c8),
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Drawing through a window (C9), and Viewing through a paper frame (C12).
An affir.e theme. After some consideration specifically affine
activities •'ere rejected. Affine transformations preserve parallelism
and ratios in directions. Specifically affine activities could have
included such experiences as using shadows from the sun (involving
parallel projections), using and constructing isometric drawings,
and constructing parallelogramic grids (such as used in a pantograph).
Sun shadow of
	 Isometric drawing	 Enlargement by
a parallelogram	 of a x 3 x 2 cuboid	 a pantograph
Figure 24 Three types of affine transformation
z
The sun shadow activities were rejected after the experience gained
in the preference experiment in chapter three. As there appeared to
be no strong preference for a projective compared with an affine
transformation it was decided that they would tend to duplicate the
previous projective shadow activities. The isometric drawings fall
into a different category as measurements of length are needed as
the name implies. Giles (1979) has already dealt with these thoroughly.
These activities seem more appropriate for older children. Affine
views are considered, however, in the co-ordination of views theme
especially in Making more drawings look right (F) discussed later.
The use of a pantograph was omitted because it is difficult to use
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effectively especially with apparatus made by children which lacks
sufficient rigidity. It also merely gives a similar transformation,
an enlargement with linear magnification of two 2 (or one half), and
the projective implications are therefore minimal.
When affine transformations were being considered, the original
scheme was marginally reorganised to incorporate similarity and
congruence activities within the set of affine exercises. The
investigator became of the opinion that such an inclusion was necessary
and would help to prevent the proposed scheme from becoming unwieldy.
Most, if not all, of the usual exercises in shape and size could be
omitted. To incorporate these into a scheme would not only be un-
necessary but would disguise and detract from the projective nature
of the main activities.
Soon afterwards it became apparent that a reorganisation and
restructuring of all the themes was certainly desirable and probably
essential.
The themes were then reorganised and activities redistributed in
some cases to fit the new categories which were: Topological perception
of the environment; straightness and polygons; projective viewing;
and affine representation.
By this time also two new themes had been added to the scheme
namely: visual illusions and co-ordination of views. These are
discussed later. They were seen as additions originally but later
were absorbed into the scheme as an integrated part of a more valuacie
and wider reaching curriculum.
The activities in affine representation were: Which are views
from above: (Dl); Which drawing looks most like? (D2) (Pretest items
1 to 5); Views from abore (laris) (D3); Drawing plar.s (D) (Pretest
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items 18 and 19); Which is the plan? (1)5) (Pretest item 26); Front
views (D6); Which is the front view? (D7) (Pretest item 27); Solids
from drawings (1)8); Models from drawings and plans (D9); Using more
plans (1)10); and Which drawing looks most real? (Dli).
Some of these items were developed late in the investigation,
often in response to children's reactions to other exercises previously
used in teaching sessions and in the pretest. These later activities
were tested after the main stage of the research and are those
numbered (Dl), (1)3), (1)6), (1)8), (1)10) and (DII).
The activity Models from drawings and plans was tried out on the
pilot class, using the plan and line drawing of a village. The
intention was to make the exercise a class activity; some children
making a windmiU, some schools, some churches, and some a base
upon which to set the other models. It soon became eviaenc that
such activities require the continued presence of a class teacher
and are inappropriate for visits of an hour a week. Other problems
were encountered. The lack of skill in using scissors and glue in
model making was apparent. The model making involved considerations
of dimensions and relationships between parts of the buildings. The
children enjoyed this aspect. The problem of scale also arose when
large churches dominated bases on a smaller scaleL After three visits
it became evident that the piecemeal and isolated nature of the
activities was causing problems and the final model never came to
fruition. Nevertheless it was retained as resource material. Using
building blocks for the main buildings rather than, or as wel]. as,
paper models, emphasising the needIor compatibility of scales, could
turn this into a successful venture. It would become. a more suitable
exercise when it is an inteaJ. part of a broadly based curriculum
topic such as might arise from a school visit to a place of interest
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especially when the available literature may contain both aerial views
and plans. This has the added advantage that the children will have
been able to explore the aren under consideration.
In retrospect, the affine approach to projective ideas was, to the
investigator, the least satisfying. The decision to lead, into similarity
and congruence through parallel peeserving transformations is not
easy to achieve, the simplistic Erlangen programme approabh has severe
limitations in this area. The differences between af fine representations,
especially isometric, and projective appear to be rather elusive for
many primary children. The emphasis in this section is on plans and
elevations and although I believe of value, i did tend to distract
from a satisfying overview. The relationship between this approach
and the normally used euclidean design needs further investigation.
It is hoped that the modified scheme in affine ideas contains activities
leading to model making and map making which will involve the children
in similarity transformationaJ. aspects and will then lead naturally
into more usual aspects of primary geometry.
A theme in visual illusions. The relationships between visual
illusions, perception, perspective, and projective geometry were
discussed in chapter two. Visual illusions were chosen which depend
on extraneous lines often suggesting impressions of depth. For these
a discussion and an examination of the problems and possible solutions
are suggested. Other illusions were chosen because they use an af fine
rather than a projective representation, that is, lines which are
actually parallel in the three dimensional soli1 are drawn parallel
in the two dimensional representation rather than converging as the
lines recede further from the eye. To investigate this further
projective as well as affine representations were used. For example,
to versions are given of a Necker cube, one retaining parallels,
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the other having the parallels drawn as receding lines.
From illusions it is a natural step to develop experiences in
perspective. Structured drawing is the medium used to consider
inserting extra details in some diagrams. Complete receding lines,
parts of some receding lines, and intersecting diagonals are
required. The assignments are: Seeing things (El) (Pretest items
12 to 15), Looking at things (E2), Looking at more things (E3),
Lines converging at a point on the horizon (Eu), Inserting missing
objects (E5) (retest items 20 to 22), Where is the middle? (E6).
Apart from the items used in the pretest the assignments here are
not easily analysed because of the individuality of the responses.
Looking at things was taken in conjunction with Looking at more things.
The first of these was introduced by exposition and discussion and
written comments from children were not requested. The main intention
was to stimulate delight, discussion, and some confusion. Looking
at more things was then given and the children asked to respond to
specified questions in writing. Points worth noting are: On diagram
2 most children did not mention the distortion evident when the
diagram is rotated (13/18); the rest (5/18) mention problems: "Upside
down looks the same as the right way round. Apart from being more
wonky". In diagrams 3 and k most children sar nothing wrong, (one
interpreted these as a series of shapes in two dimensions and not
as a three dimensional object, and was thus correct in not seeing
anything wrongL) (i6/i8), though some had a few reservations: "they
look as though they are turning round" and "they spiral in a triangle".
The other two (2/i8) were worried by the diagrams. "When I draw
things I can never see all the edges". Diagram 5 produced much the
same reactions with only afew children comptaining about climbing
stairs and not getting anywhere. "... locks airight but it is a
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strange kind of puzzle". The children appear to focus on the localized
compatibility rather than the overall incongruities of a diagram.
Diagram 6 was usually taken to be a corridor with doors. Diagrams
7 and 8 are late additions and were not tested. Lines converging
at a point on the horizon (E1+) showed a number of variations by the
responding children. About a third correctly extended the lines
to meet at the vanishing point (16/1+7). A further third made them
meet about halfway between the vanishing point and the boundary of
the drawing (17/'+7). Some had the lines meeting on the boundary
(5/1+7), one beyond the boundary (1/1+7), one kppt the lines parallel
(1/1+7), another diverging (1/ 147), two took the road round a corner
(211+7), one had the lines converging below the vanishing point
(1/1+7) and the remainder did not respond (14/1+7). Some children
were unhappy with their responses realizing that their extensions
made the road appear to go "uphill". For this reason an extra
diagram was produced in the final version to provide further
practice.
In Where is the middle? one third of the children chose the
correct response. The exercise was modified to ask for a free
response, to also give experience in finding the middle of a
rectangle by drawing in the diagonals. "Are the goal posts the
same size?" brought similar responses to those found previously.
"Yes, because the far goal has to be smaller because the pitch
goes smaller" (sic) and "no because I measured them" were typical
responses.
A theme on co-ordiaation of views. Of the themes chosen, this
is the last and most problematical. In some senses it follows
from the revious work and nair be considered a natural extension
of activities in perceiving the environment topologicaJ.ly considering
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properties of straight lines, drawing perspective views, considering
visual illusions and affine representations. As such, it may be
considered, as Piaget and Irihelder (1956) suggest, to be the climax
and the final stage of the conception of space. On the other hand
such a co-ordination of views may well tax many adult's powers of
visualisation, and any exercises produced for children may easily
prove too difficult. There is the danger that inappropriate challenges
could be made which would adversely affect the children's preparedness
to venture into visualising things for themselves. There is a clash
of interest here which is not easily resolved. A has been mentioned
previously Cox (1977) and Donaldson (1978) also suggest that the
problems are more complex than might be imagined.
It was decided by the investigator to: (a.) Keep this section
short to prevent unsuccessful children encountering cumulative
failures, (b) present opportunities for drawing which would both
revise previous activities and give the teacher indications of
individual children's thinking processes in visualisation, and (c)
would present meaningful challenges in ways which demand analyses
of situations.
The exercises were labelled: Where are they? (Fl), Making a
drawing look right (P2) (Pretest item 23), Tiled floors and chess-
boards (P3), More chessboards (F) (Pretest item 25), More drawings
and paintings (P5), Where are you? (P6), Which drawing is from which
place? (P7) Making more drawings look right (P8), Drawings of large
cubes (F9), and What will it look like from other places? (110).
Where are they? Ci) follows on from Where is the middle? in the
previous section providing a link between the two themes. Allowing
reasonable margin of error - about one eighth of the length or width
of the field both the middles, middle of the field and the middle
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of the left hand near quarter were selected by 8 out of k8. Only
two children got both right and only one child drew in the diagonals
of the field. This compares with one third choosing the correct
place when selecting one out of five possibilities. Exercise (3)
was added later to build in more experiences of looking at and.
drawing parallel lines when receding. As is clear from exercise ()
in both the pretest and poet-test, this exercise had. difficulties
for children and the need for further structuring is evident. A
further exercise (number 5) in plans and elevations considered from
a co-ordinated view-point ii used to revise and extend previous work
in the area. Similarly Where are you? extends the use of a sketch
and plan previously used in model making. Here the emphasis is on
co-ordination. A similar state of affairs occurs here as on previous
occasions. So many clues are available for the positioning of the
cross. There may be a verbal confusion here as some children put
the cross on top of the church (perhaps the correct place for it?.)
The variety in the responses make any analysis of doubtful value.
Clues which may be used are the position of the road (and the T
junction), the "diagonal" rather than a sideways view of the church,
the absence of such highJ.i9hts as the windmill and the school, the
confusion of the representation of the church tower as a square on
the plan, the incomplete nature of the sketch, and the placing of
both diagrams on one sheet of paper preventing the rotation of one
whilst the other sketch is unmoved. Somewhat arbitrarily the plan
was divided into nine regions by trisecting both the length and
breadth. The regions were labelled A to I as on figure 25. Of the
29 children only two choose a place in A the correct choice. Most
popular were D (8/29), G (9/29), and E (5/29). 3, C, and H shared
5/29 with no-one selecting F or H. From these results it may be
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Figure2f. Co-.oxdination of view5. Where we you? Niii. regions
on the *p of the viUa.e
V
1614.
concluded that children use the hint of the road running in front
of the church but cannot manage to change their viewpoint to the
top of the plan at A. Subsequently two less able children were
interviewed individually. Before the question was posed salient
points both on the plan and on the sketch were pointed out. After
questioning on the lines suggested in the final version both were
able to specify A as the correct region. j.ater this same exercise
was given to various aged ahildren in the I.L.E.A. The results of
these are given in table 8.
Table 8
Results of 1 children on Co-ordination of Views
Activity	 Where are you?
Age	 A B C
	
D	 E F	 G	 H I TOTAL
5	 - - -	 1	 1-	 1	 - -
	 3
6	 -	 1	 1	 3	 14.	 i	 1	 -	 11
7	 1 - -
	 3	 1 -	 -	 2- 	 7





9	 6 - -
	 5	 9 2	 5	 3 -	 30
	10	 8 5	 -	 9	 11	 3	 7	 5 14.	 52
	11	 1	 2	 1	 16	 11	 2	 1	 1	 1	 39
	TOTAL 19 8 2 37 37 7 17 12 5	 i++
A different approach was taken in Making more drawings look riht.
Originally the children were presented with isometric views of
collections of cubes and asked to draw projective views of the solids
"which looked right". They were given the opportunity to use a
connected dotty projective grid. As the investigator was informed
by one child in no uncertain terms "this is to hand" . (sic). A
good attempt was obtained by a fw (7/53), a reasonable attempt by
3 (3/53). A three dimensional drawing of some sort was obtained by
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12 using the grid (12/53) but some only obtained a two dimensional
representation (3/53). Ignoring the grid, a few obtained a diagram
with three dimensional connotations (8/53) and with flat aspect
(7/53). Of the remaining eleven some were unclassifiable, being
mostly incomplete (k/53) and the rest (7/53) made no attempt. These
results highlighted the need for a better structuring of the exercise
with extra visual hints being given as to what "looking right" might
meazi in this situation. To enable children to come to grips with
this more easily the first activity was essentially two dimensional
using the idea of square fields which was researched in a pilot task.
In the following three dimensional activity Drawings of large cubes,
only two cubes were used as parts of a building. The cubes were
drawn af finely on a perspective view and children asked to draw the
two cube building more correctly on a perspective view with the
building missing. This activity is analysed later in thia chapter.
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Testing materials developed late in the research
A new pilot class. As noted elesewhere some of the curriculum
materials were developed late in the research. Reflections by the
investigator on children's response in earlier test situations led
to various modifications. Some were slight textual changes whilst
others were more drastic involving reordering and reclassification.
Some extra curriculum materials were added to give children further
and. deeper experiences in the same topics. The slight textual
changes did not merit retesting but the additional materials required
testing in school. It was not possible to try this new material.
on children previously engaged in the research, mainly because they
were by now a year older and in reorganized classes • A further group
of children of a suitable age was chosen as a new pilot class. There
were 29 children in this class aged 9 or over. There was an advantage
in the fact that these children came fresh to the research and that
this was likely to provide more information than would have been the
case with older children aged 11 plus to whom the material would be
similar to that which they had already encountered.
The additional test material was administered by the investigator
and was organised on a similar basis to the original. pilot testing.
The children nad. previously met plans and elevations in their normal
school. curriculum.
The exercises thus tested are given in appendix 1. They were:-.
Which are drawings of the same? (C2); More odd ones out (cu); Drawing
through a window (C9); Which are views from above? (Dl); Views from
above (plans) (D3); Using more plans (D1O); Which drawing looks most
real? (DII); Where is the middle? (E6); Where are they? (Fl); Which
d.rawing is from which place? (F7); Drawing of large cubes (F9); and
What will it look like from other places? (Flo)..
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An analysis of children' a responses. The activity Which are drawings
of the same? (C2) caused few difficulties. Over half of the children
obtained the correct answers (16/29); a few of them mixed up pentagonal.
and hexagonal prisms (9/29); with the others making more errors (k/29).
This activity appears to be pitched at about the correct level of
difficulty though, as an afterthought, the addition of several more
figures on the same page would have given the exercise more bite for
some children.
Selecting More odd ones out (Ck) also caused few problems. Four
or five correct responses were scored by over half the children (15/29)
although the garden roller question caught out the majority. Tests
and puzzles of this sort were generally enjoyed by the children who
perceived them as interesting challenges. Drawing through a window
(C9) was tried on an individual basis by six children. Their drawings
showed the usual responses. Whether an activity is structured in
this way or is a freer less structured one appears to make little
difference. For example, the parallel edges of a netball pitch which
the children appear to realise are parallel are drawn as such even
though they should be represented by receding lines. The exercise
does, however, seem to be useful in providing additional and different
experiences.
Only two children found Which are views from above? (Dl) difficult.
There was no consistency in the incorrect responses. Views from above
plans) (D3) gave similar results. The value of such exercises is
that the teacher can identify the few children who have problems and
hence they have opportunities to discuss the children's problems with
them.
No problems were apparent in sin orep1ans (DiO). It was observed
that less than a half used multiplication to obtain the number of
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chairá (11/27); the others merely counted (16/27). Of greater interest
were the responses to Which drawing looks most real? (1)11). Only eight
chose the perspective drawing (8/27); the affine view, base horizontal
and one side "face on", was more popular (1+/27). Children seem to
perceive buildings face on, simplifying what they observe and transfer
this to a selection process as in this activity.
Further evidence f or the need for considering projective ideas
was given by children's responses to Where is the middle? (E6). Two
marks were awarded for an accurate response and one for a near miss.
The results are presented in table 9 and show a better performance
on the projective than the euclidean transformation; that is at finding
the middle of the protective view of a rectangular field rather than
an untransformed rectangle. The result supports the view that projective
ideas precede euclidean.
Table 9
Scores for Where is the middle? activity











The problems that children have in interpreting lines drawings is
shown however by their selections for the centre point of a football
field in perspective. The choices were: the correct answer C (9/27);
D (17/27); and E (1/27). The position marked D was chosen by several
for reasons like, (sig) "because I mesured it", "I picked D because
I thorgth it was the middle".
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Going from a plan to a projective view proved more difficult in
Where are they? (Fl). Here the responses were: both correct (3/27);
pond. only correct (10/27); swing only correct (5/27); and both
incorrect (9/27). Selecting elevations in Which drawing is from
wtiich place? (17) was well done. Those obtaining correct responses
were: 1, (27/28); 2, (25/28); 3, (28/28); and 4, (28/28). More
problems arose in chosing a correct plan from three choices. The
correct plan was wrozigiy orientated which makes this quite difficult.
The selections were: the correct plan, number 5, (15/28); 6, (6/28);
7, (4/28); and, no response, (3/28). This activity should lead to
a lively discussion and then on to children making up their own simpler
examples.
Further interesting results were obtained in Drawings of laige
cubes (F9). The diagram was improved by the majority (19/29); equal
numbers gave little difference (5/29.1; or made it worse (5/29). Moat
children merely made the roof line more nearly horizontal. Many
children d.ew pitched roofs. This exercise could also lead to
valuable discusaion.
The final additional exercise What will it look like from other
places? (FlO) has nine choices for seven perspective views. It is
probable that many adults would find this difficult. A mean of 3.6
correct responses (over 5C%) is rather unexpectedJ.y high. The results
are presented in table 10.
Table 10
Scores for What will it look like from other places?
for 27 children aged nine





standard deviation = 2.8
The exercise is a projective variant of the three mountains experiment
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(Piaget and Inhelder, 1956). It was intended to provide a substantial
challenge for those children for whom some of the other exercises may
have appeared somewhat trivial. It appears that the projective co-
ordination of views may be easier for children to handle than the
euclidean co-ordination required in the Piagetian experiment. It
becomes apparent from this research that further investigation into
children's spatial-geometrical thought processes is required. This
forms the subject of the next chapter.
Research Results and Interpretations
Operating principles. The main principle used in organising and
operating this research into a projective geometrical curriculum was
the provision and testing of productive learning activities. I.t was
decided that a priori children should be involved in activities requiring
thought and (hopefully) learning. The learning activities provided
a vehicle by which the acquisition of geometrical concepts by
children could be studied. The danger of forming unnecessary and
unwarranted assumptions about such acquisitions needed to be avoided.
An analysis of the pre-requisite skills which would be needed by
children so that they might successfully master tasks was considered.
Attention was given to the sequencing of geometrical experiences so
as to provide cumulative and meaningful learning. The end product
was to be a curriculum package. This consisted of a description o±
a series of classified and sequenced activities. Suggestions for
its use were provided. These were tried out in the classroom and
as a result of children's responses they were later modified. The
alterations included a reclassification, more detailed sequencing,
rewording children's instructions, and amending teachers' guidelines.
Early in the study a pedagogic principle was established that the
receptive learning of projective geometrical facts would be avoided.
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The chief method used was that of probing questioning. It was believed
necessary to avoid inhibiting children by suggesting that "right" answers
were required of them. Instead a more relaxed atmosphere was fostered
where children could "have a go" at questions which challenged them.
Children's thinking processes were to be developed through classroom
discussion which emphasises probing and challenging children's ideas
and not towards reaching teacher directed conclusions.
Relevance was also an important criterion. Projective links were
made with other subject areas in the curriculum whenever they appeared
useful. For example, plans and elevations were investigated but with-
out the notion of scale and visual illusions were used to challenge
children's perceptions. An assignment card format was considered to
be most appropriate.
Post-test discussion. It is the investigator's belief that the
processes of questioning and challenging children's geometric impressions
in the study did actually succeed. It should be remembered that about
half hour weekly sessions over less than four terms was the sum total
of the experimental group's projective curriculum, between twenty and
twenty five hours contact time. Appendix 6 contains the raw data and
table 7 the statistical analysis of the pretest, post-test results.
It may be concluded that children (in the lower half of the ability
range) generally did acquire greater conceptual comprehension in matters
geometrical.
Of course the sumniative evaluation had its limitations. These are
discussed in an earlier section of this chapter. The chief objection
to the evaluation may be that only easily testable parts of the curric-
ulum were considered. The more tenuous and perhaps more worthwhile
aspects remain outside the domain of an evaluation through a test
procedure. Another limiting factor was that only activities developed
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early in the research could be used in the pretest post-test scrutiny.
Nevertheless the test covered a wide sDectrum within the curricu.lum
and it would be surprising if the results did not replicate under
similar conditions.
Assessment of the activities is not easy. Marking schemes tend
to be subjective, or costly in time, or perhaps both. Much of the
work can be sufficiently assessed by considering what thinking modes
children were using and how far they were being successful. This
should be sufficient for most purposes. Recording children's achieve-
merits is probaby best carried out by the collection and retention
of various pieces of typical illustrative material. This may be
transferred, along with the children, to their new teacher.
General implications. Geornetrica.Uy, projective ideas provide
a link between topology and affine geometry, but it was found that
the structure of geometrical hierarchies was not of primary importance
in children's learning. The original Erlangen approach was first
modified and then discarded. The focus was directed away from purely
geometrical structures towards children's wai-s of geometrical thinking.
Presented with a certain problem, question, or challenge individual
children react idiosyncratically. Their interpretations, preferences,
and responses will depend on the nature of the challenge, its method
o± presentation, arid the children's past relevant experiences.
The transformational aspects of geometry need attention. Such
transformations may be from an object to a representation of it,
(either topological, projective, affine, or euclidean). It may also
be a transformation from one representation to another. Projective
geometry also provides links which euclidean geometry does not.
This has important Dedgogic implications. The proposed curriculum
could be seen by children as something more than exercises on paper.
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For example, assignments involving views of villages, bungalows, and
plans of buildings appeared to be more interesting than purely geometrical
activities about the properties of lines and angles. Geometry is
thus linked with the world within and outside the classroom.
The challenges involved in these activities produced an air of
involvement and it is the investigator's belief that many children
thought deeply when presented with this type of work. On occasions
children need "visual thinking time", that is, they need to faxniliarise
themselves with a map, picture, or photograph. This may take the
form of class discussion which should not be teacher directed towards
the establishment of "correct" conclusions. Rather it should be
inquiry based: "What can you see?" "Why do you think that?" Shading
or colouring pictures may also be the means of providing thinking
time.
If the situation is judged rightly the structured activities enable
nearly all the children to make relevant responses. Some may be
incorrect. Learning seem eat to take place when a variety of media
is use'd, drawing, painting, selecting preferences, making individual
interpretations, using display, and discussing. Some teachers may
well be surprised by what individual children may accomplish. When
responding to challenges children can reveal unexpected facets of
their thinking. Different approaches may give greater chances to
children in finding success. The handling of competitive and non
competitive games and puzzles caused few difficulties. The only
serious one that of individuals becoming habitual losers. This was
avoided by a judicious change of opponents.
Copies of children's work on these activities may be obtained on
request from the author.
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CHAPTER FIVE
The Promotion of Geometrical Thinking in Primary Schools
An Examination of Problems in Primary School Geometry
Premable. This study attempts to probe the teaching of primary
8chool geometry and to offer some solutions. The principle problems
may be defined as follows:
(a) the unique and distinctive nature of geometry
(b) the function of geometry in the school curriculum
Cc) the links between geometry and other subject areas
(d) difficulties associated with children's learning of geometrical
concepts in relation to the sometimes contradictory findings
of research
Ce) children's geometric interpretations, their projective
preferences and abilities, and
(f) research brought about by the development of a new approach,
that is, through a projective geometry curriculum.
As a result of these studies it is concluded that a projective
element in the primary curriculum can be both useful and successful.
However further research in this area is necessary. It is possible
that computer simulation may develop exciting learning possibilities.
The unique and distinctive nature of geometry. The study considers
various geometries and their relationships. It suggests that projective
geometry can make the link between topolog' on one hand and affine
geometry on the other. An emphasis on affizte geometry and. particularly
its euclidean subgroup is deplored. The af fine linear transformations
(usually represented by matrices and vectors) or the euclidean sub-
group of transformations tend to disguise geometry's spatial nature.
They both isolate topologr and moreover make geometry algebraic.
Projective geometry can be and should be the link which holds
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geometry together. Geometry can then be presented with a greater
conceptual clarity. It is part of our culture, if it is ignored
or denigrated now, our descendants will be the poorer. Geometry
is considered as a set of logical structures, as a study of relation-.
ships, and as a process in the study of spatial modes of thinking.
The function of geometry in the school curriculum. The broad-
ening of the primary curriculum to include geometry has generally
been considered beneficial. Bruner has observed that any subject
could be successfully taught at any age providing that the encounters
were at a level which could be understood. The present study attempts
to do this for projective geometry.
At the present time it appears to the investigator that geometry
tends to consist of isolated and unconnected "snapshots". These
snippets of geometrical information appear to be of marginal interest
outside the classroom and often unconnected with other subject areas.
An infusion of some projective geometrca]. experiences into the
primary curriculum should remedy this and make geometry more relevant.
The links between geometry and other subject areas. It is suggested
here that links may be made across the curriculum by a judicious use
of projective ideas. These links can be a vital aid in providing
relevance for general geometrical experiences. Projective geometry
has particularly applicable aspects in science, in art, and especially
in geography. Such applications of projective ideas enhance both
geometry and other areas of the curriculum in a unique way which
aids children's understandings. They assist the development of
children's visualisations and their spatial perceptions.
Difficulties associated with children's learning of geometrical
ccnceDts in relation to the sorneties contradictory findings of
research. Problems of children's perceptions of geometrical concepts
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and associated learning difficulties are reviewed from a Piagetiah
standpoint. An analysis of his projective reseah is included under
the headings of (a) genera]. spatial abilities; (b) pictorial space;
Cc) spontaneous and cepying exercises; and (d) perspective ability.
It is shown that Piaget and Inhelder worked within an Erlangen
paradigm but reverted on occasions to a eucJ.idean standpoint. Thus
the great contribution which they have made to understanding children's
spatial conceptual abilities requires careful consideration in some
aspects. Research contributions both supporting Piaget's views and
questioning them are considered. Perception has been researched in
depth from many different viewpoints and some issues relevant to
geometry in general and projective geometry in particular are also
analysed in relation to spatial abilities. One of the main problems
in reviewing the literature is that few researchers had operated outside
a bunkering euclidean paradigm. This militates against accepting
their findings. Problems also exist because few people have any
experience of using projective ideas in, primary schools.
Children's geometric interpretations, their Drojective preferences
and abilities. The research begins with the study of conceptualisation
of straight lines and their distinctive projective features. This
was used as a fairly minor activity to gain research experience.
A pilot class in a city primary school was used to research children's
interpretations of line drawings. Several difficulties were experienced
and reflections on these led to further delving into relevant research
literature. A new direction was then taken with the pilot class in
investigating children's perspective preferences. It is the
investigator's conclusion that children have (a) a strong preference
for projective rather than euclidean transformations and (b) little
preference for projective rather than general affine transformations.
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These results and reflections on the children's interpretations modified
the investigator's approach to the development of the projective
curriculum.
Research brought about by the develoDment of a new anproach, that
- is, through a projective geometry curriculum. Originally the scheme
was divided into sections having themes in (a) topology, (b) projective
geometry, (c) affine geometry, (d) similarity geometry and Ce) euclidean
geometry. It became evident that such a partitioning of geometry
did not fit research findings and that any partitioning had its
deficiencies (as other researchers have found). Later two themes
(f) visual illusions and (g) co-ordination of views were added and
the euclidean theme withdrawn. In addition the projective theme was
subdivided into two dimensional consideration of straightness and
related ideas, and a three dimensional study of projective views.
Reflections on the research as it progressed led to a further
classification on ways of thinking in geometry. This outline is
intended to show the formative nature of the research. Children's
spatial abilities are not easily studied. It can be asserted that
the teaching by the investigator did lead to significant improvements
in a pretest, post-test evaluation.
Problems in the Promotion of Geometrical Thinking
Modes of thought. The original Erlangen approach was considered
unsuitable, and was made more so by later additions, deletions, and
modifications. An alternative structure was required to provide a
clarifying overview without which it would be difficult for a teacher
to operate. Any structure has its limitations and difficulties, as
other researchers also found.
The ways children respond to a task can be very different. They
may interpret a task for example, either topologically, perspectively,
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affinely, or a mixture of these. These modes of thought were used
as the structure upon which to hang geometrical experiences. But
the confusion remains. It becomes noticeable that the themes as
outlined appear not o have distinctly identifiable boundaries.
Often there is a gentle transition from one thinking mode to another.
Some øf the problems highlighted by researchers, in particular,
Piaget and Inhelder (1956), Martin (1976a, b), and Geeslin and Shar
(1979) demonstrated the difficulties of basing a curriculum on the
hierarchical structure of geometries. It is the opinion of this
investigator that attempts to categorise inevitably break down and
more importantly fail to deal adequately with children' a whole
assemblages of geometrical experiences. In addition/focus should
be away from geometrical structures and towards a development of
children's cognitive and. conceptual frameworks. If productive
learning is to be achieved in the classroom a geometrical curriculum
should take into consideration the different ways that individual
children perceive the tasks. Such perception is influenced by
factors like ability, previous learnings, and stages of development.
Different children will take different routes in organizing their
geometrical concepts.
One generalization is made. From the research already carried
out it appears that children are more comfortable with projective
rather than euclidean ideas. Certainly they prefer projective
tran.formations to enlargements, refections, rotations, and
piecewise congruent transformations. As evidence of this, an account
of such preferences is contained in chapter three. In the light of
these and other findings about children's interpretations and uses
of line dra:ings, certain modes of children's geometrical thinking
are presumed.
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Originally it is suggested that, in order to develop geometrical
concepts, certain specific modes of geometrical thinking are required.
Children need to be familiar with the following types of activities:
(a) topological perception of the environment;
(b) straightness and polygons;
(c) projective viewing;
(d) affine representation;
Ce) visual perception (visual illusions) and
(f) co-ordination of views.
As the research progressed this analysis appeared more and more
inappropriate. The inadequacy of categorisation and the difficulties
of encapsulating themes under brief heading became obvious. The
framework began to collapse. The formative nature of much of the
evaluation led to a reappraisal of the list and it was revised and
restructured as follows:-.
(a) perception of the environment;
(b) viewing and visualisation;
Cc) af fine representation; and
Cd) projective co-ordination.
Later still these were subsumed under the unifying theme of a general
projective perception.
Perception of the Environment. Under the heading "topological
perception of the environment" several activities were produced
which involved children in attempts to depict eir thinking about
views of their immediate environment. Their responses were not always
purely topological or even partly so. It was decided to omit the
word "topological". This had its difficulties, because it could be
argued that the whole of geometry could come under environmental
perception and an alternative title might be "How children perceive
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their environment" but after due consideration the title above was
retained as being more appropriate.
It is a point of interest that the topological diagram of the
London underground (often called amusingly "the underground map")
uses a transformation of curved lines to straight. So it appears
for simplicity that a projective invariant is used in an essentially
topological exercises Some children employ a similar strategy when
they represent a meandering path through a wood by a pair of straight
parallel lines. Analysing perceptions of the environment is not
easy
Viewing and visualizing. This is the title given to the combination
of "projective viewing" and "visual perception". "Projective viewing!
emphasised the mapping of objects onto a plane, the intention was
to focus children's attention to the mechanics of such mappings.
"Visual perception" was the title given to the visual illusions and
related themes. These two kinds of activity were found to be closer
together than would have been expected. Under the revised title
of "viewing and visualizing", children's activities and ,responses
are combined. They involve seeing scenes and objects from a
particular viewpoint. This mode of thought links with affine
representation and with projective co-ordination.
Af fine representation. Mathematically this aepresentation is
the one obtained by viewing from an infinite distance (with the
object still visibleL) Parallels in the original figure or sketch
remain parallels in the transformed representation. Shadows cast
by the sun are good examples. Plans, elevations, and other con-
ventionalized representations such as isometric drawings depend on
the use of an affine (rather than a more general) projective
transformation. As such they are not what is seen by viewing.
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Therefore this requires a different approach. It entails an artificâal
and abstract mode of thought which is not necessarily neeaea for viewing
or visualising.
It may not be necessary to point out to children that plans and maps
are not views from above. Such an action was discounted in. this research
and the description used for plans was that of "views from above".
This approach caused children few problems. Nevertheless, for a true
plan an affine representation is essential. It has been pointed out
in chapter two that perspective and projection depend on two very
different premises. They have distinctively different underlying
structures. A map is not a view from above though it may be a good
approximation to it. Visual illusions often depend for their effect-
iveness on the use of an affine representation. This has been 'lysed
in the fourth chapter. .Eowever, the differences between an actual
view and an affine representation remain. They require different
wars of thinking. Both modes "viewing and visualisation" and "affine
representations" are forerunners to another mode, one in which a change
of viewpoint is required.
Proective co-ordination. The final set of activities are based
on co-ordination of views. These can, and do, vary from the very
easy to the exceptionally difficult. Putting oneself in one's
imagination into a different place is difficult. Visualising the
view from there presents major difficulties. These are not unconnected
with plans, maps, and. visual illusions. Again this modes of thought
merges into others. It does, however, require a different kind of
thinking activity and hence is kept as a separate classification.
This discussion suggests the possibility of an underlying anarchy.
The interdependence of various modes of geometrical thinking appears
to be more nearly the real state of affairs than unique categories.
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Such an anarchy is difficult for most teachers. Some organisation
is essential however simplistic it might be. This study proposes
an organisation based on a projective approach and appears to be
the best way forward.
Straightness and polygons. This section provides a projective
approach to straightness. It is an attempt to introduce the concepts
of planes, straightness, and. straight line figures, as projective
invariants. The exercises hint at the projective equivalence of
all triangles. Triangles are seen as bounded by three line seenta
rather than the joins of three points. Flatness and straightness
do not constitute a mode of thought but have obvious connections
with other geometric thinking modes. They form a basis which
underlies the usual euclidean geometry.
general 'projective perception. This study advocates a projective
approach to all aspects of geometrical learning. It suggests that
a general projective perception is needed. This would emphasise
to the primary teacher that:-
(a) there is a need to be continually concerned about children's
perceptions of spatial ideas;
(b) an awareness of the value of considering projective approaches
to geometry is necessary;
(c) it is important to be aware of geometrical modes of thinking
and how these modes are inter-dependent.
The Significance for teachers and learners
The modes of geometrical learning, detailed above and subsumed
under a general projective perception, have great significance in
the classroom. They emphasise the needs of children and they provide
foci for action.
Teaohers are encouraged to have an awareness of children's
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geometrical perceptions. Questions may be asked such as: how are
children perceiving the environment?; what do children view and how
are they visualising representations of objects and scenes?; can
they cope adequately with, and make sense of, certain affine like-
nesses?; what are their thinking processes when presented with a
variety of viewpoints?
The thinking categories give teachers a perceptual and conceptual
organisation upon which to base their teaching strategies. Thus
exposition, questioning, discussion, display, and dialogues with
individuals may be enriched. The projective nature of the modes
also enables teachers better to determine aims and. objectives. Their
goals can have a projective flavour which makes geometrical learning
more relevant.
By drawing attention to the nature of "seeing", (how, what, and
from where) geometry is made more relevant and less isolated from
other parts of the curriculum. The modes of geometrical thought
cross subject boundaries and are intended to provide aspects of an
integrated programme. Geometry may then become, in a more relevant
way, a distinctive and more vital part of children's conceptual
development. They should guide teachers into appreciating some of
the complexities in the problems involved in guiding children's
geometrical and spatial problems. Plence children's spatial-perceptual
abilities should improve.
As an example, "viewing and visualisation" may be taken as a mode
of thought, as an active focus. A curriculum package of activities
is provided under this heading. Such activities enable the primary
teacher to select from a variety of approaches. Exercises, puzzles,
and questions all aim at motivating children into thinking about what
"seeing" involves. The other modes are similarly organised.
IThis approach, based on developing projective modes of thought,
enables teachers to direct and children to acquire learning strategies.
These strategies are far less likely to occur in a more traditional
approach.
Possible Avenues for Further Research
There is a sense in which all formative evaluations are necessarily
incomplete, that is, there always appears room for improvement. A
common task for all teachers is to organise learning tasks which
are judged to be appropriate to individual children in a group, class,
school, or district. All curricula, no matter how well devised, hav€.
to be interpreted. The curriculum developer has to recognise this
fact and therefore, at some point in time, the evaluation, restructuring,
and. modification of a piece of work has to cease. A final version
has to be prepared if the work is ever to be used. The present study
is, of course, no exception. It would be nonsense to suggest otherwise.
Indeed it is the investigator's intention that improvements should
be made by teachers to suit their particular circumstances. They
should be encouraged to modify the exercises in ways which seems to
them to be appropriate. In particular it is hoped that teachers
would substitute their own specific and more immediately relevant
exercises for the more general ones provided in this study. Photo-
graphs and sketches of children's own homes and local area should
be used whenever possible. For example, a visit to a place of interest
may be arranged in connection with an unmathematical curriculum
aspect. Plans and photographs of the place are likely to be available.
Aerial views may also be obtained. With this information and from
the children's experiences of visiting the site a two or preferably
tlu'ee dimensional model may possibly be constructed.
The style of the any curriculum package is always open to improvement.
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In this case further attention could be given to the layout, the way
various aspects are organised - for example, exercises, highlights,
recapitulation, - and gererally to the task of keeping children
interested in the exercises. The language and vocabulary could be
reconsidered, particular attention being paid to ensuring that
children can read and follow the given instructions.
It may be that children could profit from different styles of
instruction. To research this, a few typical activities could be
provided in alternative forms. One form might consist of a minimum
use of instruction, another might use a more discursive style with
both redundant and recapitulative material (rather like that
used by a teacher talking to a class or group of children). An
analysis could then be made of children's responses, though this
would need careful thought as children may be unfamiliar with one
or other style of written mathematical English.
The use of colour in the text might be examined - for example,
different colours could be used for different types of writing,
exposition, instruction, example, highlights, definitions, and so
on. Different types of printing could similarly be investigated.
Colour could also be considered for use in the line drawings and
photographs perhaps providing extra insight or motivation; and the
motivational aspects of using photographs rather than, or as well
as, line drawings could be made - again, possibly, by using the
same exercise with alternative pictures. Care would be needed here
to take into account such extra information such as depth cues which
might perhaps be provided by a photograph rather than a line drawing.
In a sense these considerations are merely adustments to the
scheme, perhaps ccsmetic or matters for further research. A more
pressing consideration is the problem of incorporating such a
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curriculum scheme into what many consider to be an already crowded
curriculum. This projective curriculum will only be used if it is
seen to be more relevant and more useful than that which exists.
Part of its usefulness is the comparatve1y little extra time that
the use of this package entails. Most of the activities fall with-
in areas which are not usually considered mathematical. Timing is
important when presenting learning experiences. This package could
be spread over four or five years of schooling and require not more
than five to ten hours in any one year, where it might replace or
enhance the normal curriculum.
The problems of innovation in schools are well known. The irnple-
mentation of the material depends on its being seen as a valuable
resource in the classroom and to some extent on the degree of teacher
commitment. The problem for the developer is to make the package
different enough and attractive enough to be acceptable. At the
same time it needs to be "teacher proof", to the extent that a
teacher who is not Erlangen orientated may use it effectively.
One large research activity, with which I hope to be involved
in the future, is to evaluate the use of such projective activities
against a projective free curriculum. Such a concern has been part
of this study but has not been developed further, it is a second
stage study. what needs to be considered now is the proper plate
and context for introducing angle and length thereby incorporating
the projective approach into the geometry of shape and size. Or,
as I prefer to consider it, incorporating this geometry into a wider,
more satisfying conceptual projective framework.
Further consideration should be given to the place of geometry,
and projective geometrr in particular, within the whoe curriculum.
This would involve a conbined research activity involving other
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disciplines and interests.
Very exciting possibilities exist now that microcomputers are
generally available. A great deal of research is needed to consider
valuable ways of improving children's learning using microcomputers
as additional resources. In the context of a projective curriculum
the advent of graphics has considerable potential.
A simple example might be giving an affine and a protective view
of a cuboid. By pressing a few keys the two views may be exhibited
alternatively or simultaneously.
Figure 26 An affine and a projective view of a cuboid
Children could be asked to draw or copy these. Comments and dis-
cussions could be initiated, focusing on comparing and contrasting
the line drawings. This is however a simple approach and might
well be achieved better with line drawings on paper. Microcomputers
may be used more purposefully.
Graphics already are in existence for showing continuous rotations
of a cube in affine representation. It should not be difficult to
extend the range of figures. It should be possible to set up a
program so that a given affine representation can be transferred
from paper to the microscreen and then modified by a program to
simulate rotations in three dimensions. Such rotations could be
under the control of the operator.
A further development would be possible if child operators were
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able to transfer their own diagrams onto the screen and then use the
computer to obtain other views. This should lead to a better
appreciation of co-ordination of views.
Exciting as these possibilities are, they hardly impinge on a
perspective approach to geometrical experiences. The sort of program
which I would wish to develop is that of showing continuous changes
from one projective view to another. Ideally children should be
able to transfer their own., or other line drawings or photographs to
the rnicroscreen. They should then be able to control their view-
point by simulating a rotation about some axis. A print out could
then be obtained for different views of an object or scene. Such
views may be projective, af fine or euclidean. The effect on such
exercises as Which is the tallest building? (do) should be dramatic.
The projective view may be turned into an affine view, the view point
be rearranged so as to be in front (if necessary) and the tallest
building would be immediately obvious. A projective line drawing
of a scene (a village, a local view, a building, or similar) would
be transferred to the screen, the viewpoint changed and a print out
obtained of the scene from another vantage point. Shadow experiments
and visual illusions may similarly be organised dynamically. The
interconnections between a view and a plan, elevation, or map could
be enhanced by taking the viewpoint further away or nearer. To sum
up, the impact of a projective approach to geometrical experiences
might be radically and dramatically reorganised by the use of suit-
able computer graphics. With or without such graphics an emphasis
on projective ideas is needed.
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The investigator believes that primary schools have for too long
neglected suitable projective experiences. These can be of great
value to teachers and to children in their care.
A projective element in the curriculum would:-.
(a) help link different subject areas;
(b) enable geometrical investigations and problem solving to
proceed more efficiently
(c) broaden and enrich geometrical perceptions;
(d) give a conceptual clarity to spatial relationships;
and above al].
(e) bring a new vigour and dynamism to the learning of geometry.
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A Projective Geometry Curriculum for Children in
Primary
 School








A 3	 Where are things?






































New lines from old
More new lines from ,ld
Special noughts and crosses































Which is the same?
Which are drawings of the same?
Odd one out
More odd ones out
Shadows from a lamp
More shadows from a lamp
Yet more shadows
Skelh*on drawings
Drawing through a window
Which is the tallest building?
Which is the tallest
Viewing through a paper frame
Title
Which are views from above?
Which drawing looks most like?
Views from above (plans)
Drawing plans
Which is the plan?
Front views
Which is the front view?
Solids from drawings
Models from drawings and plans
Using more plans

























Looking at more things
Lines converging at a point
on the horizon
Inserting missing objects
Where is the middle?
Title
Where are they?
Making a drawing look right
Tiled floors and chessboards
More chessboards
More drawings and paintings
Where are you?
Which drawing is from which place?
Making more drawings look right
Drawings of large cubes




MY iAY TO SCHOOL
Unstructured drawing - to he ised diagnostically.
(Perception of the envrozu:ient.
AIM	 To discover how children perceive their innediat.
envirorin.nt.
PROCESS	 Dr,.wing or Painting.
MATERIALS Pencil, crayon, brush and paint, charcoal.
hHAT TO DO Draw a picture of "My way to school".
MCTIVATION Children should be given brief instructions of what
they axe •xpected to do. Perhaps they could close
their eyes and inagin. thenselves on the wa to
school. They nay be asked about the process and
rnaterials they wish to use. Their journey should
fill the Sheet of paper.
EARIiIG	 To realise that their journey is a continuous one -
mathematically speaking - with no "breaks" in the
path. To consider relationships of one part of the
tourney to another. To take account of changes of
direction, corners, curved parts of the journey,
particular points of interest on the way.
DISPLAY	 Of some of the drawings.
DISCUSSION Ask children to look at a particular journey. raat
do they notice? Ih.t snecial points does this picture
show? Is the material good at showing this? 'Ihy is
this shown uk. this? o not he ver7 critical, the
object is to find out how they see things.
VOCARULABI Positional and relational words e.g. connected, path,
over the road, round the corner etc.
ENRICE'!EIT Some one wants to get from school to your home. Say
bow th.7 would do so. Us. your drawing. Trite down
how you would tell the person to get there. Renenber
they have to go straight from school.
216
Al ctd.
MINIMUM	 A reasonable attenpt within their abilities to show
ECPTED
OF CBILDREN the journey.
ZVALUATION Us. th. exercise as a neans of obtaining feedback
about their views. Is their journey continuous?
Are they connecting the roads in the correct order?
Ar. they taking account of corners, curved parts




Structured drawing - to be used diagnostically.
(Perception of the Environment)
LIlt	 To attempt to obtain drawings which "look right".
PROCESS	 Drawing, Painting.
MATERIALS Pencil, crayon, brush, paint.
WE.LT TO DO Draw a picture of your horn..
MOTIVATION Give brief instructions, say that you want a view of
their home but not the ueua.]. one. Imagine they are
outside their hone on a fireman's ladder afld they climb
up and up. Try to imagin, what it looks like from there.
LEARNING	 To realise the view will chang. as they get higher.
To interrelate the various parts of the building.
Nhat will the roof lock like? Perhaps they can see part
of the side wall also.
DISPLLY	 Of some of the drawings.
DISCUSSION Ask the children to look at a ,articular drawing. Does
it "look right" - sa how difficult it is - how we are
trying to learn what is right about a drawing. Do not
be very critical, generat. reasonable discussion.
VOCABULARY More positional and relational words e.g. joined to, on
top, upright etc.
ERICEi'NT ink son. children to draw a picture of their hone from
in front, from the side, from above. Do th. same for
another object - sa: a table, matchbox, rowing boat etc.
MINIMUM	 A reasonable atten;t to visua.lise their hone from an
EXPECTED
O CHILDREN unusual vantage point. An attempt to connect the various
parts of the home in a correct manner.
EVALUATION Use the exercise for feedback on their thinking about
the way their hon. is constructed, in attempt to make a




Discussion, use of language, spatial vocabulary.
(Perception of the Environment)
AIM	 To provide children with opportunitie. to interpret
projective viewe;.to trace out paths and routes; to
give instructions for going from one place to another.
(As the picture dstorta distances and angles the
instructions are likely to be topological, that is
of the sort "go down this path, turn left at the cross-
roads and then go past the barn towards the ...'.
tistance and angle are unimportant in these interpretations.)
PROCESS	 Tracing paths, giving verbal descriptions of routes,
drawing of picture.
MATERIaLS Pencil, felt tip, paint, brush.
1EAT TO DO Ear. is a school. 	 path leads to the entrance, from
the hail. you can look out en this path.
	
here do you
think the head's room is? Why? Where is the ball?
DISCUSSION One child comes out and describes the school. .'here are
the classrooms? The head's office? .'bere would the
playing field be? What would help to make it clearer?
A plan? what would a plan look like?
4IiIMUM	 in ability to make reasonable suggestions about the
EXPECTED





WHAT CAN YOU SEE?
Question and answer, leading to discussion and other
activitie. as they seem appropriate.
(Perception of the Environment.)
What can you see in the drawing of (a) a farm? (b) a village
or hamlet? (c) a factory? (a) a city centre? Ce) a small estate?
(f) & bungalow with the roof nissing? (g) a derelict church?
AIN	 To promot, question and answer to se. how children
view such perspective views.
PROCESS	 Teacher led discussion. Possibly drawing.
WHAT TO DO (For example) Here in a picture of a small village.
Point to the church, the school etc. Tell me how
you would get from the windmill to the school etc.
Where is the lych-gate? Point to the lych-gate on
th. drawing, to the bridge over the railway. .here
iS the school on the picture? 1h7? Put a cross on
the map where you think the drawing was made.
E4RICNT (For example) A man is looking out of the church
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Multichoice questions, copying and copl.ting. (Straightness
and polygons)
AIM	 Children will learn to distinguish straight lines from
ones which are not straight, or not completely so.
PROCESS	 Individual work or use a class discussion with diagrans
on th, board.
WHAT TO DO A car can go from P to Q by way of the paths (a) (b) Cc)
1. Drive your car along each path.
2. Write down what is special about path (d).
3. Write down: Path Cd) is called straight. The other
paths are not straight.









CON No doubt most children will have met th. idea of straightness




Drawing straight lines, discussion.
(Straightness and Polygons)
AIM	 To find out how children interpret the word
straight.
WHAT TO DO	 aw on. straight line in each of these five
squar. boxes. One lin, in each box. t•!ake all
your straight lines different.
Now do the sane with these circular boxes.
take all your straight lines dff.rent.
DISCUSSION Class discussion. Ar. all your straight line.
really straight? Are they all -
Can I put in a line like this '-... ? or this / ?
ihat is a straight line? How can we test if a line
i. straight or not?
VOCABULAR! Straight, curved, line, wavy, direction, (and others)
EVALUATION Se. whsther the surrounding shape, square or circle,
influences their choice of straight line. See







WHICH PARTS ARE STRAIGHT?
Drawing straight lines, discussion, diagnostic.
(Straightness and polygons)
uN	 To find out which children cons.dr eloping
lines (i... not parallel to the edges of a sheet
of paper) as stra.tght.
MATERIALS Crayon, felt tip pen.
WHAT TO DO Hers are son, letters and shapes. Colour th. parts
of th. letters which are straight. Do not colour
the curved parts.
DISCUSSION Why have sone got different answers? Who is right?
What is straight? Why are th. later ones nore difficult?
DISPLAT	 If appropriate.
ENRICHFNT Now neice up cone nore and try then on your friends.
Writ, about what you found out.






VOCABULARY Icross, sane direction, bending wavy and so on.
EVALUATION See whether a child can distinguish between curved
and straight lines independent of their orientation
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Question and answer, discussion. (Straightness
and polygons)
AIM	 To provide children with opportunities to learn
that the word 'flat' is used in a variety of ways,
but that flatness in geometry is the absence of
curvature on a surface.
PROCESS	 Discussion the word flat is used in nany ways,
children may nention one or more of the following.
DISCUSSION When do we us. the word 'flat'? Can you think of a
tim, when you use the word? What is flat? What about
the following? "Martin ran flat out" "Jane fell flat
on her face" "I till you flat you can't watch that"
"After the visit to the zoo, Jim felt flat the next day"
"Hold that tray flat, you'll spill it if it slopes"
"The sea looks flat today" "That's a flat field"
"Look at that block of flats" "I live in a flat"
"Here are some pieces of wood - blocks, flats, longs
and units."
ENBICHNT Write some more sentences using the word flat.
DISCUSSION What about the following. "This floor is flat"
"rhis wa.U. is flat" Is a sloping roof flat or not?
Why? L.ad on to explain that drawing and painting
and pictures usually are made on flat surfaces.
VOCABULARY flat, even, smooth, straight, slope, sloping, wobbly.
£VALDLTION Tb. child 3hold be able to sort out flat surfaces




Activity, display. (Straightness and polygons)
AIM	 Children will learn to fold a piece of paper
to obtain a straight line.
PROCESS	 Construction and testing.
t1ATERliLS Pencil, crayon, sheets of paper or newspaper.
WEAl' TO DO Mark two points on a piece of pap.r uk. this	
]
o1 like this	 or like this
I .	_____
Join up th. points with a straight line using a
pencil or . crayon. Try to nake the line as straight
as you can, but do not us. a ruler. Tow fold the
paper so that the fold goes through both th. points.
Tak. a lot of troubl, to get th. fold in the right
place. See how straight your line was.
DISCUSSION Ihy is it difficult to draw a straight line? What
is special about a straight line? 1hy is it difficult
to fold it through two points? Can we practise this?
DISPLAY Some of the attempts - with heading "Joining Points."
ENRIC4ENT 'Told and flatten the sheet of aper to get lots of
lines - how many can you get?
MIIMUN	 Th. children can fold a piece of paper through two
EXPECTED
OF CRILDEEN marked points.
VOCA3UL.1J! fold, through.
EVALUATION The child should consider that a fold gives a straight
line independent of its position on the 'aper and




Activity - discussion. (Straightness and polygons)
AIN	 Children will learn to call flat surfaces planes
and to teat for planes with one or both of the
'glasepap.r' and .!ruler' teats.
PROCESS	 Testing.
1AT TO DO Place two flat surfaces together - such as two
hardback books - so that there are no gaps between.
Move the surfaces over each other.
DISCUSSION There should be no gaps showing. Find out what
happens when one of the surfaces is not flat, not
a plan.. e can -use this idea for making a piec. of
wood flat and smooth, using a piece of glass paper.
Find out how to use a ruler to check for flatness.
Why is it necessary to move the ruler around and up
and down to test for flatness?
ENRICHNT Find sos. shapes which the ruler fits one way but not
others (cylinder, cone) and ones which the ruler never
fits (spheres, rugby ball shap. and others)
VOCARULART flat, plane, glass paper, even, smooth.
EVALUATION The child should be able to distinguish between
plane and curved surfaces.
COCNT	 Description of tests for flatness ay be suitable
for some children. For ezanpie: "There are two





Activity 1 testing for straightness. (Ztightness
and polygons)
AIM	 Childr.n should further develop the concept of
strs.ightn.ss by testing with: (a) A piec. of string,
(b) Another puce of paper, (c) A ruler, and
Cd) sighting along the line by eye.
PBOCESS	 Construction and testing.
MATERL1LS Pencil, crayon, paper, newspaper, string, (or cotton.
WHAT TO DC Mark two points on a she.t of (news)paper. Join up
the points by a straight line or a line as straight
as you can nanage.
Test your line by holding a piece of string tight
lik, this
and b foldi another oiece of paper like this
and by using a ruler instead of the folded paper.
Try also looking along the line like this
MINflIVM	 The children can test the line using one or other
EXPECTED
OF CHILDREN of these sethods.
EVALUATION The child should be able to test object in the roon
for straightness using string, folded paper, ruler
or line of sight.
23
REGIONS
Activity - possibly discussion and/or display.
(Straightness and polygons)
AIM	 Children learn to distinguish between various
r.gions on a plan. or curv.d surface.
PROCESS	 Construction of lines by folding.
MATERIALS Paint, crayons, pencil..
WRiT TO DO Told a piec. of (n.ws)paper, then unfold and place flat.
Crayon or pencil. along the line of the crease. The
fold partitions (separates, divides) the paper into
two regions.
Now fold th. paper again in a different direction and
naric the crease as you did before. How many regions
are ther. now? Colour or paint each one a different
colour.
Tak. another piec. of (news)paper. Mark two curved
lines on it fron one side to another. See how nany
regions you have now.
ENRIC1ENT Do the sane again, using curved lines, ut make the
nuaber of regions greater - say six. (It can be done)
VOCABULART region, boundary, partition, separate, divide.




Activity, display. (Straightness and polygons)
AIM	 Children learn to obtain triangles by three folds
and that a variety of triangles may be constructed,
bas. horizontal, base in other directions, different
shapes - sides unequal - two sides equal, large ang].e,
equilateral and so on.
PROCESS	 Construction by folding.
MATERIALS	 (Newe)paper, crayon, felt tip, rencil.
WHAT TO DO Fold a ;iece of (news)paper three times like this
On the paper write
"Three folds gives
_______regions."
(Fill in the box with
__________ __________	 the right number.)
Paint or colour in the middle region.
Take another piece of paper and tear off all the
straight edges. Now fold three times again. How
sany regions now? Write the number on the paper.
Paint or colour the middle region. This region has
three straight edges. It is called a triangle.
zNRIcmNT	 One fold gives two regions, two folds give four regions,
thre. folds give seven regions, four folds, five folds?
MINfl•UM	 The child should be able to fold a variety of triangles.
EXPECTED
OF CHILDREN





Activity, (straightness and polygons)
AIN	 Children 1.arn to obtain a variety of quadrilat.rala
by folding (and unfolding) a iece of paper four times.
WEA TO DO Use different sheets of (n.ws)paper - torn into sheets
about size A or a little larger, preferably with torn
edges - and fold to iske triangles that look like these:
ENRICHNT Make up some more of your own which ar. different
from thee..
DISCUSSION Why are all these triangles? 'hat is different about
a triangle from other sapes? Eow is it they can be
so different?
iKAT TO DO Ue four folds and shade, colour or paint the niddi..
shape you get now. See if you can make a square, a
kite, a diamond, a rectangle, some other shapes.
Did you get	 7
LEAST EXPECTED Children can fold a variety of three and four-
sided figures.
VOCABULARY Quadrilateral (or 4gom if quadrilateral is too difficult)
(Polygons aay be called; gon instead of quadrilateral,





Activity, (Straightness and pol7gona)
AIM To discover what the children have learnt
about triangles, quadrii.aterals and obtaining
regions. This may be used as a test.
MATERIALS Pencil (and erasers)
In the box draw a triangle different
from this
Draw a quadrilateral (share with four
sides or gon) which iS unusual
Draw a quadrilateral (share with four
sides or kgon) which is interesting
to draw
Divide this box into seven regions
using three straight lines
Divide this box into seven regions




Activity, (straightn.sa and polygons)
AIM	 Childr.n learn to construct triangles and
quadrilateral, of various shapes with the use of a ruler.
PROCESS	 Constructing straight lines using a ruler (straight edge)
MATERIALS	 (N.ws)pap.r, rulers, felt tips, pencil.
WKAT TO DO Mark three points on a she.t of paper - make sure they
ar• not in the same straight line. Use a ru.l.r to
draw a line through two of the points. Make sure you
continue th. line to both edges of th. paper. Now
join another two points (continuing the line to the
edges of the paper). ow join the last two. State
how many regions yon have. 1rite "r have regions."
Shade the middl. region - on it write "Th. shaded figure
is a triangle."
:4INI!UM	 An ability to draw a line through two points to a
EXPECTED
OF CEILDRE2 reasonable degree of accuracy.
VOCABULARY Two lines meet in a vertex', each line is a boundary





Activity, (straightness and polygons)
AD	 Children learn to construct more triangles
and quadrilaterals.
MATERIALS Rulers, felt tips, pencil, (news)paper.
WEAT TO DO Mark 3 points to give an unusual or interesting
shape.
Mark points to give a four-sided figure - a
1gom or quadrilateral. Make som. interesting or
unusual Lf gone - tr7 making a square
a kite	 a diamond
a 'caved in' kgon	 Renumber they can
be turned round like this	 or this
E1RICRNT Make up some unusual, shapes and give them
special names. Can you make: an arrowhead,




Constriction (Straightness and polygons)
£114	 Children learn to construct triangles and
quadrilaterals or various shapes.
PROCESS	 Construction.
MATERIALS Thick card strips, instrusent for naking holes,
paper clips, or Neccano and nuts and bolts, or
straws and pifl. cleaners, or wooden dowelling and
•laatic bands or orbit saterial.
WEAT TO DO Make a kgon (quadrilateral) like this.
Th. hinges say be sade
with paper clips.
Can you chang. the shape without bending the strips
and without breaking the figure?
Try this wtth a five-sided figure (5gon or pentagon)
and with a triangle.
Which of thea. is rigid?
How would you sake the others rigid?
VOCABULARY Rigid, 5gon or pentagon.
MINIMUM	 Children can sake a quadrilateral and change its
EXPECTED
OF CEILDREN shape without breaking it. Children should





Ruler skills (Straightness and polygons)
AIM	 Children are encouraged to develop skills of
drawing straight lines with rulers. They need to be
told not to get their fingers in the way. To make
sure that their lines go through the ecd points
properly and so on.
WEAT TO DO Put points on a piece of paper like this
Join up two points - make the line go to the edge
of the paper both ways. Do the same with another
two points. If you use the points more than once
:iow 00 me same witn rive poa.n;s. jow many ..nes:
Mak, sure your lines go properly through the points.
ERICENT Drew a mystic rose -	 6, 12, or 2 points for example
eually spaced round a circle - but do ot extend the
lines beyond the circle.
242
Blo
NE'1 LINES FROM OLD
Ruler skilLs (Straightness and polygons)
AIM	 Children are further encouraged to develop
zuler skills.
MATERL.LS Rulers, P.ncils, Erasers (probably)
2
WHAT TO DO Eere are six dots, three on. one line, three on another.
se your ruler to join I to 5 - this has been doris for
you already - and then to join 2 to 4. Ca.U. the point
you get 7.
Uee your ruler to join 1 to 6 and thin to join 3 to 4,
cal]. th. point where these nest 8. Be sure you have got
the right point.
Us. your ruler to join 2 to 6 and then 3 to 5. Call the
point where these meet 9. Be careful again.
Write down what you notice about 7, 8 and 9. On your
paper/in your book writ. "I notice that 7, 8 and 9......
Try drawing two new lines and put three dots on these and
see if the sam• result happens again.
MIIUN	 Sone cnildren nay have difficulty. They could try
EXPECTED
OF CEILDREN paper folding instead - but the ability to join two
points by a straight line using a ruler is expected.
421f3
MORE NEW LINES FROM OI.	 B17
Rular akilla (straightness and pol7gona)
AIM	 Ruler skills.
WRJT TO DO As on NEW LINES FROM OLD
2
COT	 Th. points labelled 7, 8 and 9 should still
Li. on a straight un..
2i4
BI 8
SPECLtL NOUGHTS AND CROSSES	 (TIC TiC TOE IN TEE UsA)
Two person game (Straightnes. and polygons)
AL"!	 To provide children experiences in searching for
three points in a straight line using a competitive.
game situation.
AT TO DO One player has snail red discs - the other small
blue discs. Take it in turns to put one of your
discs on a blob. If you get three blobs in a row
score I point. Carry on playing. If you do it again
in the same game SCOre another three points. Play a
few games with a friend (or friends).
25
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SP!CLAL LL'E NCUGETS ATD CROSSES
Two person game (Straightness and polygons)
ATh!	 To provid, children •xperiences in searching for three
lines through a point using a conpetitive gam. situation.
MATERIALS Coloured pencils, felt tips (red and blue) Alternatively
coloured transparent thin stripe-nay b. constructed.
WHAT TO DO One player Colour8 a line red 1 then th. other player
colours a line blue and taie it in turns after this.
Scor. a point if you have three red or three blu. lines
nesting at a blob. Carry on playing. Scor, a further
thre. points if you do this twice in the same game.
Play a few games with friends.
26
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WElCH IS TEE SA?
Mu.ltichoice diagnostic test leading to discussion.
(Projective Viewing)
AIM	 To provid, children with exeri.nces of drawings
of three dimensions]. 'skeleton' figures.
VHAT TO DO E.r. is a node]. zad. frot drin1ng straws.
Below are five drawings but only one is a
view of the mod.]. from a different place. Say
which drawing it in.
CONT
	 It nay give useful information to ask children
why they made their choice. Do they still think






WEIC ARE DRAWINGS OF T
	
SA?
S.l.ction by matching. (Projectiv. Vi.wing.)
AIM	 To find out which children are abl, to natch
different drawings o the sam. object.
JEA TO DO .re are sone drawings. Join the two drawings
of the sam. object by a curved line. One ha. been
don. for you already. One drawing is an extra







Mn].tichoice questions. (Projective Viewing)
AIM	 To discover whether children can recognise
different lin, drawings of the sane Object.
PROCESS	 Selection.
WEA2 TO DO Read to the children:
"In the row labe),l.d A there is an odd one out,
one that is different from all, the others, put
a cross against this odd one out."
Most of you hay, crossed the apple - why?
Because all the rest are trees - good - now the others
axe slightly different.
"In row labelled B a.11 the drawings are of the
same object except one which is of a different
object, put a cross on the odd one out."
"Now do the sane for C, for D and for E."
DISCUSSION Ask th. children why the'- crossed the one that









MORE ODD ONES OUT
Multichoice questions. (Proective Viewing)
WHAT TO DO "Put a cxos, on the picture which is the
odd on. out. 'lrite a sentence explaining




sEADO:rs FROM A LA2P
	 C5
Structured drawing, investigation. (Projective Viewing)
£114	 Children learn to make shadows of familiar and not
so familiar objects. To be able to move a solid
figure so that it's shadow fits on. already drawn.
To be able to recognise an object from its shadow.
To make different shadows from one object.
PROCESS	 Drawing, tracing round a shadow.
MATERIALS Cardboard shapes such as triangles, various shaped
quadrilaterals including squares, 5gona and others.
circles, stars, and any shape with straight edges,
shapes with straight and curved edges, a.11 curved
edges. Everyday solids such as nugs, boxes, shoes,
satchels, various sized packets, straw nodels, wire
models, solid shapes made up by the children. 31u.etack
or similar.
',IEAT TO DO Make a lamp shine on a plain plane wall. ITow make
shadows of various objects - what is the shadow of
a shoe? Of a book? Of you? See what sort of shadow
you can make. Use bluetack to fix a sheet of
(newe)paper to the wall. lJ a felt tip pen to trace
some of the interesting and unusual shadows you get.
Do not forget to label the shadows. "This is william
sitting down." "This is a teapot, this is a star
shape." Trace two or three different shadows from
the sane obect. Get some shadows and ask someone to
say what the object is. You can do this by making then
face the wall and hold the object up to the lamp behind
their backs.
DISCUSSION Class discussion could be introduced. 	 hy do you think
this shadow is of a mug? !lhy can't it be of a kettle?





MORE SHADOWS FROM A LAMP
Structured drawing, investigatiom. (Proective Viewing)
AIM	 Ac for 'SHADOWS FROM A LAMP'
PROCESS	 Drawing, tracing round a shadow.
MATERIALS Two-dimensional, cardboard shapes with handles so that
the children's hands do not obscure the shape. Some
three-dimensions.], shapes moat easily made from wire.
Before you give the shapes to the children us. the
shapes to obtain shadow shapes on a large 'iece of paper.
Thes. shapes should e made b7 tracing round actual
shadows from the cards.
Some of the shapes could b., for example:
and the shadows marked on the sheet of paper could he:
WHAT TO DO Trace round different shadows of these cardboard shap.e.
Try to mak, the shadow as thin as ou can. Find out





Drawing, investigation. (Proj.ctive Viewing)
WHAT TO DO	 Use some int.x.sting flat and three-dinensional.
shapes such as a cub. of wire, a tetrahedron,
a figure eight, a 'wiggle' like __/,\\,f
Can a cur'ved object hav, a straight shadow?
Can the shadow of a figure eight look uk.
a circi.?




Structured Drawing. (Projective :iewing).
AIN	 To involv, children in considering relationships
b.tw.en edges and faces of a solid in skeleton
form and in its two dimensional representations.
PROCESS	 rawing (with ruler if necessary).
bEAT TO
	 Place the odel of a brick made wttb milk straws
DO	 or wire like tlus
aw the model S5	 looks to YOU from where you
are 5jtting. Then move to a diffeet pl&ce
and draw it again.
emenbar what iou saw when Ou ade shadows from
the lanp.
An attempt to make their drawings "look riEht".
ZZPECTED An ability to discuss how t'eir drawings are zot
OF
CHILDREN	 quite right.
ENRICHNT I:ake up some other shapes with straws or wire
and draw these.
You might choose a tetrahedron.a tent shape
or one you make up for yourself.
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DR:INO THROUGH A WINDI
Structured drawing. investigation (Projective viewing)
IM Experienc, for children in mapping a thre. dimensional
view onto a plan..
PROCESS Drawing, painting.
MATZBIALS Transparent sheet of paper ("cling"), window with
a 'good' view (preferably a buildiflg and a play
area or similar). Felt tip, cra!ons, paint as
appropriate.
JHAT TO o pjx a piece of cling#or transparent paper to a
window. Try to keer iour head still. Then draw
on the paper shat you see outside. tthen you have
finished ou should have a jcture of the view
• from the window on your sheet of paper. Tour
teacher nay let you draw straight on the :indow
pan., but be careful not to press too hard.
259
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(EICH IS TEE TALLEST HUILDINO?
Mu.ltichoice, CProjectiv. Viewing)
kIN	 Children learn to interpret a Line drawing
perspectiv, view. They learn to place objects
in order of height, using receding lines as
cuec.
PHOCZSS	 Selection
WHAT TO DO Here are three buildings on a flat countryside.
Decide which LOOKS the tallest - put a on this
building. Decid. which LOCKS the shortest - put
an a on this building.
DISCUSSION "Who thinks they have the right answer? "Thy













WElCH IS TEE T.tLLEST?
Mnitichoic.. (Projective Vi.wing)
WHJ1T TO DO	 Her, are three trees by the side of a
lake. Can you see the nan in the canoe?
Decide which tree is the tallest, which the
shortest.
Do th. same for the three poles on a flat
field.
In the next drawing some extra lines have











VWYNG TKRCUG A PAP FRA
Structured drawing, investigation (Projectiv. Viewing)
AD(	 To give children experience of representing a view or an
object on paper.
PROCZSS Drawing, painting.
MAIAI.5 Stiff paper or card, scissors, felt tip, crayon or paint
as appropriate.
WEA!1 TO DO Use a piece of card or stiff paper about 15 cm by 10 cm.
Fold this in two	 _________
Cut out a rectangular piece about 6 cm by 2 cm and open out
to have a frame 6 cm by Li cm in the middle
Use the paper frame to look at things in the classroom.
Draw on your paper exactly wh&t you can see in th. hole
in your card. It might help to fix th. card so that it
does not move when you are drawing your views. Try drawing
part of your desk or a part of a wall or an object you
particularly ].ike drawing.
IA2G That drawing to make things "look right" needs careful
observation.
DISPLAY	 of some of the drawings.
DISCUSSION Ask the children what they found out. Did they notice
anything new? Lead into parallel lines appearing to
converge. Make links with other exercises such as
shadows and drawings through windows.
1RICT Some children may be asked to write out their drawings.




WHICH ARE VWS FROM A2OE?
Multichoic. selection, (At fine Repres.ntation)
AIM To discover how children consider objects
viewed from directly above.
PROCESS Selection.
WHAT TO DO
On the left in .. box by itself is a drawing of a cup.
On th. right in th. box next to it are four other drawings
marked A, 3, C, D. Write down which out of A, 3, C and D
is the view of the object from directly above it,
Do the sane for the shed, the wedge and the bottle.
ENRICT
Draw some other shapes from above - -ou could draw
a book, a table lamp. a clock, a church a house or











WEICE DRAWING LOOKS MOST LI?
Muj.tjchojce s.lsction, discussion (Ar fine Representation)




"were are five drawings of a house, marked A, 5,
C, D and E. Dcide which one looks nost like a house.
Writ, down which one you think A, 5, C, D or E.
Ear. are five drawings of atable 1 car 1 two knitting
needles through an orange, windmill marked A, L C,
D and E.
	
Again d.cid. which one looks most like, A, B,
C, D or E and writs down your answer.
DISCUSSION ink children which selections they have made
-	 and why the' hay, made them. Does anyone have an unusual






VIEWS FROM ABOVE (PLs)
Muj.tjchoice sel.ctions, (Ar fin. P.anreaentations)
AIM To enable children to distinguish between
projectiv. drawings and a plan - by selecting
a plan frois a variety of rrojective drawings.
Children should learn to draw 'lans from proective
view, and from solid objects.
PROCESS	 Selections and drawing.
WflAT TO DO
8cr. are five drawings of a. kettle. On. of them
is the view frog
 above. rit. down which letter out
of A, 8, C, api D. is the one by the view from above.
Tb. view from above is cafled the plan.




















Structured drawing. (Lffin. Representation)




Draw a picture of a cup and saucer as it would
look if you were looking at it from directly above.
Draw a plan of a cup and saucer. Do the same for a
television sit and a table - se parately or one on top
of the other.
ENRICH1NT Draw a plan of your bedroom or another
room in your home.
Draw it (or paint it) as it would look from above.






Mui.tichoice s.]..ction, d.iscuaaion (AZ fin. .pre.entation)




Her. are th. five drawing. of a houce, marked
A, B, C, D and H which you have net before.
This tins decide which drawing is the plan (the
view fron above). Writ, down which one you think.
Do th. earns for the table, car, two lciitting isedles








Structured drawing (AZ fine Representation)
AIX To discover how children consider objects
viewed from directly in front.
PROCESS Drawing. Painting.
MATERIALS Various objects, blocks, natchbox.s. kettle,
desk, everyday objects in a classroom.
;.KL? TO DO
'What does an object look like from the front?
Draw or paint a picture of what th. front looks like.
Remember you ax. not supposed to be aole to see round
the aids or over th. top.
Draw some other objects such as a cup and saucer, a




WifICE IS T!E FRONT VIEW?
Miltichoic. s.l.ction, discussion. 'Affine Representation)




Onc. again, here are five drawings of a hoxsa
ark.d A, B, C, D and E. This tine decide which
drawing is the view fron in front ':rite down which
one you think. Do the san. for the:tabl., car, two
knitting needles through an orange, windmill.
DISCUSSION As before, ask children which selections







Interpretation of perspective views, construction
(AZ fine Repr.s.ntation)
AIM Children learn to int.r,ret a p.rsective
drawing by constructing a thr.e dimensional.
zod•].
P1OCZSS Construction
MATIALS Building :lacks, cubes, various geometrical
solid shapes or structural rods such as Stern, Colour
Factor, Cutsenaire or most conveniently. Centicubes.
1.IBAT TO DO
Rere is a drawing of a shape Make the shape out
of cubes or rods. Make the other shae as well -
there are no cubes hidden behind the others. When
you have made * shape, look at it from aoove and draw
the plan. Then look at it from the front and draw the
view from the front (front elevation).
ERICNT
Some children nay be encouraged to draw also









MODELS FROM DRAWINGS AND PLANS
Construction. (Af fins Representation)
AIM To challeng. children with the problem of n..king
a model of an area - school ground - farm buildings -
bungalow, from the information availabl, in a
proj.ctive view and a plan.
PROCESS Construction, painting, naking shapes from nets,
pasting, glueing, measuring.
MATERIALS Anything to hand, card, cardboard, paner,
papier mache, straws, wood and so on.
WHAT TO DO
Mak, a audel of the area shown in the picture. You
have a plan to help you as well. Tr to make it look as
right a.s you can. You will, have to take trouble to make
the buildings the right size. Some of you ma- 'cc able to
make some people to put in your model.
DISCVSSION May be necessary to show what is required.
Painting in or us. of sticky paper for windows and doors
may be discussed. What colour should the road be? Do we
paint that before we put the houses - buildings - what
have you - on? Which areas should we paint reen, or
brown, or blue?
DISPLAY The nod.l is its own display.
ENRICNT Some children could be asked to do nore,
perhaps check on an intuitiv, idea of scale, ,erhaps
embellish the plan or another copy of it, referably to






That children begin to relate the various
parts of the area to each other Drawing to
scale is not essential, rely on the child's





WHAT TO DO NOW
Look at the pl&n. It is rather bar.. It does not show
all th. things that the picture does. Make some flat shapes to
put on th. plan to show where the buildings are, what colour
they are. You say also use little ,ictur.s or e"mbols to ahow
where things are - lik, pictures of cars, or people, or traffic
signs or tractors or goalposts or whatever.
DISCUSSION Should rang. over the most aporopriat. symbolism.
How on a plan of an area it makes sense to have a plan of a
home, rather than a front elevation. But if the concensus
of opinion is that a front elevation is "more use" - "easier
to see" or similar then it is appropriate to leave the plan in
th. form that the children consider useful, rather than to
impose an artificial adult convention on their .xoeri.nces.
Hv.n Ordnance Survey maps use "icons" such as the windmill
sign rather than sumbola for some objects. 	 ndu. emphasis
on scale and its accuracy will detract from the satisfaction
of obtaining a good model by cooperative effort.
LEAST PECTED Some ability to use the model, or plan or
picture to show paths and routes. Some ability to describ.
parts of the area verbally, or in writing. Some children,
and possibly adults, will find this exercise very difficult.









Structured writing, discussion (Ar fin, representation)
£114
	
	 To giv, children experienc, in using a plan topological].y,
that is, to a.. connections from on. point to anotheri to
trace csrtain routes with a finger, or consider routes
verbally and in writing.
PROCESS Structured writing, discussion.
1EAT TO DO
5cr. is a plan of a table in a classroom. There are also
plans of six chairs. The children's names an, written on
th. chairs.
Copy thes. sentences and fill in the missing words. The
missing word is in brackets at the end. Choose th. right one.
1. Paul and ________ sit next to each oth.r (Sue, Bill, John)
2. Bill, sits opposite _________ 	 (Sue, Mary, Jane)
3. John sits on Paul's __________	 (left, right)
You should answer 'left' or 'right'.
Sue sits on Mary's _________ B. careful here - you
may need to turn th. drawing round	 (left, right)
5. ____________ sits between Paul. and Mary (Bill, Jane, Sue)
Now draw a plan of your school table or desk, and Label
the chairs or seats.
This is a plan of the whole classroom. You should be able to
see where Bill's table is and where he sits.
Copy and complete these sentences.
6. Bill's table is nunber _______	 (1,2,3,l,5)
7. This is a ________ of the classroom (drawing, picture, plan)
8. The door is between the ________ and th. _________
9. There are ________ chairs in the classroom (23,29,30,31)


















This is a plan of th. whole school.
10. Put a snail d (d) where th. doors should be.
11. Kow would soe.on. get fron Class 2 to the cloakroons?
Writs down your anaw.r.
12. Imagin, you are in the playground. Draw a picture
(front view) or what you think the school would look







WElCH DRAWTG LOOKS MOST REAL?
Mzitichoic. e.l.ction, (Ar fin. Re,rss.tation)
AIM To give children experiences in conparing
affin. representations (in which ,arail.l lines
are drawn parallel. with projective representations
(in which parallel lines converge as they recede to
th. horizon).
PROCESS Selection, and discussion if necessary.
WHAT TO DO
"Hare are four drawings of a large factory. They
are narked A, B. C and P. In son. f them the fa.r end looks
too large. thich one has lines receding to tie horizon and
looks most real?
Write down your answer A, , C or D. Try to explain
why you mad. your choice.









Selection, discussion. (Visual Perception)
AD	 Children experience some examples of visual
illusions.
PROCESS	 Selection, writing.
WELT TO DO In th. first diagram there are thre. dots. Is
the middl. dot nearer the dot on the left, the
dot on th. right, or is it the same distance from
each of them?
On th. sheet put a cross on "nearer the left",
"nearer the right" or "th. same."
In the second diagram, which length between the
arrow points is longer?
On th. sheet put a cross on "a is longer" "b is
longer or "the same".
In the third diagram which length is longer?
"a is longer", "b is longer", or "the sam.".
In the last diagram, which is longest out of
a, b and c? Write down what you think.






Inv.stigation, discussion. (Visual Perception)
AIM	 PROCESS as in 'seeing things'.
WEAl' TO DO 1. Which upright post looks tallest? Why?
guess first and neasure them afterwards.
2. Do lines 'a' and 'b' look straight or bent?
irs they rea.11y bent? How could you tell?
3. Try to count th. blocks in this drawing.
Why could you have trouble?
. Are you looking down onto the stairs or up
at them from underneath? Turn the drawing
slowly. What do you notice?
5., Look at this drawing of a cube. Can you make
it change? Which is the face in the front?
ENRICHNT
PERSISTENCE 07 VISION
()	 The two sides of the card
Spin the card on the stick and watch the pictures.
What happens?	 (_.3







LOOKING AT MORE THINGS
Investigation, discussion, writing. (Visual Perception)
WEAT TO DO In the first part there are two diagrams.
If they are cubes, which face is in front?
If the other face is in front, what shape is
the object?
In th. second diagram, is it a drawing of stairs
seen from above or are you seeing the underneath
of the stairs? What is different about this
drawing from th. other drawing of some stairs
you had before? Turn the drawing on its side -
what do you notice?
In diagrams 3, k, 5 and 6, say what is wrong with
the diagrams if anything. If nothing is wrong,









LINES CONVERGflTG AT A POINT ON
THE HORIZON
Structured drawing, (Visual Perception)
AIM Children have experience in considering the
effect of p.rep.ctiv. on parallel lines.
WHAT TO DO
"You (may) have met something lik, this before.
Put in missing lamp posts along the road so they are
about the earn, distance from each other. Also draw in
the missing windows on the building further up the road.
The picture is not complete - the far end of the straight
road has not been put in. Put in the rest of the road and
the pavements. Remember the road is straight."
DISCUSSION.	 Children ar. likely to bend the lines when
they extend thea. This gives the appearance of the road
going uphill. Discas the reasons for b.nding the lines -
would they be better dust extended? Ezp].a.in how to draw a








INSERTING MISS ING OBJECTS
Structured Drawing. (Visual Perception)
AIX	 Children learn to use the ideas of receding
lines in a more structured situation.
WELT TO DO This ii a drawing of a factory and a row of trees.
The windows are missing.
Draw in the missing windows - about 3, k, 5 or 6
windows. ake your drawing look right.
There is a read missing in front of the factory
going on past the trees as well.
Draw in the road - you can put in the white lines
down the middle.
There are lampposts by the side of the road,






WEERE IS TEE MIDDLE?
Selection to be used diagiosticaily and followed
by discussion	 (Visual Perception)
AIM To discover how children deternine distances on
perspectiv, drawings. Children learn to draw in




'Eer. i a square field with the horizon in the
distance. It is being seen from a helicopter in th, air.
Put an X on the corner nearest the helico,ter. Put a Y
at the centre of th. square field.
ifere is a drawing of a football field between two fences.
You can see the two straight fences disap,earing into the
distance. Five crosses are naricud on the field. -Which
cross is at the middle of the field? 'irite down the one
you think it is.
Draw in the goal posts on your drawing. Are the goal
poets the same size? Answer yes or rio. Write down why you











LEARNING To realise that the middi. of a rectangle is
obtained by thawing the to diagonals and
finding where they meet.
DISCUSSION Ask children for their views about the
position of th. niddi.. Give them instiictions for
constructing the diagonals of a rectangl. or square.
ENRICHNT	 Some children ma use the method to




Construct the diagonals P and S to obtain M.
Draw HN and X (H and being wher. receding lines meet




Activity, discussion (Coordination of views)
AIM	 To give children further .xp.ri.nces of imagining a vi.w
from a position other than their own in a erspectiv.
diagria.
wa TO DO
Her, is a fi.ld u.n from above by someon. in a ba].loon.
Ther. is a pond right in the middle. Point to th. pond.
There is a swing here too. Point to the swing.
The bafl.00n now floats away from the field and the field
looks uk. this: but th. pond and swing are missing.
Put a cross where you thi.k the pond is. Now put
a ring where the swing is..
DISCUSSION	 Children may be asked to draw in the diagonals
to find the middle wher. the pond is, and possibly use
the quartering process to find the position of the swing.
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MAKING A DRAWING LOOK RIGHT
Structured drawing (Coordination of Views)
AIM To give further experienc, of receding lines
and the representation of near and far objects.
PROCESS Painting, drawing.
WELT TO DO
Imagin, you axe the pilot of a Concorde just
coming in to land an a runway. There axe son, airport
buildings down one aid. (like the factories you have seen
in other diagrams). R.meaber that lines reced. towards
th• horizon lik. they did in the drawing of the etreet.
Draw a pictur. of the runway and the airport buildings
as they would look like from the aeroplane. There are
lights by th. side of thi runway to guide the pilot down
in the right dir.ction.
DISCUSSION about the drawings
or
DISPLAY of son. of the drawings nay oe ap?ropriate.
312
F3
TILED FLOORS AND CKESSBORDS
Drawing. (Coordination of Views.)
AIM	 To giv, zone experience of rec.ding lines and the
representation of near and far objects.
PROCBSS	 Painting, Drawing.
MATRIA1.S Pencil, Brush, Paint.
WRiT TO DO Imagine you ar, 1-ing on the floor. Th. floor is
black and whit. ti].. like a chessboard. Draw a
pictur. of what the floor would. look uk. from down
there. Ifterward. get down there to see how good your
drawing was. Look at a chessboard from s.c edge. Draw
a pictur. of what it looks lik, from very close to
an edge.
MOTIVATION Present as a cha.U.nge.
LEARNING	 That objects further away are drawn snaller. That
receding parallel lines a;pear to converge.
DISPLLY	 Ofaom. of the drawings.
VOCABULARY Near, far, closer, big,snall, bigger, etc.
ICR1I' Various exercises of a similar sort.
EVLLUATION Children are questioned - does it look right? Which






Structured Drawing (Coordination of Views)




Isagin. you are a toy soldier or a doll
standing on a corner of a chesacoard. Th. straight
lines on the chessboard will. be receding into the
distance and th. further away the lines are Ui. closer
they ap.ar to be. The squares on the far sid, of
the board will appear sna.U..r than the near ones.
Draw a picture of the toy's or doll's view of
the chessboard. Reci.mber to nake receding lines
converge on the horizon.
E1RICEMENT
DISCUSS tOri
Look at a chessboard close to: near a corner.
Does your drawing "look right"? Eow could it be








MORE DRAWINGS AND PAINTINGS
Structured drawing. (Coordination of View.)
AIX	 To giv. children .x;.ri.nc.s in considering an
object from different po.itiQns or viewpoints.
PROCESS	 Painting, drawing.
MATERIALS Pencil, paint, brush, crayon.
WHAT TO DO Draw a pictur. of: a tab].., a house, a field
or a classroom any way you Like. Now draw what
it looks like from: in front, from above, or from
another place.
MOTIVATION What do you think a tabl. (or others) looks like?
What if we want to make it look real? Will it look
different from in front? Why? Row will it be different?
Imagine taking a photograph. What will it look like
from up here? Come and see. What do you notice?
DISPLA	 If appropriat..
ENRIClT Choos. your own object now and draw or paint this.
MINIMUM	 That th, child will attempt to make the drawings
EXPECTED
0? CHILDREN different, that he can explain why they should be
different in very general terms.
EVALUATION rh. child should have 'improved' his drawing from
tho.e where less guidance and discussion was given.
CO?*(ENT	 This is a very difficult exercise. It may well be
left until very much later. The problem of
coordinating a variety of perspectives would defeat
many adults. It may feedback useful information




Activity, selection, discussion. (Coordination
of Views)
AIM To giv. children •xp.riences of det.ruining
a different viewpoint. To discover whether they
hav, the capacity to do so.
PROCESS S.l.ction.
WELT TO DO
"Rex. ar. two diagrams, the first one is a
plan, a na of a village. Point to the windmill,
to th. school, the church, the shops. Wher, is the
bridge? Why is ther. a bridge there?
The other diagram is a drawing of part of the
same village. You are looking at th. church from
somewher. in th. village. Point to the ridge over
th. railway, the lychgate and the path leading to
thi:chuch. Now where is the bridg, on the sap?
Put a cross on the nap from where you think the
picture was drawn. Wher., on the nap, would rou be
standing to se. the drawing like it is, with the church






WICK DRAWIITG IS FROM EIC2 PLACE?
Multichoice selection, (Coordination of Views)
AIX Children learn to imagin, the view from a
position different from th.ir own.
POCZSS Selection.
WEAT TO DO
Her, is a drawing of a factory. Th. back wall is
blank without any windows. It is very like one yoz have
seen before. There ar. also five diagrams marked 1, 2,
3,	 and 5.
Which is the diagram which is the plan of the
factory - the view from A? Which is the front elevation -
the view from C? Which is the aid. elevation - the view
from B? Which i* the back view of the factory? Which view





















MAKING MOPE DRAWINGS LOOK RIGHT
Structured drawing, (Coordination of View.)
AIX To provide childr.n with experiences of drawing
a perspectiv, view given a two dinensional. af fin.
(isoaetric) representation.
PROCESS Structured drawing.
MATERIALS Isoizetric paper. Prejective 2-Ddotty paper.
Proj.ctive 2-D lined paper. Projective 2-D dotty
lined paper.
WHAT TO DO
"Here is a drawing of eon. square field,. lou will
see that they have not been drawn properly because the
receding lines do net converge toward, a point on the
horizon. Try to draw the fields so that the drawing
looks right. If you find thi. too difficult, eon. paper
with lines on or dots on nay help.
When you have drawn your field, shade in the squares
in two different colours like a chessboard."
ENPICNT
Son. children nay be encouraged to draw the diagonals
of the squares. It they do it carefully these parallel
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DRAWINGS OF LARGE CURES
Structured drawing, (Coordination of Views)
AIM Ta provid, children with experiences of drawing
perspectiv, views of thrse dimensional objects.
PROCESS Structured drawing.
MATERIALS Isometric paper. Proj.ctive three dimensional
lined, dotty and dotty-lined 'aper. Proj.ctive
two dinemsiona..l, lined dot and dotty-lined
paper.
WLtT TO DO
!.r. is a drawing of a building made out of
large cubes. You wi].l see that it has not been drawn
properly because the receding lines do not converge.
You can probably see that the far end of the cub.3seem
to be too tafl. and the roof of the cubes seen to be
sloping, not flat.
Try to draw the cubesbuilding so that it looks
right - so that the receding lines converge."
"If you find this too difficult, use some of
the paper with lines or dots on it."
DISCUSSION






WliAT iL IT LOOK LI	 FPOM OTR PLACES?
?4ultichoic. selection, (discussion) (Coordination of Views)




"E.re is a drawing of a school playground. On it
is me.rk.d a large diagram like a backward capital F.
From different parts of th. playground the
diagram will look different. For each of the diagrams







Getting Geometry into Perspective : A Bird's eye View
A Geometrical Hierarchy of Transformations of a Figure in a Plane
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Geometrical, Spatial Experiences for 5 to 12 year olds
Discussion Document
(a) Initial ideas
(b) Early spatial ideas
(c) Pictorial spatial ideas
Cd) Solid shapes (3D)
Ce) Plane shapes (2D)
(f) Tessellationa
(g) Further plane shapes
(h) Symmetry
Ci) Similarity (Keeping the same shape)
Ci) Further solid shapes
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CIildren'si Irerretat±ons of Line Drawings
Raw data from ilot class
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Child.ren t s Projective Preferences
Raw Data from Pilot Class
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Surnmative Evaluation Pretest and Post-test Results
Paw Data for following classes
(a). Pretest for pilot class (Class B)
0,) Pretest for experimental class (Class S)
(c) Post-test for experimental class (Class S 	 Class L)
(d) Pretest for control class (Class T)
(e) Post-test for control class (Class T	 Class M)
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